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Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the October 2001 issue of Novell AppNotes—our exciting NetWare 6 special issue! This will 
be just the beginning of many articles with information on NetWare 6 and all the related Net services that 
Novell is introducing. I’m sure everyone will find something useful in our pages this month.

Our lineup of feature articles this month (appropriately enough, there are six of them) says a lot about the 
wealth of new and enhanced features that are included with NetWare 6. For those of you who just want to 
get a brief idea of what lies in store, read “What’s New in NetWare 6: A Features Overview.” Want to 
know what’s involved in upgrading to this new operating system? Check out “Upgrading or Migrating to 
NetWare 6.” 

If your interests lie in the new Net services bundled with NetWare 6 (some of which are also being made 
available for NetWare 5.x), turn to “iFolder: Data Accessibility Where and When You Need It,” “Novell 
iPrint: A Best-of-Breed Print Solution for Businesses,” and “High Availability Networking with NetWare 
6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6.” For you hard-core programmers and those who want to get the most 
out of NetWare 6 in a multiprocessor environment, read “Multiprocessing Support in NetWare 6” for 
insights into this powerful networking platform.

Finally, even our Sections have information relating to NetWare 6. In particular, Beyond the Basics covers 
what’s new in the NetWare 6 Remote Manager utility (you might recognize this more readily as the former 
NetWare Management Portal browser-based tool). Network Novice looks at new console commands in 
NetWare 6, and Tips and Tricks outlines the NetWare 6 SET parameters. Directory Primer takes you 
through the improvements and updates to the version of eDirectory that is shipping with NetWare 6.

Special recognition is in order for Kevin Burnett, our Senior Research Engineer, for going above and 
beyond the call of duty in gathering and preparing four of the six articles in this issue.

I express my appreciation to those of you who heeded my plea last month and helped out with donations to 
the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation. Your donations in time and effort are appreciated and do make 
a difference. I truly believe that our readers are the best in the world. 

I would also like to express my heartfelt sorrow and support for those who were affected by last month’s 
terrorist attacks in the United States. Here at Novell, our thoughts and prayers are with the families of the 
victims as well as the heroic firefighters and policemen who sacrificed so much in the rescue and recovery 
efforts. I hope that you will do whatever you can to help all those whose lives were affected. (I have more 
to say on this in the Web version of my Letter from the Editor at http://www.novell.com/appnotes.) 

As always, I am anxious to hear from you to find out what the AppNotes staff can do to better serve your 
needs. Let me know how we are doing, what you think of AppNotes or Novell, and especially what topics 
you would like to see in upcoming issues. Also let me know how we’re doing with our Web site. You can 
contact me by using the feedback button on our Web site or by e-mailing me at gherbon@novell.com. 

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
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What’s New in NetWare 6?
A Features Overview

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes
kburnett@novell.com

Portions of this AppNote were taken from the NetWare 6 White Paper available at 
http://nw6launch.novell.com/nw6launch/.

Novell’s NetWare 6 is the Net Services software solution that brings one Net 
accessibility to networked environments. But, you may ask, isn’t NetWare 6 just a 
new version of the NetWare operating system workhorse? Why would I want to 
upgrade my stable, reliable NetWare 5.1 network to NetWare 6? What’s so 
special about NetWare 6? This AppNote provides an overview of the new and 
enhanced features in NetWare 6 that make it a compelling upgrade for existing 
customers and an attractive choice for new network installations.

Contents:

• Introduction

• Major New Features in NetWare 6

• Enhanced NetWare Features

• Conclusion

Topics network operating system, NetWare features, NetWare 
upgrades 

Products NetWare 6

Audience network installers and administrators

Level beginning

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with NetWare

Operating System NetWare 6

Tools none 

Sample Code no
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Introduction

NetWare 6 is the first release of Novell’s venerable network operating system to 
come out since the “one Net” vision was announced last year. In keeping with this 
vision, NetWare 6 provides non-stop access to networked information. It enables 
you to work across all types of networks and all leading operating environments 
as a single network. NetWare 6 gives you constant access to all network services 
from a variety of devices ranging from desktop and laptop computers to cellular 
phones and handheld devices. Plus you can access network resources across all 
types of networks: corporate and public, wired to wireless (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: NetWare 6 plays a key role in Novell’s one Net vision.

So why install or upgrade to NetWare 6? For starters, it offers you enhanced file, 
print, and directory services; 32x32-way scalability to networked storage 
environments; and enhanced network client accessibility. Novell suggests several 
other reasons to upgrade to NetWare 6:

• It’s additive. NetWare 6 is complementary to your existing network 
infrastructure. Unlike previous versions and competitive offerings, NetWare 6 
does not require a wholesale server upgrade.

• It’s innovative. NetWare 6’s iFolder and iPrint technologies allow users to 
have non-stop access to their files and easily print their documents through a 
browser . . . anywhere, anytime.

• It’s reliable. NetWare 6 is the most secure and highly-available network 
operating system on the market today. It is built on Novell’s more than 15 
years of experience in networking technology, field-hardened on more than 
4.5 million servers supporting 81 million users worldwide.
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• It’s scalable. NetWare 6 is built for the stringent demands of a growing 
business, supporting up to 32 clustered servers with up to 32 processors. 
What’s more, Novell Storage Services (NSS) supports billions of volumes, 
with each volume capable of holding billions of files that can grow up to eight 
terabytes in size.

• It’s profitable. NetWare 6 allows businesses to excel by reducing support 
calls, maximizing hardware investments, and lower overall cost of ownership 
by up to 20 percent over competitive offerings.

Part of Novell’s mission is to simplify, secure, and accelerate the transformation 
of today’s isolated computer systems into tomorrow’s highly-connected 
eBusiness systems. NetWare 6 does this by:

• Simplifying access to and management of all network resources

• It provides users with universal access to information and printers through 
any portal, from any device, in any location.

• It consolidates the use of file, print, and other resources (directory, e-mail, 
databases, and so on) across networks, storage platforms, and operating 
systems.

• It centralizes and manages storage capacity and resources, quickly and 
easily, across NetWare, Windows, and Unix desktops.

• Securing the integrity and availability of all digital assets

• It identifies users with single sign-on and controls access through policies 
with high precision.

• It allows you to back up and restore business-critical information quickly 
and easily, in real time, from a central location.

• It guarantees the availability of business-critical storage resources with 
support for up to 32 clustered servers.

• Accelerating the scalability of enterprise networks

• It allows you to combine from 2 to 32 clustered and load-balanced 
servers, each supporting up to 32 processors.

• It meets growing capacity demands with volumes which can be added in 
seconds and support up to 8 TB of storage across multiple servers.

• It deliver performance that supports millions of users in the most 
demanding enterprise network environments.

This AppNote gives you a brief overview of the new and enhanced features 
included in NetWare 6.
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Major New Features in NetWare 6

This section looks at the major new features included in NetWare 6. The 
following section covers features that already exist in NetWare 5.1, but which 
have been significantly improved.

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 “In the Box”

In an effort to hold back the tide of information, reduce cost of ownership, reduce 
IT staff, and increase network efficiency, many businesses are pulling the storage 
off their distributed servers and bringing it into a central location. The obvious 
challenge with consolidation of stored resources is the risk of failure. If a single 
server fails, several hundred users could be without service. If a shared disk array 
fails, potentially thousands of users are without service—resulting in lost 
production, lost revenue, and in the case of e-commerce, lost business as millions 
of customers head to your competition. However, the benefits of consolidation are 
many. Management is simplified, IT staff can be reduced or re-allocated, and, 
most importantly, users can be sure that their information will be available.

Storage Area NetWork (SAN) technology provides excellent, high-performance 
storage options. A centralized SAN arrangement uses a single storage system— 
usually a RAID device with plenty of capacity and redundancy—to serve multiple 
hosts. The storage system uses a separate, back-end network for communication 
between storage devices and the server that connects the SAN system to the 
corporate network. 

SAN technology dramatically expands the storage capability of a network, which 
results in significant advantages. The entire management overhead for individual 
storage units in the SAN falls to the SAN server, not to the distributed hosts 
accessing the storage system. Relieved of the storage management overhead, 
hosts can perform tasks more quickly.

Reliability becomes more critical than ever when host storage becomes separated 
from the server in a SAN configuration. A dead SAN server blocks storage files, 
making every host on the network useless. Network downtime due to dead storage 
will hurt any company, from small shops to large global Web sites.

Novell’s solution is to use a cluster of NetWare servers to control your SAN. 
NetWare 6 includes free cluster software for up to two systems. With additional 
software, you can form a cluster of up to 32 NetWare servers, each of which is 
automatically ready to pick up the work of any other server in the cluster (see 
Figure 2). The software constantly monitors the health of the cluster. In the event 
of a failure, the sick node’s processes are automatically forwarded to the 
remaining healthy nodes. This failover process eliminates any single point of 
failure and is transparent to your users.
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Figure 2: Novell’s server clustering technology.

Management tools offer tremendous advantages to network administrators of 
critical SAN systems. NetWare provides excellent file-system control and 
security through eDirectory. It makes sense to build SAN security on a directory 
foundation that has a decade of experience and seven major upgrades behind it.

For more information about clustering, see “High Availability Networking with 
NetWare 6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6” in this issue.

Novell iFolder: Non-Stop Access to Your Files

People now travel to more places, towing technology in every briefcase and coat 
pocket. But no matter how much technology people carry with them, they always 
need something else. Sooner or later, they always need the files and information 
they left behind.

The Internet connects almost every network in the world to every other network. 
Yet reaching your files on your network from another network remains difficult, 
and is sometimes even impossible. 

For years, people have searched for universal data access, and they still struggle 
mightily today to juggle files and keep multiple sets of data files synchronized. 
Desperate users e-mail files to themselves, shuffle decks of floppy disks, and 
manually copy files hither and yon to keep their files current. None of these 
options works reliably or transparently.

Novell iFolder breaks the chains that, until now, have linked users to particular 
hardware. iFolder also eliminates location as the most important aspect of file 
access. New with NetWare 6, iFolder provides the technology tools to access, 
synchronize, and back up your files and applications anywhere and at any time.
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iFolder performs data-file synchronization automatically, transparently, and 
securely. iFolder intelligently sends only file changes back and forth across the 
network, speeding performance by eliminating complete file replacements. 
iFolder does all this synchronization while also reducing the security hassles that 
are created by linking a client computer through the Internet to a remote server via 
Virtual Private Networking. 

Notice the liberating result of iFolder: you have access to your updated files no 
matter where you are, and whether you are connected or offline. With basic Web 
access or on an iFolder client, your files and applications are available anywhere. 
You no longer have to go to the data, because the data will come to you.

Figure 3 shows a typical iFolder implementation.

Figure 3: Typical Novell iFolder implementation.

Three components work together to power Novell iFolder:

• The iFolder client allows access to current files on a personal computer, 
whether or not it is connected to the network during the work session. 
Running on Windows 9x/ME/NT/2000, the iFolder client performs 
synchronization whenever connected to the network, keeping all files up to 
date and properly backed up. The iFolder client software also guarantees 
security by providing an encryption option for files stored at the central 
server.

• An iFolder plug-in for Web browsers provides secure authentication links to 
the central iFolder server. The iFolder browser addition gives users the 
normal file operation tools they expect (copy, delete, rename, and so on).
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• The iFolder server provides the necessary infrastructure for secure file 
synchronization and access. Using LDAP for authentication, the iFolder 
server runs on NetWare and includes modules for the Apache Web server on 
NetWare. Encryption between the client and the iFolder server, LDAP 
authentication, and stored file encryption provide peace of mind for iFolder 
users and network managers.

iFolder surpasses competitors by using standard Internet protocols and tools. It 
uses the Internet standard HTTP for both connections and file transfer between 
client and server.

The benefits of iFolder are numerous. Travelers benefit because their files remain 
current, synchronized and secure. You can access your files through a standard , 
always-available Web browser no matter where you are in the world. Owners of 
new machines benefit because updating your new system with iFfolder is a snap. 
Add the iFolder client, connect through the company LAN or through the Internet, 
and your new machine automatically receives a copy of all your current files. 
Network managers benefit because secure file synchronization for far-flung 
clients is now automatic. iFolder also performs backup, one of the most critical 
network management challenges for traveling clients. Changes made to files on a 
laptop system by travelers will be synchronized automatically with the central 
iFolder server each time the traveler makes a connection. Backups for the central 
data storage devices will include the latest modifications made by travelers.

For more information about iFolder, see “iFolder: Data Accessibility, Where and 
When You Need It” in this issue.

Novell Internet Printing (iPrint): An End to Printing Hassles

Novell has provided shared printing services since the earliest versions of 
NetWare. During the initial wave of laser printers, NetWare enabled companies to 
amortize several thousand dollars worth of laser printer among multiple 
employees. As printing demands grew, so did Novell’s support for printing 
options. NetWare led the way among all network operating systems in supporting 
network-attached print servers, server-controlled printing through workstation- 
attached printers, and remote printer control options.

Novell provided another major improvement in network printer control by making 
printers, print queues, and print servers objects inside eDirectory. NetWare 4.x 
made printer administration less time consuming and more reliable by using the 
same management tools that are used for every other network resource. Users 
were able to find and use printers more easily than ever before. Novell Distributed 
Print Services (NDPS) added even more management and user support. 

NetWare 6 takes network printer functionality to a higher level by using the best 
network print option as the foundation for Novell Internet Printing (iPrint). Built 
upon the IETF-ratified Internet Printing Protocol (RFC-2910-1), Novell iPrint 
introduces printer job control through Web browsers and Web server technology.
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Network users struggle with several nagging details when trying to find the best 
printer for the job. The first problem is location. A great printer that is located two 
buildings away on a corporate campus might as well be in another state when 
quick printouts are needed. Sometimes poorly-configured networks will list 
printers without mentioning their locations. In this situation, users are likely to 
send their critical jobs to a printer in the wrong location, sometimes even in a 
different state, by accident. better printer management helps prevent these 
mistakes.

Second, print drivers remain a constant problem. Nothing ruins a print user’s day 
like finding a critical document full of hieroglyphics rather than text, tables, and 
numbers. Print drivers and applications baffle many users, so the more help the 
network can give them, the happier they are.

Finally, remote printing capabilities, including security, remain a mystery to many 
users. Why print out a job, stuff it into an expensive overnight delivery envelope, 
and send it away? Because the user has no idea how to transfer the file and have 
control over the resulting printout. To ensure a quality printout, file transfer, 
e-mail attachments, and even transmitted floppy disks require more coordination 
than most companies can guarantee. 

Your users want a way to find the right printer, automatically receive the right 
print driver if they don’t have it already, and send the print job to a remote printer 
without fighting through security and a firewall. They have only one option: 
Novell iPrint.

Novell built a three-part answer to end the user’s printing nightmare:

• First, Novell iPrint server components transform any printer into an IPP 
printer, putting it on the Internet and making it easily available to all 
authorized users.

• Secondly, the Web server portion allows users to click on their printer of 
choice, learn details such as physical location and printer features, and 
download drivers as necessary.

• Finally, using HTTP basic authentication and SSL encryption, the user can 
send the print job to the desired printer without worrying about security.

Figure 4 shows a typical iPrint configuration.
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Figure 4: Typical Novell iPrint configuration.

Users feel comfortable with Web pages. Even if the information on the Web page 
merely duplicates what the user sees inside a printer control dialog, users prefer 
the Web page option in most cases. Using Web pages works well for network 
administrators because it puts much of the printer control at the server side. 
Asking the user to make judgment calls about printer support, drivers, and 
features almost always leads to a user request for technical support. 

From the iPrint Web page (either the default page from the IPP software or a 
customized version), the user can start the print driver download process by 
clicking on a printer. Another option begins the print driver download process 
automatically. Either way, the user immedialy eliminates the frustrations that 
come from mismatched print drivers. The Windows client software adds the new 
printer to the list of available printers, making it immediately available to the user.

For more information about iPrint, see “Novell iPrint: A Best-of-Breed Print 
Solution for Businesses” in this issue.

Native File Access: No More Need for Client Software

Over the years, proprietary communication protocols such as Novell’s 
Internetwork Packet eXchange (IPX) and Digital Equipment’s DECnet have 
given way to standardized protocols. While it may sound like the world spins 
around a single protocol today, that’s not the case. Novell products support a 
variety of different file protocols, all of which are standards in their own markets. 
File protocols allow different client machines to communicate with the NetWare 
file system.
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NetWare 6 adds more standard file access protocols into the server than ever 
before. In addition to support for FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and WebDAV, the 
basic NetWare 6 package includes Native File Access for Windows machines 
through CIFS (Common Internet File System), for Macintosh machines through 
AFP (AppleTalk File Protocol), and for Unix machines through NFS (Network 
File System). 

With NetWare 6, you can now take an iMac computer out of the box, plug it into 
your network, and immediately begin accessing files off of a NetWare 6 server 
without installing any additional client software. The same holds true for a 
Windows client, a Unix workstation, an FTP client, or a Web browser. The 
emphasis is to work within an existing infrastructure, capitalizing on the strengths 
of each platform and clients, not to rip out the existing infrastructure and replace it 
with a one-size-fits-all solution.

Enhanced NetWare Features

This section discusses existing NetWare features that have been enhanced in 
NetWare 6.

Multi-Processor Enabled File System and Services

By improving on the Multi-Processing (MP) capabilities of NetWare 5.x, Novell 
has made NetWare 6 fully compliant with Intel’s MP architecture. What this 
means to you is that you don’t need to tie up a single processor on your server 
with both the NetWare OS and your applications; you can farm out your 
MP-complaint applications to other available processors on your MP system 
hardware.

In addition to the OS, the following components are MP-enabled for NetWare 6:

• Protocol Stacks

• NetWare Core Protocol (NCP)

• Service Location Protocol (SLP) 2

• TCP/IP Stack

• HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

• Ethernet Connectivity

• Token-Ring Connectivity

• Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV)

• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)

• NetWare News Server
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• Storage Services

• Novell Storage Services (NSS)

• Distributed File Services (DFS)

• Protocol Services Request Dispatcher

• Transport Services Request Dispatcher

• Fiber Channel Disk Support

• Security Services

• Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI)

• Authentication

• Authentication ConsoleOne snap-ins

• Miscellaneous Components and Services

• eDirectory (NDS)

• Novell Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

• Web Engine

• Search Engine

• Additional Web features

• And many more . . .

With NetWare 6 supporting up to 32 processors on a single box, your applications 
will run faster, and more applications can run faster on the same box—all with no 
performance hit to the NetWare OS.

For more information about multiprocessing, see “Multiprocessing Support in 
NetWare 6” in this issue.

Novell eDirectory

Novell eDirectory (formerly known as Novell Directory Services) is the proven 
leader in directories. With more than 139 million users worldwide, eDirectory has 
become a household name by sheer acceptance. The version of eDirectory which 
ships with NetWare 6 adds polish to an already smooth performer. 

With NetWare 6, you get all of the features and benefits eDirectory has to offer: 

• Cross-Platform Support. Novell eDirectory supports all Internet clients, and 
eDirectory server software runs on all common Internet servers. Besides 
NetWare, which is the first and highest-performing eDirectory platform, 
eDirectory runs on Linux, Solaris, Compaq Tru64 Unix, and Windows 
NT/2000.
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• Robust Security. With its RSA-based algorithms, eDirectory provides robust 
security for networks large and small. Security features include Novell 
International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI), encrypted passwords, 
private/public key encryption, and secure authentication services.

• Scalability. One of the directory group’s favorite demonstrations shows 
eDirectory safely and securely managing over one billion objects. Will you 
ever need to manage one billion objects? No. Do we recommend loading a 
production directory with that many objects? Again, no. But it does remove 
any question about scalability and eDirectory’s ability to manage a large 
corporate network.

• Solid Partitioning and Replication. Partitions allow eDirectory to split a large 
directory database into smaller portions for better client support and 
performance. Replication allows distributed databases to update each other 
quickly in the background, ensuring that changes in one portion of the 
directory will become available to the entire network as quickly as possible

• Simplified Information Management. eDirectory is designed to act as your 
company’s data repository. It prepares a foundation for capturing, storing, and 
organizing a wide range of user and customer information. eDirectory can be 
used to model your company, regardless of the size of the company. 
Additionally, eDirectory can be used to leverage customer demographics, 
product interest, and transactions. 

• Unified User Management. Novell Account Management is a tool built on top 
of NDS eDirectory to reduce redundant user administration across enterprise 
systems by providing a single point of management for user accounts, 
profiles, access policies, preferences, and security credentials (passwords and 
digital certificates).

• Directory Management Tools. eDirectory is easily managed via snap-ins for 
ConsoleOne and directory-specific utilities. In addition to ConsoleOne, 
DSRepair and DSTrace are popular utilities that aid in repairing the 
eDirectory databases and in debugging its operation. With these utilities, you 
can manage eDirectory running on any supported platform.

• Platform for Applications. eDirectory serves as the basis for supporting 
third-party applications. In fact, Novell provides eDirectory free of charge to 
members of Novell’s DeveloperNet program to encourage them to develop 
applications that take advantage of eDirectory. (For more information, visit 
http://developer.novell.com).

For more information about what’s new in the NetWare 6 release of eDirectory, 
see the Directory Primer column in this issue of AppNotes.
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ConsoleOne Improvements

ConsoleOne, the Java-based management utility for NetWare, continues to get 
better in NetWare 6. Now any client with a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) running 
on it can execute ConsoleOne. All eDirectory administrative functions can be 
performed via ConsoleOne, which uses a secure, encrypted connection. Figure 5 
shows a sample screen from ConsoleOne.

Figure 5: ConsoleOne screen.

In addition to eDirectory functions, ConsoleOne controls many NetWare file 
system components, such as disks, volumes, folders, and files. You can change 
specific rights and attributes, and even set disk space limits for individual users. 
New ConsoleOne snap-ins are being created all the time to allow Novell 
services— from DirXML to clustering—to be administered in one convenient 
utility interface. With ConsoleOne, almost every administrative function can be 
run from a wide variety of clients.

NetWare Remote Manager for Browser-Based Management

Browser-based management, which first appeared with NetWare 5.1 as the 
NetWare Management Portal, allows network administrators to work from any 
client that is equipped with a Web browser. In NetWare 6, this popular tool has 
been rechristened as the NetWare Remote Manager utility. With this utility, 
complete server-specific information displays clearly and securely within the 
client browser. A monitoring page with a traffic signal icon (green, yellow, and 
red lights) immediately indicates the health of dozens of servers. With one click, a 
system administrator can select any server to see more detailed information or to 
make configuration changes. Encrypted password exchange via SSL keeps the 
management connection secure.
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NetWare Remote Manager provides far more than just minor configuration 
changes. Server console screens that allow a network administrator to control all 
server-based applications may be viewed through the browser. The directory tree 
and established partitions are displayed, and servers may be downed, restarted, or 
reset through the browser. 

Figure 6 shows a screen shot from the NetWare Remote Manager utility.

Figure 6: NetWare Remote Manager screen.

For more details about what’s new in the NetWare 6 Remote Manager utility, see 
the Beyond the Basics column in this issue of AppNotes.

Novell Storage Services (NSS)

Early on, server operating systems devoted most of their attention to better disk 
performance in the hope of minimizing the time it took to serve up requested files. 
Today’s operating systems must perform many tasks while maintaining 
exceptional file service. As storage demands increased and NetWare servers 
began hosting multiple high-capacity disk drives, NetWare customers demanded 
more from their file systems. Customers wanted to control higher total disk 
capacities and larger single files, while mounting the file system and making disks 
available more quickly than ever before. Novell responded by developing Novell 
Storage Services, or NSS.

Novell engineers faced three critical hurdles when developing NSS: the need to 
make the file system compatible with all existing NetWare installations, the need 
to eliminate limitations in the earlier-generation storage services, and the need to 
provide a strong foundation for new storage advancements.With the first version 
of NSS, Novell engineers were successful in all three areas.
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Improving upon the market-leading performance of the traditional NetWare file 
system, NSS first appeared with NetWare 5.0. NSS allows for unlimited disk 
volumes that can be up to 8 TBs (terabytes) in size. For example, a single 8 TB 
file can fill one volume. This might be necessary to accommodate a huge database 
table. Alternately, a single disk can be logically separated into an unlimited 
number of smaller volumes to meet security or application requirements.

The key to this storage advancement in NSS is the use of a 64-bit interface, which 
offers significantly more addressing capacity for more files than ever before. This 
“journaling” file system keeps track of volumes, partitions, and files differently 
and uses less server memory than earlier NetWare file systems. Because of the 
journaling file system, NSS is more resistant to errors caused by server crashes 
and offers higher reliability and fewer fault conditions. 

NetWare 6 continues the improvement of file services through better NSS 
performance and flexibility. The NSS version included with NetWare 6 now 
supports file compression on all NSS volumes. Since NetWare 4.x, Novell offered 
a way to compress files stored on the server after a set period of time. The 
compression utility’s efficiency generally ranged around 50 percent, meaning a 10 
GB disk suddenly held almost 20 GB worth of files.

Other features of NSS in NetWare 6 provide real benefits as well, matching and 
surpassing the NSS abilities in NetWare 5.1. NSS now employs the U.S. Green 
Book File Security standard for “data shredding.” This allows you to delete a file 
with full confidence that it will never return, no matter which utilities promise file 
reincarnation.

The list of NSS features is lengthy, but the short story simply promises better file 
system performance, reliability, and management using the newest generation of 
file-service technology possible. Here are some of the most notable 
improvements:

• SYS volumes supported and recognized

• Incredibly fast volume mountings

• Partition-level mirroring

• RAID 0 striping support via software

• Pooling space from a disk available for any volume to use

• Faster streaming speeds for backup

• Advanced “journaling” system tracks uncommitted changes and can get a 
volume back online in less than one minute, eliminating the need for VRepair

• Ability to mount any size volume with as little as 4 to 10 MB of memory, with 
even better performance on larger systems with more memory

• Multiple name spaces share the same storage space instead of reserving an 
individual space for each namespace
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• Objects stored in balanced trees (B-trees) for efficient and fast access

• Support for user and directory quotas

• Support for legacy NetWare file system features such as mirroring and 
hot-fixing (traditionally referred to as SFT I and SFT II), Transaction 
Tracking System (TTS), and utility monitoring

Application developers will greatly benefit from the modular and open design of 
NSS. Since NSS is language- and platform-independent, developers can program 
in any format they choose, including Java and C/C++ NLMs. 

For more technical detail on NSS 3.0, see the AppNote entitled “High Availability 
Networking with NetWare 6: NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6” in this issue.

Open Standards

NetWare 6 supports the following open standards, which are critical for customers 
interested in using the Internet, the World Wide Web, and any type of 
e-commerce applications:

• TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol)

• LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)

• XML (Extensible Markup Language)

• SQL (Standard Query Language)

• ODBC (Open DataBase Connectivity)

• JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity)

• Java Beans

• JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface)

• SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)

• HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol)

• DNS (Domain Name System)

• DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)

• J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition)

NetWare 6’s support for these standards translates to more options and better 
value for customers. For example, NetWare Web Access allows secure access to 
file, print, and e-mail via a Web browser. No longer is a VPN connection required. 
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Developer Resources in NetWare 6

NetWare 6 supports a rich variety of developer-related technologies which can be 
used to write applications to run with NetWare, eDirectory, or both. This section 
provides general information about developing to NetWare 6. 

Kernel-level NLM Development for NetWare 6. To take advantage of better 
multithreading and multitasking in NetWare 6, Novell has developed an improved 
set of interfaces and execution environment for the NLM programmer. NLM 
applications written to standard interfaces such as CLIB or SMS and which run on 
NetWare 5.x should run on NetWare 6 with little or no modifications. However, 
these applications will see little or no MP scaling on NetWare 6. The new Novell 
Kernel Services (NKS) library allows you to write applications that can take 
advantage of MP scaling on NetWare 6. 

For more in-depth information, see the AppNote entitled, “Multiprocessing 
Support in NetWare 6” in this issue.

Java Environment for NetWare 6. NetWare 6 includes the Novell Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM) v1.3 which supports Java applications, servlets, and applets. 
NetWare 6 also includes Tomcat v3.3 which is part of the Jakarta initiative and a 
sub-project of Apache.org. Tomcat maps closely to the requirements of the Novell 
customer base for Java Servlet and Jave Server Page development in a NetWare 
environment. In addition, the Novell Enterprise Web Server and the Apache Web 
Server are both included with NetWare 6.

Scripting Support. Scripting languages are used to do everything from 
automating maintenance tasks to providing Web-based functionality for 
applications. NetWare 6 includes support for Perl, Novell Script for NetWare 
(Visual Basic Script compatible), and the Universal Component System (UCS). 

Other Developer Enhancements. In addition to the above, NetWare 6 
specifically adds developer support for:

• WebDAV redirector

• LDAP (C and Java based)

• FTP/TelNet

Continued support is available for the Java Developers Kit (JDK), C/C++ 
development, Beans development, and much more. Novell provides a Web page 
for downloading Novell Developer Kits (NDKs) for popular development 
environments. Visit http://developer.novell.com for the whole story on NetWare 6 
development platforms.
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Conclusion

What do system administrators and users want most from a network? Uptime and 
reliability. Uptime refers to the time a server or networks stays running 
continuously. Reliability means a service that continues to function until it is 
deliberately stopped. In the past, NetWare (when configured correctly) has been 
measured to give 99.999% uptime. NetWare 6 builds and improves upon the track 
record set by prior versions. You won’t find a more stable, reliable platform for 
your eBusiness network than NetWare 6.

For additional information, refer to the following resources:

• NetWare 6 product information (http://www.novell.com/products/netware)

• NetWare 6 online documentation 
(http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/nw6p)

• NetWare 6 Deployment Solutions guides 
(http://www.novell.com/products/netware/deployment_solutions)

• NetWare 6 Education Courses and Training 
(http://www.novell.com/ecucation/netware6)

Copyright © 2001 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
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without the express written permission of Novell.
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their respective companies or distributors.
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Introduction

NetWare 6 offers many new and powerful features that make a compelling case 
for upgrading. Fortunately, we have made the process of moving to NetWare 6 a 
lot simpler. There are multiple tools to assist you in this process. The ones you 
will use depend on what version of NetWare you are coming from. The tools are:

• Deployment Manager

• Install/In-Place Upgrade

• Accelerated Upgrade

• Migration Wizard

This AppNote outlines the procedures for various upgrade scenarios, including 
installing new NetWare 6 servers, upgrading existing NetWare servers in-place, 
and migrating to NetWare 6 from Windows NT 4 and previous versions of 
NetWare. It also lists the new features in the Migration Wizard 6 and describes the 
inner workings of the NDS Migration steps of this utility.

Preparing for the Upgrade/Migration

This section outlines the tasks you need to do before upgrading or migrating to 
NetWare 6.

Preparing the NDS Tree

Before adding your first NetWare 6 server into an existing NDS tree, you should 
do the following:

• Run Deployment Manager (NWDEPLOY.EXE) from a Windows 98/NT/ 
2000 workstation. The Deployment Manager utility is located in the root 
directory of the NetWare 6 CD. Once you have started the Deployment 
Manager, select Network Preparation and follow the steps to prepare the 
network to install a new NetWare 6 server.

• Upgrade your existing Certificate Server to Novell Certificate Server 2.0 or 
later. To do this, run the NetWare 6 Deployment Manager and select “Step 4 - 
Update the Certificate Authority” from the Network Preparation menu option. 
This will guide you through the upgrading of your Certificate Server.

• Make sure your NDS tree is healthy. It is recommended that you do whatever 
is necessary to assure that NDS is healthy before you run the Migration 
Wizard. This is perhaps the single most important thing that you can do to 
assure a problem-free migration. A number of TIDs are available from 
http://support.novell.com to help you do this.

• If you are upgrading an existing server, do a complete backup of the 
server’s data.
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When a print queue is created, either through NWAdmin or the PCONSOLE 
utility, a corresponding subdirectory is created under the QUEUES directory on 
the volume of your choosing on the file server where the print queue resides. The 
NetWare operating system uses this directory (commonly referred to as the spool 
directory) to hold the print job files that are waiting to be printed. The SYS 
volume is used by default, but you can select any other volume on the server.

Preparing the Server Hardware

Before installing or upgrading to NetWare 6, you should make sure that you have 
a properly configured server to run NetWare 6.

System Requirements. NetWare 6 has the following minimum system 
requirements: 

• A server-class PC with a Pentium II or higher processor (Pentium III 
700 MHz recommended for multiple-processor machines)

• 256 MB of RAM (512 MB recommended)

• A Super VGA or higher resolution display adapter

• A DOS boot partition of at least 200 MB and 200 MB available disk space 
(1 GB is recommended)

Note: To determine the optimal boot partition size, add the amount of server 
memory to the minimum amount of the available disk space. The 
minimum amount of available space is 200 MB, so a server with 1024 MB 
of RAM has an optimal boot partition size of 1224 MB (1024 MB + 200 MB = 
1224 MB). This size will allow you to do a memory core dump to the disk 
drive if required for troubleshooting purposes.

• 2 GB of available disk space outside the DOS partition (this amount is 
required for volume SYS); 4 GB is recommended

• One or more network boards

• A CD drive (bootable CD drives must support the El Torito specification)

• A USB, PS/2, or serial mouse is recommended but not required

Note: The minimum system requirements listed above will run NetWare 6. 
However, you can optimize the server performance by increasing the 
amount of server memory, disk space, and processor speed.

Software and Other Requirements. Depending on the network configuration, 
you may need one or all of the following software and information:

• NetWare 6 Operating System CD

• NetWare 6 License/Cryptography diskette

• Supervisor rights at the [Root] of the eDirectory tree

• Supervisor rights to the container where the server will be installed
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• Read rights to the Security container object for the eDirectory tree

• DOS CD drivers (required if the computer does not boot from CD)

• Client connection utilities (optional, for installing from a network):

• Novell Client for DOS and Windows 3.1x (optional, for installing from a 
NetWare server running IPX)

• IP Server Connection Utility (optional, for installing from a NetWare 
server running IP only). For instructions, see PRODUCTS\ 
SERVERINST\IPCONN.TXT on the Novell Client CD

• IP address and domain names (required for connecting to the Internet):

• An IP address 

• An IP address of a Domain Name Server

• The name of your domain

Note: For IP addresses and domain names, contact your system administrator 
and Internet Service Provider (ISP).

• Network board and storage device properties, such as the interrupt and port 
address (required if not included in NetWare). For more information, contact 
your computer hardware manufacturer.

For more information about the NetWare 6 hardware requirements, see 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/beta/nw6p/index.html.

Upgrade/Migration Scenarios

This section presents various upgrade and migration scenarios and lists the basic 
steps that are involved in each.

Installing a New Server in a New or Existing Tree

In this scenario, you will install a new NetWare server and not upgrade an existing 
server. You should have acquired new server hardware on which you will be 
installing NetWare for the first time. There are two variations on this scenario: 
installing the new NetWare 6 server into a new NDS tree, or installing it into an 
existing tree (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Installing a new NetWare server into a new or existing NDS tree.

In both cases, you should use the NetWare Install program (INSTALL.BAT) 
located in the root directory of the NetWare 6 CD. Here is a brief outline of the 
steps involved in installing a new server:

1. Insert the NetWare 6 CD into the server’s CD drive.

2. From the server console prompt, run the Install program (INSTALL.BAT) 
from the CD.

3. Select the language with which you want to install NetWare.

4. Read and accept the license agreements.

5. At the “Is this a new server, upgrade or pre-migration?” prompt, select New 
server. (You can change the selection by pressing the space bar.) 

6. Select either Express or Custom as the type of Install.

The Express Installation automatically detects drivers and installs the 
NetWare server with default settings and default software programs.The 
settings include: 

• 4 GB volume SYS (any remaining disk space will be left as free space)

• LAN and disk drivers are auto-discovered and loaded

• Default products installed: Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS), 
NetWare Administration Server, Novell Advanced Audit Services

• Country Code: 1

[ROOT]

New
NDS Tree

New
NetWare 6

Server

Installing a new NetWare 6 server into its own NDS tree.

New
NetWare 6

Server

Installing a new NetWare 6 server into an existing NDS tree.

Existing
NDS Tree

[ROOT]
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• Codepage: 437

• Video mode: VGA Plug ‘n’ Play

• Keyboard: United States

• Mouse: Auto-discovered and driver loaded

The Custom Installation allows you to choose specific configuration options 
for your networking environment.

7. Proceed with the installation of the new server, following the on-screen 
prompts.

8. If you are installing your NetWare 6 server into a new NDS tree, you will 
need to create a new NDS tree, giving the tree a name and the server a 
context.

9. If you already have an existing NDS tree, you will need to select the NDS 
tree into which the server will be installed. Specify the container in which the 
NDS Server object will be created.

For more detailed information about the NetWare 6 Install program, see 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/nw6.

Upgrading an Existing NetWare Server in a New or Existing Tree

In this scenario, you should have an existing server running a previous version of 
NetWare (4.x or 5.x) and you will upgrade it, in-place, to NetWare 6. The 
instructions that follow assume that the server meets the hardware requirements 
for NetWare 6. Figure 2 illustrates this scenario.

Figure 2: Performing an In-Place upgrade of an existing NetWare 4 or 5 server.

You can use either the NetWare 6 Install program or the Accelerated Upgrade 
program. The basic procedures for each method are outlined below.

In-Place Upgrade with the Install Program. To perform an In-Place 
upgrade using the NetWare 6 Install program, follow the procedure outlined 
below:

NetWare 4.x
or NetWare 5.x

NetWare 6
[ROOT]

Existing
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1. Insert the NetWare 6 Installation CD into the CD drive of the existing 
NetWare 4.x or 5.x server.

2. From the server console prompt, run the Install program (INSTALL.BAT) 
from the CD.

3. Select the language with which you want to install NetWare.

4. Read and accept the license agreements.

5. At the “Is this a new server, upgrade or pre-migration?” prompt, select 
Upgrade. (Press the space bar to toggle the selections.)

6. Select either Express or Custom as the type of Install. (See above for an 
explanation of the differences between Express and Custom.)

7. Proceed with the upgrade of the existing server, following the on-screen 
prompts.

For more information, see http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/nw6.

Accelerated Upgrade. Alternatively, you can run the Accelerated Upgrade 
(ACCUPG.EXE) utility, located on the NetWare 6 CD, from a Windows client 
workstation. 

The Accelerated Upgrade utility does not install license certificates or additional 
products. It should generally be used when you are going to roll out numerous 
NetWare 6 servers and you have done all the planning required to use this 
product.

For more information on the Accelerated Upgrade, see the documentation at 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/nw6/docui/index.html.

Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT 4 Server

In this scenario, you have a Microsoft Windows NT 4 server that you want to 
migrate to NetWare 6 (or NetWare 5). Figure 3 illustrates this scenario.

Figure 3: Upgrading an existing Microsoft NT 4 Server to NetWare 6.

Windows NT 4
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To do this type of migration, you should use the latest version of the NetWare 
Migration Wizard (version 6). This can be found on the NetWare 6 CD in the 
PRODUCTS\MIGRTWZD directory, or you can download the Migration Wizard 
from http://download.novell.com/.

The Migration Wizard 6 incorporates all the functionality of the Migration Wizard 
4 and the Upgrade Wizard 3.1. For more information on migrating from Windows 
NT 4 Server, see “Migrating from NT to NetWare with the NetWare Migration 
Wizard” in the September 2000 issue of Novell AppNotes (available online at 
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2000/septembe/03/a000903.htm).

Migrating from NetWare 4.x or 5.x to NetWare 6

In this scenario, you should have new server hardware that is going to replace an 
existing NetWare 4.x or 5.x server box. (Be sure that the new server meets the 
hardware requirements, outlined above, for NetWare 6.) Figure 4 illustrates this 
scenario.

Figure 4: Migrating an existing NetWare 4 or 5 server to a new NetWare 6 
server in the same NDS tree.

To migrate your server using a combination of the NetWare 6 Install program and 
the Migration Wizard 6, follow these steps:

1. Insert the NetWare 6 Installation CD into the CD drive of the new server.

2. Run the Install program (INSTALL.BAT) located the NetWare 6 CD.

3. At the “Is this a new server, upgrade or pre-migration?” prompt, select 
Pre-Migration. (Press the space bar to toggle the selections.) 

The Pre-Migration option installs the server with a minimal set of products 
and prepares it to receive the image of another NetWare 4.x or 5.x server. 
You will not be allowed to install products at this point.

4. Select either the Express or Custom option. (See above for an explanation of 
these options.)
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5. When prompted for a server name, give the server a temporary name. When 
the migration is complete, this server will take over the identity of the source 
server and this name will no longer be used.

6. Install the server into a temporary NDS tree. When the migration is 
complete, this tree name will be replaced with the NDS tree name of the 
source server. The NDS database from the source server will overwrite the 
NDS database on this server during the migration process.

7. Create the same number of volumes on this server as those on the source 
server. The volume names must be the same and the size must be at least as 
large as the source volumes. (You can create more and larger volumes on the 
new server. But if you create fewer or smaller volumes, you won’t be able to 
migrate the corresponding volumes from the source server.)

8. After the server installation is complete, go to a Windows NT/2000 client 
workstation.

9. Copy the Migration Wizard to the client workstation. The MIGRTWZD.EXE 
file is located in the PRODUCTS\MIGRTWZD directory on the NetWare 6 
CD. You can also download Migration Wizard 6 from 
http://download.novell.com.

10. Start the Migration Wizard by selecting Start | Programs | Novell | NetWare 
Migration Wizard | NetWare Migration Wizard.

11. Select “Create a New Project”.

12. At the “What type of server will you be migrating?” prompt, select the 
appropriate NetWare version (NetWare 4 or 5).

13. At the Source Tree prompt, select your corporate tree. At the Destination 
Tree prompt, select the temporary tree of the destination server.

14. Proceed with the migration of the source server to the destination server, 
following the on-screen prompts.

If you have additional questions about the Migration Wizard, refer to the on-line 
documentation or context-sensitive help for more information.

Migrating from NetWare 3.x to NetWare 6

If you have a NetWare 3.x server you want to upgrade to NetWare 6, you will 
need to purchase a new server box. Generally, servers that are running NetWare 
3.x are not powerful enough to run NetWare 6. Figure 5 illustrates this scenario.
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Figure 5: Migrating an existing NetWare 3.x server to a new NetWare 6 server.

To perform this type of migration, you will need to use the Migration Wizard 
procedure outlined below.

1. Install NetWare 6 on new server hardware using the Install program.

2. At the “Is this a new server, upgrade or pre-migration?” prompt, select New 
Server. (Press the space bar to toggle the selections.) 

3. Select either the Express or Custom option. (See above for an explanation of 
these options.)

4. Install all of the products you will be using.

5. After the server is installed, go to a Windows NT/2000 client workstation.

6. Copy the Migration Wizard to the client workstation. The MIGRTWZD.EXE 
file is located in the PRODUCTS\MIGRTWZD directory on the NetWare 6 
CD. You can also download Migration Wizard 6 from 
http://download.novell.com/#NetWare.

7. Start the Migration Wizard by selecting Start | Programs | Novell | NetWare 
Migration Wizard | NetWare Migration Wizard.

8. Select “Create a New Project”.

9. At the “What type of server will you be migrating?” prompt, select 
NetWare 3.

10. Follow the on-screen prompts to create the Migration Wizard project. (The 
Migration Wizard 6 allows you to create a single project to migrate multiple 
NetWare 3.x servers.)
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For more information about migrating from NetWare 3.x to newer versions of 
NetWare, see “Using the Novell Upgrade Wizard” in the March 1998 issue of 
Novell AppNotes (available online at http://developer.novell.com/research/ 
appnotes/1998/march/03). A list of enhancements made to the Migration Wizard 
6 is given in the next section.

New Features in Migration Wizard 6

The Migration Wizard 6 incorporates all the functionality of the Upgrade Wizard 
3.1 and the Migration Wizard 4. This section lists the new features of the 
Migration Wizard 6.

New Features When Migrating from NetWare 3.x

The following are the new features that involve migrating from NetWare 3.x to 
NetWare 6.

• You can migrate multiple NetWare 3.x servers using a single Migration 
Wizard project.

• You have directory-level granularity when migrating the file system. The 
granularity of the Upgrade Wizard only allowed you to migrate entire 
volumes. Now you can select individual directories to migrate and specify 
where you want to migrate them to.

• You have object-level granularity when migrating the bindery. You select the 
individual users and groups that you want to migrate and where you want to 
migrate them. Previously, you had to migrate the entire bindery to a single 
container. Now you can merge bindery users and groups with existing NDS 
users and groups, even if they have different names. For example, you can 
drag and drop a bindery user named “Paul” onto an NDS object named 
“Pjones” and their attributes will merge.

• You can select to search for users with the same name in NDS and the 
bindery. This simplifies merging User objects.

• When merging a bindery object with an existing NDS object, the NDS 
object’s properties are never overwritten, even if they are blank or zero. 
Previously, the Upgrade Wizard did not consider blank or 0 as valid values 
and would allow these values to be overwritten. For example, if the NDS user 
had no login restrictions and the bindery user had login restrictions, the NDS 
user would end up with login restrictions, regardless of the merge option you 
selected.

• The file copy process is much faster because it copies data directly from the 
source server to the destination server, rather than pulling the data from the 
source server to a client and then pushing it to the destination server.
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New Features When Migrating from NetWare 4.x or 5.x

Here are the new features involved when migrating from NetWare 4.x or 5.x to 
NetWare 6.

• The most important enhancement over the Upgrade Wizard 3.1 is reliability.  
The NLM that upgraded NDS from version 6 or 7 to NDS version 8 initially 
had a number of defects in it. It would often cause the migration to fail in the 
NDS Migration phase when upgrading the NDS version. This NLM has gone 
through a number of iterations and its reliability has been greatly improved. If 
you have had problems using the Upgrade Wizard in the past, we urge you to 
try the Migration Wizard 6. As a matter of fact, we are so confident in its 
reliability that we have provided an e-mail address at the end of this article 
that will get you right into Novell development if you experience problems.

• You can use the Migration Wizard to migrate to NetWare 6. 

• You can use the Migration Wizard 6 to do a server hardware upgrade. For 
example, if you have purchased a new server box and are not upgrading the 
server OS, you can still use the Migration Wizard to move the data from your 
existing server to the new server. In other words, you can move data while 
leaving the server OS the same.

• The option to run DSRepair during the verification has been removed. We had 
many customers run this option, assuming that it caught all possible NDS 
problems, but it actually did not. There is much more to verifying the health 
of NDS than running an unattended DSRepair. For more information on 
verifying the health of the NDS tree, see “Health Check Procedures for NDS 
eDirectory on Supported Platforms” in the May 2001 Novell AppNotes 
(available online at http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2001/ 

may/03/a010503.htm).

• The steps of the NDS migration have been reorganized so that the less- 
destructive steps are performed prior to backing up the NDS database on the 
source server and restoring it to the destination server. For example, the 
AUTOEXEC.NCF and TIMESYNC.CFG files are modified first. If these 
steps fail, all you have to do is restore the AUTOEXEC.NCF from the 
AUTOEXEC.MIG file and the TIMESYNC.CFG from the TIMESYNC.MIG 
file and restart the migration. The source server remains untouched until the 
very last step.

• One of the benefits of doing a migration rather than an in-place upgrade is the 
ability to restore the source server if something goes wrong, without having to 
use a tape backup. The steps to back out of the migration are more fully 
documented in the Troubleshooting section of the online documentation (see 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/migwiz6/index.html).
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• We have incorporated a number of the Technical Information Documents 
(TIDs) into the Troubleshooting section of the online documentation. 
Therefore when problems are encountered during the migration, it is much 
easier to find a solution and avoid a support call.

• The NDS backup files are now stored in a separate directory on the source 
server (SYS:SYSTEM\NUW30\NDSBU). This makes it easier to assure that 
the files are the ones created by the Migration Wizard and not by a previous 
hardware upgrade procedure. Previously these files were left in the 
SYS:SYSTEM directory.

• In the previous version, if you had to restore your source and destination 
servers once the Migrate NDS step had completed, you had to create a new 
Migration Wizard project. Now you can select the View/Enable Buttons menu 
option to re-enable all the Migration Wizard buttons.

New Features When Migrating from Windows NT

No major enhancements were made to the Windows NT 4 migration; however, 
some defects were identified and fixed. For example, the NT group description 
now copies to the NDS Group.

Inner Workings of the NDS Migration Steps

Customers often ask what is happening during the NDS Migration steps of the 
Migration Wizard process. They also wonder if there is a way to recover from a 
failure without having to restore and restart the NDS migration. This section 
explains the inner workings of the NDS Migration steps, in the hopes that users 
will feel more comfortable with these processes when they understand them 
better.

The following lists detail the two NDS Migration steps and outline the order in 
which the tasks are performed in the Migration Wizard version 6.0.501.21. Due to 
the nature of application development, these steps are subject to change in newer 
versions.

DS Migrate Step (Step 3). During the DS Migrate Step (which occurs when 
you press the “Step 3” button), the following tasks are undertaken:

• Copy the license file that you selected in the wizard to the destination server. 
This allows NWConfig to access this file when it reboots and thus to install 
the license file on the destination server. 

Note: If you are migrating to NetWare 6, when the wizard requests a license 
file, select a server-based license file. Don’t install NetWare 6 user- 
based licenses through the Migration Wizard.

• Read and store the configuration information from the source server. This 
must happen before the source server is downed.
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• Load NUWAGENT.NLM on the destination server. This NLM does much of 
the server-side work of the migration.

• Delete any leftover files from previous migrations. 

• Modify the AUTOEXEC.NCF file on the destination server. The old version 
is copied to an AUTOEXEC.MIG file—this way, you can copy this file back, 
if needed. It changes the following: server name, time and time zone 
information, server ID (IPX name), and bindery context. It also adds a Load 
NWConfig line. In order to install the licenses on the destination server, the 
licenses are installed when the destination server reboots. 

• Modify TIMESYNC.CFG on the destination server. The old version is copied 
to a TIMESYNC.MIG file—this way, you can copy this file back, if needed.

• Delete the SMDR.CFG file in the SYS:ETC\SMS directory. Since the 
information stored in this file pertains to the NDS on the destination server in 
the temporary tree and not to the NDS that will be migrated to this server, it is 
invalid. When SMDR starts up, it will reset this information.

• Copy the NICI files to their appropriate location, if coming from a NetWare 
4.x server with BorderManager, or from NetWare 5.x or 6.

• Back up NDS on the source server by copying the backed-up NDS file(s). If 
coming from NDS 6/7, it copies the Backup.nds file to SYS:SYSTEM on the 
destination server and to SYS:SYSTEM\NUW30\NDSBU on the source 
server. If coming from NDS 8x (eDirectory), it copies the backup directory 
$HWNDS.BAK to the destination SYS:SYSTEM\$HWNDS.BAK and to the 
SYS:\SYSTEM\NUW30\NDSBU\$HWNDS.BAK directory on the source 
server.

• Down the source server.

• Close the client connection to the destination server so that NDS can be 
removed.

• Remove NDS from the destination server.

• While the server is still up, rename the server to the name of the source server.

• The client gets an unauthenticated connection to the destination server now 
advertising with the source server’s name.

• Upgrade the NDS backup files to the version of NDS residing on the 
destination server. (NetWare 6 runs NDS version 86.)

• Restore NDS from these backup files.

• Reboot the destination server.

The destination server should now reboot and come up into the source NDS tree 
with the source server’s name.
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Continue DS Migratation (Step 4). The following is done when you press the 
“Step 4” button to continue the DS migration.

• Update the schema, if you have selected to have the Migration Wizard update 
the schema.

• Remove the special commands that were inserted in the AUTOEXEC.NCF 
file during the previous step.

• Clean up leftover backup files.

• Scan the volumes and update NDS appropriately.

• Restore the file/directory trustees. 

• Re-create the LDAP objects.

This fourth step can be repeated if necessary. If you have problems reconnecting 
to the destination server after it is rebooted, it is recommended that you reboot 
your client workstation. This clears any net address caching information on the 
workstation.

Migrating Printing

NetWare Distributed Printing Services (NDPS) printing will migrate fine; 
however, migrating queue-based printing requires some manual work. First, you 
must delete the Queues directory on the destination server before copying the 
source server’s volumes. Next you must recreate the Print Server objects that 
service Bindery-Reference queues. (We are planning on having the Migration 
Wizard perform both of these steps automatically in the next release of the 
Migration Wizard.)

Here’s what you need to do to make sure that queue-based printing works after the 
migration.

1. Delete the Queues directory from the root of the SYS volume 
(SYS\QUEUES) on the destination server prior to migrating the files.

2. Determine the version of NDS on the source server and destination servers. 

Here is a method to determine the NDS version: On the source and 
destination server consoles, type “MODULES DS”. On the line above the 
Copyright line, you will see “Version: x.yy”. This is the version of NDS on 
the server.

3. If the source server’s NDS version is less than 8 and the destination server’s 
NDS version is greater than 8, you will need to follow the remainder of this 
procedure to delete and recreate all NDS print servers objects that service 
printers that, in turn, service bindery-reference print queues.
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4. To determine the types of queues you are using, on a Windows client 
workstation, go to a DOS prompt (Start | Run | Cmd).

5. Make sure you have a path set to the SYS:PUBLIC directory of your source 
server. For example, from the DOS prompt, type: “PATH=z:\public”.

6. Set the NDS container to the root of your NDS tree by typing: “CX [root]”.

7. The NDS Queue objects without a volume property are bindery-reference 
queues. To determine which NDS Queue objects do not have the volume 
property, type: “Nlist queue where volume nexists”. This will list all queues 
in your NDS tree that are bindery-reference queues.

8. The queues listed in step 7 will not function after the migration until you 
recreate the Print Servers to which the Printers that service these Queues are 
recreated. 

9. After the migration is complete, delete and recreate all of the Print Servers 
that service Printers that service these bindery-reference Queues.

Conclusion

Hopefully, this AppNote will be helpful to you as you upgrade or migrate to 
NetWare 6. Your input is always welcome. If you have comments about this 
AppNote or about the Migration Wizard 6 itself, send an e-mail message to 
Novell Engineering at netmigration_feedback@novell.com.

For additional information, refer to the following resources:

• NetWare 6 product information (http://www.novell.com/products/netware)

• NetWare 6 online documentation 
(http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/nw6p)

• NetWare 6 Deployment Solutions guides 
(http://www.novell.com/products/netware/deployment_solutions)

Copyright © 2001 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
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Few experiences are more frustrating than not being able to access the latest 
version of your data files. Mobile users have resorted to all kinds of schemes to 
ensure they have the latest and greatest data: copying files back and forth between 
desktop and laptop, burning files onto a CD, e-mailing files to themselves. With 
NetWare 6, Novell introduces iFolder, a new Net service that allows you to access 
your files any time, anywhere—all you need is an Internet connection and a 
Java-enabled browser. This AppNote provides a technical overview of this 
innovative one Net technology.
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Introduction

In preparing this AppNote, I thought of an experience that happened to a 
co-worker of mine on one of Novell’s Developer Tours. Three of us were 
scheduled to present in South America. In preparation for a slide presentation in 
Brazil, my colleague had set up his laptop on the podium in front of the room 
while the attendees were taking a break in another room. Once the break was over, 
the group began filing back in. Before starting the presentation, my colleague 
announced that he needed to take a quick break and left the room.

During his absence, the other two presenters were busy preparing for their own 
presentations and nobody witnessed what happened next. When my colleague 
returned, he discovered that his laptop was gone—someone had disconnected the 
cables and walked off with it! Rather than panic, my co-worker noticed that there 
was a desktop computer in the rear of the room. Lucky for him, he had a backup of 
his presentation on CD-ROM and he was able to give his presentation using the 
desktop computer. But the experience could easily have been disastrous had he 
not had that backup on CD with him. 

Of course, it is not every day that your laptop gets stolen, but there are situations 
that can be just as devastating. It is difficult to guard against every possible 
scenario: a failed hard drive, a flaky LCD display, even pesky customs agents. But 
now there is a solution to these types of problems: Novell’s new iFolder.

Novell iFolder provides a solution to the common problem of storing and 
retrieving data from any location. This new Net services software solution for 
mobile professionals allows your files to automatically follow you everywhere— 
online, offline, all the time—across multiple systems and the Net. Files saved in 
an iFolder are always available on your hard drives or through a browser, since 
changes are automatically and intelligently updated across all your systems 
through any simple Internet connection. iFolder also provides worry-free security, 
ensuring that all your files are always safe, secure, and up to date. 

Initially designed as a solution for Internet and Application Service Providers to 
enhance their customer offerings and Corporate Customers, iFolder is now being 
included as a part of NetWare 6. Network administrators will thus be able to 
deploy iFolder for all of their users to use. 

This AppNote provides a technical overview of iFolder, from installation and 
configuration to security and synchronization. More information is available at 
http://www.novell.com/products/ifolder/.
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iFolder Basics

Novell iFolder ensures that your data is always current, secured, backed up, and 
available to you via the Internet. But iFolder’s guarantee that you will always 
have access to the most current version of your data is only a small part of what 
this innovative product can do for you.

Before we dive into the complexities of iFolder, it is important to understand the 
basics of how it works. Figure 1 shows a typical iFolder implementation.

Figure 1: Typical Novell iFolder environment.

Using Novell iFolder, you can designate any network server as an iFolder server 
and publish information to a personal iFolder created on that server. Once your 
folder is established, you can install the iFolder client on the computers you 
regularly use and download information from your personal iFolder to any of 
those computers. 

Once the iFolder client is installed on one or all of your computers, the contents of 
your personal folder will exist on both your computers and the NetWare 6 server. 
This is called subscribing—the client computer subscribes to the iFolder on the 
NetWare 6 server.

To maintain data integrity, Novell iFolder seamlessly synchronizes the contents of 
all of your iFolders, no matter where you work on them. This is possible because 
the subscribing computers communicate regularly with the server—ensuring that 
the most current information is distributed to all of the subscribing computers. If a 
discrepancy is detected in your personal folder information, Novell iFolder 
locates the change that was made and only communicates the changed data to the 
server or subscribing computer that does not already reflect the change.
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iFolder is available to you wherever you are—at work, at home, or on the road. 
All you need is an Internet connection and a Java-enabled browser. Currently 
supported browsers include:

• Internet Explorer 5.0 and above

• Netscape Navigator

Novell iFolder also provides enhanced security options for iFolder users. By 
encrypting the information located in your personal folder, Novell iFolder 
eliminates the need to deploy a virtual private network to access your information. 
In fact, the iFolder directory structure is so secure that even administrators with 
rights and access to the iFolder server cannot view the contents of your personal 
iFolder. 

When you access your iFolder while connected to the Internet, you have the 
options to either use the iFolder client, which will synchronize your files between 
your PC and the iFolder server or through the web browser interface. If you 
choose to use the web browser interface, you simply need to go to the iFolder 
website and click on Login under Access your files, iFolder automatically 
downloads and launches a small Java applet. This applet displays the contents of 
your iFolder in typical Windows tree fashion. From this window you can create, 
delete, move, and rename folders and files. You can also upload and download 
files. Additionally, the applet provides all the cryptographic functions necessary 
to decrypt and re-encrypt the contents of encrypted iFolders.

At first glance, you might be tempted to categorize iFolder as just another Internet 
storage solution. But iFolder is much more than a simple storage solution. Here 
are just a few of the advantages iFolder offers.

• iFolder saves you from having to jump through hoops to access your data. 
You no longer have to copy files to floppy disks, create CD-Rs, or e-mail files 
to yourself. With iFolder, the latest version of your data is just a few mouse 
clicks away in your Web browser.

• With iFolder, you can maintain multiple folders on multiple clients, thus 
providing an automatic backup of your files. Say goodbye to data loss!

• Since iFolder’s synchronization only sends the part of files that has changed, 
updating files is very efficient and fast, even at modem speeds of 56 Kbps.

The remainder of this AppNote describes the installation, deployment, and 
operation of iFolder in greater detail.
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Installation and Deployment

This section provides an overview of iFolder installation and deployment.

Installation Considerations for iFolder

Step one to making iFolder a reality at your company is to install iFolder on your 
NetWare server(s). This installation process will probably vary according to your 
company’s needs and network. However, there are a few basic considerations that 
you should be aware of before you install iFolder.

• You need to install iFolder v1.0 software on at least one Web server at your 
company. iFolder runs on NetWare 6 or NetWare 5.1 with Support Pack 3 or 
higher installed. In both cases, the Apache Web Server for NetWare needs to 
be installed. 

iFolder will also run on Windows NT 4.0/2000 servers running the Microsoft 
Internet Information Server (IIS). Novell plans to support Linux and Solaris 
servers in future releases of iFolder.

• In order to work properly, iFolder needs some sort of solid authentication. It 
can use Novell eDirectory or any other directory service that supports 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) v3.0. You can use an existing 
directory tree for authentication, or you have the option of creating a new one 
for this purpose. You can then place this directory tree on the same server or 
on a separate server during the iFolder installation process.

• If you want iFolder to be accessible company-wide, you need to decide 
whether you want iFolder to work on your company’s intranet, extranet, or 
both, and place the server accordingly. For example, to make the iFolder 
services available across the Internet, you need to place the iFolder server 
either outside your company’s firewall or within your company’s 
“demilitarized zone” (DMZ). (Most companies have a DMZ, which lies 
between the private network and the firewall.) 

If you choose to place the iFolder server behind the firewall, you will need to 
configure your firewall to accept packets from the iFolder clients. Since 
iFolder is built on standard Internet protocols (TCP/IP and HTTP), this 
shouldn’t be too much of a problem. iFolder also uses Novell’s Internet Folder 
Protocol (IFP), which is tunneled within HTTP which rides on top of TCP/IP. 
So, assuming you have opened your company’s firewall HTTP port (port 80) 
and HTTPS port (port 443), you do not have to open more ports to allow 
iFolder clients access to your iFolder server.

Once you have made these decisions, install iFolder as instructed in the product 
documentation. You will also need to configure the basic iFolder options. The 
more important ones include:

• User Preference Settings. These are settings such as Automatic sync, 
Synchronize to server delay (in seconds), Synchronize from server interval (in 
seconds), Remember password, and Remember pass phrase. You can 
configure these and all other settings so that users do not have the option to 
change your initial settings. Alternatively, you can use the default settings and 
allow users to configure their own settings via their iFolder client.
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• Disk Space Utilization. This controls the size that an iFolder folder can be on 
the iFolder server. Default size is 200 MB.

• Security Options. The security options allow you to specify which of the three 
available types of personal iFolders you will allow users to create on your 
iFolder server: Unencrypted or Encrypted with pass phrase. You have the 
option of allowing either of these two options. 

Note: With iFolder, the pass phrase is like a password. But where you use the 
password to log in to your iFolder account, the pass phrase is used to 
encrypt your iFolder contents.

Novell’s Deployment Experiences

Novell Engineering is well-known for convincing our internal IS&T department 
to deploy new products for general employee use when they are in Alpha and Beta 
release. iFolder is no exception. Initially iFolder was installed on a NetWare 5.1 
server, with Service Pack 2, running Apache Web Server v1.3.17. The Apache 
Web Server is one of the most popular Web servers on the Internet, because it is 
open-source (free) and works well. Apache Web Server for NetWare is currently 
available for download at http://www.apache.org/dist/httpd/binaries/netware. 
Additionally, the February 2001 issue of Novell AppNotes contains a great article 
entitled, “How to Use NDS eDirectory to Secure Apache Web Server for 
NetWare.” (You can access this article online at http://developer.novell.com/ 
research/appnotes/2001/february/02/a010202.htm). 

The iFolder engineers next configured the iFolder server to use Compaq’s Storage 
Area Network (SAN) solution. This product uses a fiber channel switch which 
allows the system to communicate with several storage systems. Novell’s 
configuration provided over 1 TB (terabyte) of storage space, configured as an 
array of Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) Level 5 to provide 680 
GB of fault-tolerant/duplexed usable space.

To make iFolder available over the Internet, Novell engineers placed the iFolder 
server in Novell’s DMZ and configured the company’s firewall to allow external 
users to access the iFolder server. Since iFolder utilizes Internet protocols, Novell 
only had to open the standard ports for web servers to enable access to iFolder. 
Novell engineers configured the company’s firewall to accept packets addressed 
to iFolder.novell.com that come through the HTTP port 80 and HTTPS port 443.

Novell engineers used a currently-available eDirectory tree for security, mapping 
access through the company’s corporate portal: i-login.net. This way all 
employees would have access to iFolder. 

Novell engineers set the per-user disk space restriction to the default of 200 MB; 
users can change this limitation if they need more space. In addition, Novell 
engineers use the iFolder Management Console to fine tune iFolder’s 
performance, monitor performance, and provide essential diagnostics.
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iFolder Security

Contents of unencrypted iFolders are synchronized and stored on the iFolder 
server in with no encryption. If you give your users the right to create only 
unencrypted iFolders, the contents of those folders will not be secure, since none 
of the data will be encrypted. However, if you enable users to create encrypted 
iFolders, the contents of their personal folders will be secure. Contents in 
encrypted iFolders are transmitted and stored in encrypted format on both the 
iFolder server.

The encryption scheme used by iFolder is called Blowfish. Created in 1993 by 
Bruce Schneier, Blowfish is a fast symmetric block cipher designed as an 
alternative to the Data Encryption Standard (DES). In encryption, fast is good. 
Blowfish can use keys from 32 bits to 448 bits to encrypt data. Novell uses 128-bit 
keys for iFolder encryption. When you create a folder that uses encryption, you 
must supply a pass phrase. iFolder uses this pass phrase to generate the 128-bit 
key which is then used to encrypt and decrypt your iFolder data. Novell also 
provides a 56-bit version of iFolder for use in France.

iFolder security is so tight that only those with explicit rights to a given folder can 
see the files or even the directory structure in the folder, because it, too, is 
encrypted. Additionally, since the iFolder data is encrypted on both the network 
wire and on the hard disk, you do not need to deploy a Virtual Private Network 
(VPN). Thus iFolder gives you security without inconvenience.

iFolder Client Configuration

After you have completed the iFolder server installation, iFolder automatically 
creates a no-frills home page on the server. The default home page contains the 
minimal necessary information. You can modify this page if you want to, since it 
is an HTML file.

One of the items on the home page is a link to download the iFolder client, which 
is a must to take advantage of iFolder’s capabilities. You can download the client 
to as many computers as you will be using. The iFolder client is compact (2 MB) 
and runs on Windows 9x/ME/NT/2000/XP. 

Once the client download completes, launch the iFolder client installation wizard, 
simply double-click on the iFolder client executable and follow the prompts.

After the installation is complete, you will be prompted for your username and 
password to authentication to the iFolder server. If you choose to encrypt your 
iFolder, then you will be prompted for a passphrase. Installation of the client 
creates a personal iFolder on the iFolder server and a matching folder on your 
client computer. After client installation completes, your iFolder is located in 
C:/MyDocuments/iFolder/username/Home. In addition, a shortcut to this folder is 
placed on your desktop. Clicking on this shortcut opens your iFolder, as shown in 
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: You can access your iFolder from the shortcut on your Windows desktop.

Your iFolder looks and behaves like any other Windows folder. You can copy, 
cut, paste, and move files, and perform other tasks just like you can with any other 
Windows folder (see Figure 3). The only difference is that folders and files that 
you publish in iFolder are synchronized to your client and also the iFolder server. 

Figure 3: You can perform file operations with your iFolder just like any 
other Windows folder.

You can edit these files any time you want, even when you’re not connected to the 
Internet. Once you reconnect, the files will be synchronized, making them 
up-to-date on your client and on the iFolder server.
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iFolder Synchronization

The iFolder server and iFolder clients compare and update, when necessary, the 
instances of your iFolder during any of the following situations:

• At present automatic synchronization intervals

• When you manually synchronize

Note that iFolder does not send the whole file to update it; it only sends the 
portion(s) of the file that include the changes. iFolder does this with 4 KB packets. 
The method of synchronization that iFolder uses is so efficient that, in most cases, 
you will not realize that iFolder is updating your personal iFolder. This is true 
even with a 56 Kbps modem connection!

iFolder synchronization uses a three-step process:

1. iFolder determines whether or not the iFolder client is current with your 
server iFolder.

2. If the iFolder client is not up-to-date, the client updates itself by requesting 
changes from the server.

3. If the iFolder server is not up-to-date, the client updates the server by sending 
those changes to the server.

iFolder users a four-byte number to maintain the synchronization state of your 
iFolder server. This number is exchanged by the iFolder client and iFolder server 
to keep track of synchronization. Some of the things the number does include:

• Numbers are maintained for each iFolder client/server folder pair.

• If the number the client sends matches the server’s current number, then the 
server knows that the client is up-to-date.

• If the number the client sends is different than the server’s current number, 
then the server knows that the client is not up-to-date.

When the iFolder server determines, from the number, that the client is not 
up-to-date, the server uses the iFolder’s directory data to determine where the 
change(s) occurred. The iFolder server is able to determine from the directory 
information which folders or files have changed.

After determining what has changed, the server notifies the client, and the client 
then requests the changes from the server. Remember, the client and server only 
exchange the data that changed—not the whole file(s).
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Synchronization Tips

If, during one of your iFolder synchronization sessions, you accidentally 
overwrite a version of a file that you needed to keep, you have the ability to 
recover it. To do this, go to the iFolder Conflict Bin. You can open the Conflict 
Bin by either right clicking on the iFolder icon in the system tray and selecting the 
Conflict Bin or by double-clicking on the iFolder icon, which brings up the 
iFolder client, and choosing View | Conflict Bin. In the Conflict Bin, you will see 
the files that have been overwritten and you can choose to restore the overwritten 
file. Your file will then return to your iFolder.

Note: Restoring a deleted file will automatically synchronize the change.

If you need to force synchronization to start, right-click the iFolder icon in the 
Windows System Tray across the bottom of your Windows desktop. Select Sync 
Now (as shown in Figure 4). Synchronization will immediately start.

Figure 4: The Sync Now option is selected from the iFolder icon in the System Tray.

Conclusion

Novell iFolder is an innovative new Net service that allows you to access your 
data from any Internet-ready computer with a Java-enabled browser. Returning to 
the story of the presentation in Brazil, if my co-worker had had iFolder at his 
disposal, things would have been a lot less stressful. When he left his office to go 
to the airport, the latest version of his presentation would have been stored in the 
home directory on both his iFolder server and on his laptop. All he would have 
had to do was boot up the spare computer, attach to the Internet, fire up a browser 
and select the file and download it. As if by magic, he would have a local copy of 
his presentation!
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Introduction

Delivering on its commitment to be the leading provider of Net services software, 
Novell has developed iPrint for NetWare 6. iPrint provides a best-of-breed 
printing solution for businesses running as traditional enterprises, for those 
operating entirely on the Net, and for those anywhere on the large spectrum in 
between. iPrint is built on top of the time-proven Novell Distributed Print 
Services (NDPS) and inherits the manageability, scalability, reliability, and ease 
of use that made NDPS the leading print solution for enterprises.

The functionality premiering in iPrint addresses the Net environment in four main 
areas: 

• Global access to printers

• Customizable view of any print environment

• Flexible print deployment configurations

• Secure printing

The new power of iPrint hinges on its wholesale adoption of IPP, the 
IETF-ratified Internet Printing Protocol (RFC 2910-1), and its creative use of the 
Web browser and Web technology. This paper discusses the Net printing 
solutions possible through iPrint.

Net Printing: A Powerful Concept

The Net is having a profound impact on what system administrators and end-users 
are beginning to expect from their print services. Many are discovering how 
printing should work on the Net while attempting to replace traditional 
applications with their Web counterparts. Others are analyzing the impact the Net 
has had on a number of business processes and see the potential for printing in 
similar areas. 

This section explores the exciting possibilities for printing on the Net as well as 
some of the inherent complexities of the Net model. A later section discusses how 
iPrint exploits these opportunities while resolving the intrinsic challenges.

The Opportunity

For printing, the promise of the Net is to provide universal access to print services 
across all types of networks—including intranets, the Internet and extranets; 
corporate and public—and across all leading platforms. The maturing model for 
Net access expects much more than just retrieving information about a company’s 
printing configuration and status. The real power of the Net lies in achieving 
identical experiences, in the quality of service, level of functionality, and look and 
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feel of the process involved, for all intended users, regardless of their point of 
access. The Net model can then offer unprecedented flexibility for the deployment 
of a print solution. Implementers can focus on the factors that will give their 
organization a position of advantage, such as hardware costs reductions, improved 
manageability, greater reliability, and tighter integration with other Web 
applications, and a great end-user experience.

Despite all the hype around the Net and its immense potential, only a relatively 
small number of Net services have managed to realize some of that potential. The 
following characteristics are common across the more successful Net services:

• Internet Technology-Based. This might look painfully obvious, yet a number 
of solutions claim to be fitted for the Net while employing protocols and 
technologies that are Internet-illiterate. By building on Internet protocols such 
as TCP/IP and HTTP, a Net solution inherits the worldwide connectivity and 
redundancy of the Internet. It also becomes suitable for configurations that 
rely on the use of firewalls, network proxies, and other components of the 
World Wide Web infrastructure.

• “On-demand”/“Contract-Based.” The “on-demand” service model, also 
known as “contract-based,” doesn’t require that desktops of potential 
end-users be preconfigured to access a service. Instead, when a user discovers 
a service of interest, he or she can easily set up an account and safely 
download the logic necessary to enable his or her desktop to consume the 
service. This model is heavily dependent on reliable service discovery 
mechanisms and must support untrained end-users.

• Highly Customizable. Some of the most successful services available over the 
Net are those that can provide a personalized view of the services available to 
a given user. Web pages customized for a given organization or individual can 
provide the context needed to guide users to discover and consume the offered 
services. Service customization includes requiring that a Net solution lend 
itself to the different possible system configurations employed by Internet- 
savvy organizations. For instance, it must support configurations like the 
hosted data center and its common variations. 

• Secure. Different system configurations and use patterns require various 
levels of print security. For instance, a commercial printing business needs 
user authentication to authorize users to print documents and charge back for 
the provided service. Similarly, printing a document with sensitive 
information from a company’s branch office to another, traveling through 
public networks, is a plausible solution only if the transaction is encryption 
protected.
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A print service with support for the above capabilities is ideal for a wide range of 
Net solutions. For instance, it can allow organizations to rely more heavily on the 
Internet to provide printing for branch offices, telecommuters, partners, and 
customers. B2B and C2B printing can quickly replace document faxing with a 
number of additional benefits, including lower operating costs, improved 
document quality and confidentiality. A true Net print service can finally make 
support for mobile users feasible. It is a critical piece of reliable commercial 
printing and can play a key role in the migration of traditional IT to a hosted 
environment. The “User’s Experience” section of this document describes in more 
detail what some of these solutions might look like.

The Complexity

As described in the previous section, the potential benefits of Net printing are 
considerable. Whether some have recognized that potential and gone in pursuit of 
it or whether they have been forced to piece together print solutions to go with 
their plans to move a business to the Net, many are encountering significant 
challenges along the way. As a result, most are still looking for alternative 
solutions to implement printing.

The relevance of the physical location of a print device is a fundamental 
difference between printing and many other Web applications. With most other 
applications, the Net has vastly succeeded in making the geographical location of 
a service provider irrelevant to the end-user. With printing, however, it is 
paramount that, regardless of the processes and distance a print-job has traveled to 
be printed, the rendered document be delivered in the vicinity of the intended 
recipient. Furthermore, for all but the simplest documents, it is not enough for the 
user’s workstation to know how to transmit the document to a print service, it 
must also produce a document that matches the document format supported by the 
print device.

The above complexities translate into a variety of common printing problems. 
These problems are heightened in the Net model where it is cost prohibitive, or 
downright impossible, for IT to foresee all the needs of intended users and to 
control how their workstations are configured. The following list describes some 
common problem areas along with some of the workarounds in use today.

• Printer Drivers. To achieve satisfactory quality and fidelity in a printed 
document, it is necessary to use a printer driver on the client workstation that 
matches the make and model of the target printer. Traditionally, IT has gone 
to considerable lengths to insure user workstations use the appropriate drivers. 
As seen above, this is not possible in the Net model. 

Current solutions use one or more of the following in an attempt to work 
around this problem: a) limit the applications supported so the job can be 
formatted by middle-tier processes, b) force businesses to standardize on a 
single printer make and model, c) force users to download and install a 
proprietary document formatter.
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• Document Transfer. Without a standard mechanism for transmitting print-job 
data and semantics, getting the document from the user’s application to the 
printer is, at best, troublesome. Today virtually every solution relies on FTP, 
e-mail, or floppy disks to transfer documents to be printed. Users need to 
attach notes to their documents with print instructions such as the number of 
copies to be printed, color or black and white, and finishing options. This is 
not only non-standard and error prone, but also requires human intervention at 
the print room. IPP solves this problem.

• Physical Location. In deciding where to print a document, users are not only 
interested in a device that supports certain capabilities, but also one within 
reasonable distance. To assist potential users in this decision, some system 
administrators periodically pass out and post fliers identifying available 
neighboring printers and hang signs by the printers. Others preconfigure 
workstations at a given location to only be able to send jobs to a pool of local 
printers. There are a few custom solutions that use the login identity and 
location of a user to automatically select a set of local printers. This requires 
organizations to spin off a team of programmers to develop and maintain 
these solutions, an obvious distraction from their core business.

• Firewalls. The ability, or inability, to print documents to devices on the other 
side of network firewalls is tied to the mechanism used for the data transfer. 
Until the recent arrival of IPP, e-mail was the safest way to communicate 
printing documents across firewalls. Most solutions try to avoid the problem 
by using dedicated WANs or by deploying print servers outside firewalls.

• Security. The main problem with security is the complexity of managing 
authorization accounts. Many organizations opt for disabling authorization 
checks rather than managing accounts on different printers or print systems.

These complexities, and the rudimentary tools to handle them, offset most of the 
benefits of using the existing Net print solutions. The multiple limitations 
imposed on these systems result in solutions that fail to scale on multiple fronts. 
The complexity of use deters potential Net users, who tend to be particularly fond 
of simplicity and versatility. Most discouragingly, too often after jumping through 
the countless hoops to get a job printed, users are only disappointed to discover 
that the quality of their printed documents fails to meet their expectations. 

iPrint: The Net Printing Solution

Novell has invested heavily in the development of IPP, the Internet Printing 
Protocol. Not only has IPP benefited from Novell’s vast experience in network 
printing, but also from the expertise of every major vendor of printers and printing 
solutions (members of the Printer Working Group). 
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The main focus of iPrint is to help organizations realize the unimpaired benefits of 
printing on the Net by unleashing the power of IPP and Web technologies. It is, by 
far, the most versatile print solution ever developed by Novell—ready to support 
end-to-end printing out of the box and at the same time giving system 
administrators and system integrators the power to tailor a solution to precisely 
meet the needs of an organization. 

This section describes how iPrint’s key components work to achieve this goal 
while eliminating the complexities of printing on the Net.

Product Description

iPrint consists of server and workstation components working together to 
accomplish true Net printing. iPrint is in full compliance with IPP v1.1; as such, it 
will interoperate with any third-praty vendor’s IPP-compliant component. The 
advanced capabilities of iPrint, however, require that iPrint support be present 
both on the server and on the user’s workstation. Since iPrint uses the Web’s 
download-on-demand software distribution model, system administrators only 
need to concern themselves with setting up the server components. Users 
download the capabilities they need to interact with the system on the fly.

The iPrint server components transform an NDPS printer into an IPP printer and 
give it presence on the Net. These components are seamlessly integrated with 
Novell’s native HTTP stack, and can also be configured to use Novell’s 
Enterprise Server. This relationship is important since IPP communication travels 
as HTTP packets and since iPrint relies on web pages for bootstrapping users into 
the system. The end result is a low-maintenance service back-end that supports 
the following functionality:

• iPrint Communication. With iPrint, system administrators can enable IPP 
access to any NDPS printer. IPP is the ideal protocol for submitting print jobs 
and communicating printer-related information over the Net. Under the 
IETF’s scrutiny, IPP was defined with Net security and firewall safety in 
mind. Recent industry-wide IPP bake-offs confirm that IPP’s standard use of 
IANA-registered port numbers and MIME types greatly improve IPP’s 
interoperability with network firewalls and proxies. This level of Net 
awareness is essential for B2B and C2B print solutions and solutions that 
support hosted data centers and remote Internet branches.

• iPrint Printers Web Page. iPrint dynamically generates a Web page listing the 
iPrint printers hosted on a given server. The page includes the status of each 
printer and a link that users can follow to install each printer on their 
workstations. If a user’s workstation doesn’t have the iPrint workstation 
components needed to install the printer, the browser can automatically 
download the necessary files after getting user confirmation. 
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• iPrint Location-Based Printing. Administrators can use the included iPrint 
Map Creation tool to create lists of printers or to build or import maps of 
buildings floor plans, then drag and drop printer icons onto the floor plan. The 
tool then prompts the administrator to select or type in the URL of the iPrint 
printer. The printer is then ready for the end user.

• Printer Driver Download. Through a standard IPP extension users can 
download the printer driver needed to format documents for a specific printer. 
Through IPP the driver that matches the user’s operating system and default 
natural language can be selected without the user’s intervention. Printer driver 
files are compressed to expedite their download and may be signed to 
guarantee their integrity. Making printer driver download transparent to users 
removes most of the limitations encountered at various ASPs and Internet 
print shops today, while ensuring the quality and fidelity of the printed 
document.

• iPrint Workstation Components Download. All the iPrint workstation 
components can be downloaded on demand through a web browser. If users 
visit the generated printer web page mentioned above, these components are 
downloaded automatically when users first try to install or communicate with 
a printer. System administrators may also wish to customize a web page that 
allows users to explicitly download these files. The iPrint workstation 
components do not require the presence of Novell’s Client32.

• Security Management and Enforcement. iPrint supports the standard security 
mechanisms prescribed by IPP; namely, HTTP Basic Authentication and 
SSL3 encryption. It uses existing NDS user accounts to perform the Internet 
authentication so system administrators don’t have to manage two separate 
security schemes. iPrint uses the NDPS printer roles specified in NDS to 
control the type of access a user can have to a given IPP printer. iPrint security 
does not require users to be logged in to a NetWare server.

• Customized Web Pages. System administrators can use the server hosting the 
iPrint back-end, or any other Web Server, to dish up Web pages offering a 
customized view of their print environment. Besides helping users navigate 
through available services, these pages can call into the iPrint workstation 
components to interact with IPP printers in real time. Through simple HTML 
constructs, for example, a web page can query the printer’s status and 
characteristics, list pending jobs, or cause the printer to be installed on the 
user’s workstation. iPrint offers system integrators unprecedented power to 
tailor a print solution to the needs of any customer. 

A few concrete examples of the type of customization possible are given in the 
“User’s Experience” section of this document. Sample Web pages 
implementing some of these examples are available with the product.
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The iPrint workstation components enable a user’s workstation to have the richest 
interaction with the iPrint server components. The workstation components are 
packaged with size and security in mind to encourage users to download them 
from the Net. They can coexist with Novell’s Client32, but work independently of 
it. The following summarizes the key functionality of the iPrint workstation 
components: 

• HTML API. The iPrint workstation components support an API that can be 
accessed by any web page via JavaScript, Java, or HTML. Through this 
interface Web pages can be customized to communicate with a printer using 
IPP. The Web page can specify how it wishes the result of a request to come 
back, as an HTML page, Message (Pop-up) Window, parameterized URL, or 
XML document. iPrint ships with complete documentation on the iPrint 
HTML API as well as several sample web pages demonstrating its use. 

The following are examples of the type of functionality available to web pages 
though this interface 

• Install printer. Web pages may cause that an iPrint printer be installed on 
the user’s workstation. The iPrint workstation components automatically 
ask the printer for the needed printer driver, given the workstation’s OS 
and natural language. Web pages can specify whether the printer should 
be installed permanently or only for a specific duration. They can also 
specify printer driver defaults such as medium size (e.g., A4 or Legal), 
page orientation, duplexing modes, finishing, input tray, etc…

• Request IPP printer and job attributes. Web pages may request the values 
of any IPP printer and job attribute. IPP v1.1 defines over a hundred 
printers and job attributes describing a printer’s state, capabilities, and 
configuration as well as the contents and state of the jobs queued up at the 
printer. 

• Control printer. Through web pages iPrint printers can be controlled over 
the net. Some of the operations available are pause and resume printer, 
pause, resume, and cancel job, and cancel all jobs.

• Print test page. A web page can cause a test page to be submitted to a 
printer via IPP. System administrators can use such a mechanism to 
establish the printer’s availability on the Net and the proper operation of 
the device itself.

• IPP Print Provider. The iPrint workstation components implement a 
Windows print provider that uses IPP as its print protocol. This enables users 
to print directly to IPP printers and print servers from any Windows 
application. Printers installed via the iPrint HTML API appear to users as any 
other printer installed through the Add Printer Wizard. The iPrint workstation 
components also support installing a printer using the Add Printer Wizard. In 
this case the user must type in the IPP URL of the printer. When users interact 
with iPrint printers using the Windows Printers Folder, the iPrint workstation 
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components satisfy the OS requests by issuing IPP queries to the appropriate 
printer or print server. The end result is identical user experiences for 
interacting with a local printer and a printer across the Internet.

• Security. The IPrint workstation components can communicate with IPP 
printers using the following secure schemes: HTPP Basic Authentication, 
Digest (MD5) Authentication, SSL3 Encryption, and TLS.

Administrator’s Experience

This section describes the steps for a system administrator to implement a 
working iPrint solution. The following assumes NDPS printers are properly 
configured to front-end the print devices to be shared on the Net. This 
configuration includes assigning printer drivers to the NDPS printers in question. 
For a description on how to set up an NDPS system, see http://www.novell.com/ 
products/ndps/details.html.

• Installing iPrint. This step is only necessary in the release of iPrint is part of a 
Product Enhancement Pack. Future versions of NetWare will ship with iPrint 
included. An installation program is provided to copy iPrint files from a CD to 
the appropriate directories on the server.

• Enabling IPP Access to Printer. In the first release of iPrint, system 
administrators need to access the iPrint web administration tool. With one 
click the NDPS printer will be iPrint enabled. After selecting the desired 
NDPS printer in iPrint web admin tool, the system administrator goes into the 
“iPrint client Support” view, checks the box labeled “Enable IPP access to 
this printer”, and clicks on the “Apply” button. The dialog displays the IPP 
URLs through which that printer can be accessed. The administrator can 
specify that only secure IPP communication be allowed by checking the box 
labeled “Require security”. The printer is now ready to accept IPP requests. 

The iPrint server components automatically generate a web page listing all the 
printers hosted at a given NDPS Manager with IPP access enabled. Through 
this page users can install any listed printers using their browsers. The URL of 
this page is the IP address or DNS name of the NetWare server hosting the 
printer with “/ipp” appended.

• Customizing a Print Solution. Though the previous steps are all that is 
required to enable users to install and use printers, system administrators and 
system integrators have the option of setting up customized views of their 
printing environment. These customized views should guide users in their 
selection of printing services. By avoiding the common mistakes users make 
when selecting and installing a printer, iPrint-based solutions can offer 
unprecedented printing reliability and user satisfaction. The following section 
provides a glimpse of the type of custom print solutions possible through 
iPrint.
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User’s Experience

One of the best selling points of iPrint is the power it gives system administrators 
and system integrators to implement custom Net print solutions. Thus, with iPrint 
the user’s experience can be very different from one implementation to another. 
This section describes a few possible iPrint custom solutions, from the user’s 
perspective. (The first configuration is supported by iPrint as a default and does 
not require Web customization.)

Installing from iPrint Generated Page. A corporate user receives a memo 
indicating that printers are available for her use at “http://printserver.our- 
company.com/ipp”. When she uses her browser to visit this site, she is presented 
with the list of iPrint printers hosted at printserver.our company .com. The list is 
automatically generated by the system and shows the status of each listed printer. 
Next to each printer there is a link that reads “Install”. After clicking on one of 
these links, she is asked to confirm that she wishes to install the printer onto her 
workstation. She OK’s the transaction. The printer driver that matches the 
printer’s make and model and the OS on her workstation is downloaded. The 
printer is then installed on her workstation without any further user intervention. 
The next time she tries to print from an application she can select that printer from 
the available list of installed printers.

New Employee Setup. A newly hired employee logs into his company’s internal 
site. He is presented with a personalized page containing corporate news, links to 
employee’s benefits, and links to traditional productivity apps available for 
downloading. Under the heading “Remote User Workstation Setup” he finds a 
link that reads “Install my assigned printers”. He clicks on the link and is taken to 
a page that informs him that four different printers have been installed on his 
workstation along with a description of each printer’s capabilities and location.

Commercial Printing. A guest at a hotel room with Internet access needs to print 
a set of documents for an upcoming meeting. She connects her laptop to the 
room’s Internet link device and launches her browser. She is automatically taken 
to the hotel’s home page where a number of hotel services and local shops are 
listed. She selects a link that reads “available printers” which takes her to a page 
listing four different printers, one located at the hotel’s front desk and three others 
at a nearby print shop. By each printer she finds whether the printer supports 
color, the cost per printed page, and a link to install the printer. She clicks on the 
link to install the printer that seems right for the job and is informed that the 
printer is now available on her workstation and will be automatically removed 
after her checkout date. She is also informed that she may now print to that printer 
from within her application and that any incurred costs will be automatically 
charged to her room account.
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Location-based Printing. A sales rep is visiting a branch office to pick up 
promotional materials and print a few documents. Using the browser on his laptop 
he visits his company’s internal home page and follows the link to “Corporate 
global print services”. This takes him to a map of the United States with links 
placed at the regions of the country where his company has branch offices. By 
clicking on the state he is visiting he is taken to a page showing the two branches 
located in that state. He continues to follow a few more links until he is presented 
with a floor plan of the building he is at with icons representing the different 
printers available on that floor. By positioning the cursor over a printer icon the 
browser displays information about the printer. He clicks on the icon nearest his 
current location. This causes the printer to be installed on his workstation. He runs 
his application and prints the documents.

Printer Monitor Console. A printer operator is responsible for making sure sets of 
printers in an organization are always operational. He needs to know when a 
printer is out of paper, low on toner, jammed, etc. He implements a web page that 
shows the printers he’s responsible for as icons located on a floor plan. Healthy 
printers are shown with a green background and printers that need attention are 
shown with a red background. The page updates itself automatically every three 
minutes. By clicking on a printer with a red background a separate browser page 
pops up displaying five different printer attributes, which, he has learned, give 
him enough information to know how to fix most error conditions.

System Requirements

The first version of iPrint is designed to work in an environment with the 
following characteristics:

• Servers running NetWare 6 (iPrint will be available on Netware 5.1 if the 
customer has purchased upgrade protection)

• User workstations running Windows 9x, Windows NT, or Windows 2000

• Internet Explorer v5.x and Netscape v4.7x or newer versions (Netscape 6 not 
supported)

• User workstations with or without Novell’s Client32

• Administrator’s workstation running iManage and the iPrint client
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Introduction

Novell Storage Services (NSS) is the next-generation storage/access system 
developed by Novell. It is the underlying technology upon which Novell is basing 
both its pumped-up releases of existing file systems as well as completely new 
storage interfaces and products. 

Novell Cluster Services v1.6 is a server-clustering system you can use to ensure 
high availability and manageability of critical network resources, including data 
(volumes), applications, server licenses, and services. It is a multi-node, 
eDirectory-enabled clustering product that supports failover, failback, and 
migration (load balancing) of individually managed cluster resources. 

This AppNote provides technical detail on how these two NetWare 6 services can 
work together to give your users non-stop access to network resources and data.

Novell Storage Services 3.0

This section looks at NSS 3.0. As an integral part of NetWare 6, NSS catapults 
NetWare to incredible new heights by providing quick access to data by reducing 
volume mount times to under a second and reducing volume repair times to under 
a minute; improved memory utilization and more efficient disk space 
management; the ability to store huge files; and a superior return on investment.

Evolution of the NetWare File System

As good as it was, the traditional NetWare file system had some limitations. Chief 
among these were long file mounts, limited volume sizes, and limited cross- 
platform support. As storage hardware and technology advanced, size limitations 
were slowly lifted and users wanted to be able to mount more volumes on a single 
server. They wanted faster volumes mount times and much quicker error 
recovery. Along with all of this, they didn’t want to give up the reliability and 
capabilities of the traditional NetWare file system.

NSS was Novell’s answer to these needs. First introduced with NetWare 5.x, NSS 
is revolutionary in that tasks like mounting a volume have become virtually 
instantaneous, and the amount of storage supported is virtually unlimited. NSS 
gives you the ability to store large objects and large numbers of objects without 
degrading system performance. It provides extremely fast access to your data. 
NSS allows volumes to be mounted and repaired in seconds rather than the hours 
it would take with NetWare’s traditional file system. And you get all of these 
benefits while maintaining full backwards compatibility with classic NetWare.
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Benefits of NSS 3.0

This section describes the benefits of NSS in more detail.

Quick Access to Data. Let’s assume that an intense electrical storm hits your site. 
Unfortunately, you neglected to purchase that Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(UPS) you’d been planning on buying for months. The power goes off for a 
couple of minutes. Afterwards, when you reboot your server, one of the huge 
server volumes needs to be repaired. With the traditional NetWare file system, 
running VRepair could take hours to complete, since the amount of time required 
to mount a volume is related to the size of the volume. With NSS, repairing an 
NSS volume only takes minutes, regardless of size. Thanks to NSS and its 
advanced journaling algorithms, volumes can be repaired quickly by replaying 
uncommitted changes rather than scanning all the files on a voloume, as VRepair 
did.

Improved Resource Use. Consider a smaller-sized company with a stingy 
hardware budget and an enormous new Web site to bring online. Imagine a server 
with a limited amount of RAM available. It’s entirely possible that the volume 
containing the Web site files won’t load because the server doesn’t have enough 
memory to cache the entire directory entry table (DET).

NSS solves this and similar memory management problems by running on 
virtually any amount of memory you have available. NSS mounts any size volume 
with as little as 4 to 10 megabytes (MB) of memory. NSS lets systems with 
limited resources perform better, while larger systems provide even higher 
performance.

NSS provides more than just improved memory management. Sophisticated data 
management techniques let NSS make more efficient use of available disk space 
as well. NSS lets multiple name spaces share storage space rather than using 
additional storage for each version of an object’s name. NSS also stores objects in 
balanced trees (B-trees) for faster storage access.

Handles Large Objects and Large Numbers of Objects. NSS can scale to store 
up to 8 terabytes (TB) of data. Since NSS uses a 64-bit interface, combined with 
advanced algorithms to manage the storage system, Nit can provide virtually 
unlimited number of directory entries and files, without degrading system 
performance. Gone are the days of needing to add volumes to your server and 
realizing that you have already maxed out the number of volumes the server can 
support.

Return On Investment. There are no hidden costs associated with upgrading to 
an NSS storage system. No new hardware is required and you needn’t purchase 
additional memory. Rapid volume mount and repair times mean NSS will provide 
savings in increased administrator and user productivity. Best of all, your needs 
can’t outgrow the system. The modular structure of NSS lets you add new 
functionality as technology advances and your needs change.
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Structure of NSS

This section describes the internal NSS structure and details how the benefits 
provided by NSS are achieved. 

Figure 1 shows the four basic sections of the NSS system. They are the Media 
Access Layer (MAL), the Object Engine, the Common Layer Interface, and the 
Semantic Agents.

Figure 1: Structure of NSS.

Let’s discuss each of these layers in a little more detail.

Media Access Layer (MAL). The MAL provides connection to a wide range of 
storage devices such as standard hard drives, CD-ROMs, Digital Versatile Disk 
(DVD) media, virtual discs implemented as networked clusters, and even 
non-persistent media such as RAM disks. The MAL lets you view the storage 
capabilities of your server as simply a quantity of storage blocks, freeing 
administrators from the details of enabling various storage devices. The MAL’s 
modular design allows new devices and technologies to be easily added. The 
MAL also provides the interfaces used by the Object Engine to interact with the 
available storage devices.

The Object Engine. The Object Engine layer is the NSS object storage engine. 
This engine differs from traditional object engines by providing significantly 
higher levels of efficiency. The NSS Object Engine uses sophisticated and highly 
efficient mechanisms to manage the objects it stores, achieving high levels of 
performance, scalability, robustness and modularity.
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• Performance. To improve system performance, the Object Engine stores 
objects on disk in balanced trees (sometimes called B-trees). Using the 
compact B-tree structures guarantees the system can retrieve an object from 
the disk in no more than four I/O cycles. B-trees also improve memory 
management by letting the system locate an object anywhere in storage 
without loading the entire directory entry table into memory. 

The ability to share name spaces also improves disk space usage. Instead of 
storing a name for each name space in a single stored object (such as one name 
for DOS and another for UNIX/NFS), the name spaces in an object share a 
common name, if no naming conflicts exist.

• Scalability. The Object Engine uses 64-bit interfaces to let you create far more 
objects and individual objects far larger than was possible in the traditional 
NetWare file system.

• Robustness. To enable rapid volume remounts after a crash, the Object Engine 
maintains a journal that records all transactions written to disk and all 
transactions waiting to be written. The traditional NetWare recovery 
procedure involved using the VRepair utility to laboriously check and repair 
inconsistencies in the directory entry tables. The NSS Object Engine can 
locate an error on a disk by referencing the transaction journal, noting the 
incomplete transaction, and correcting the error by either reprocessing the 
incomplete transaction or by backing it out—all without having to search the 
volume.

• Modularity. The Object Engine’s modularity lets you define new objects and 
plug them into the storage system as needed. New storage technologies, such 
as DVD, can be transparently plugged in to the engine at any time without 
affecting the system. This modularity lets you make use of hard links, 
symbolic links, and authorization systems not previously available through 
the traditional NetWare file system.

Common Layer Interface. This layer defines the interfaces the Semantic Agents 
use to access the underlying Object Engine. These services fall into three basic 
categories: naming services, object services, and management services.

• Naming Services. These services include basic object naming and lookup 
operations as well as name space management services.

• Object Services. These services provide the standard and direct input and 
output to and from objects, as well as other operations on objects themselves, 
such as create, delete, and truncate operations.

• Management Services. These services cover a variety of tasks, including 
locking, managing volume operations, and the addiiton and registration of 
new objects.
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Semantic Agents. The Semantic Agent layer contains loadable software modules 
that define the client-specific interfaces available to store objects. For example, 
the NetWare file system Semantic Agent interprets requests received from 
NetWare 6 clients and passes the requests to the Common Layer Interface and 
onward to the Object Engine for execution. Another Semantic Agent implements 
an HTTP interface, allowing Web browsers to access data also stored by the 
Object Engine. Additional Semantic Agents support other popular systems such 
as NFS, Web Proxy Cache, and the Macintosh file system. 

This modular approach means you no longer need separate storage solutions for 
different storage systems. New Semantic Agents can be created and loaded to the 
system at any time, without impacting any currently-loaded Semantic Agent.

Novell Cluster Services 1.6

Do you remember NetWare SFT III, the Novell technology that provided a 
complete redundant server running in synchronization with the main server? If for 
any reason the main server failed, the backup server would take over for the failed 
server without missing a beat. 

Novell’s server clustering has taken this technology a giant step forward. First 
introduced for NetWare 5.x, Novell Cluster Services has been updated and 
enhanced for NetWare 6. This section discusses Novell Cluster Services 1.6, 
which has the mission to ensure high availability of critical network resources, 
including connection licenses, data volumes, network services, and applications.

Clustering Concepts
A cluster is a group of file servers, in which each server is referred to as a node. 
You create a cluster by loading the clustering software onto the NetWare servers 
that you want to be part of the cluster. The clustering software connects the 
servers into the cluster. Using this software, you can have as many as 32 servers in 
a cluster. (NetWare 6 includes a two-node clustering license.) Typically, after 
creating the cluster, you would connect it to a shared storage system by way of a 
Storage Area Network (SAN).

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 uses the concept of failovers to ensure the high 
availability of network resources. A failover occurs when one node in a cluster 
fails and one or more surviving nodes take over and continue to provide the failed 
node’s resources. When a failover occurs, users typically regain access to their 
resources in seconds, usually without having to log in again. 

Cluster Services provides a great deal of versatility in the way you distribute 
resources. The product lets you determine what you want to happen if a node fails. 
For example, you may specify that you want all of Node X’s resources to migrate 
to Node Y in the event that Node X fails. Or you may also specify that some of 
Node X’s resources migrate to Node Z to better balance the workload.
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Typically, failovers occur automatically when a node unexpectedly fails. 
However, it is also possible to manually invoke a failover when you want to load- 
balance the cluster, or when you need to bring down a server for maintenance or 
hardware upgrade. 

Novell Cluster Services Architecture
The architecture of Novell Cluster Services 1.6 is different from that of Cluster 
Services for NetWare 5.x. However, both versions are designed to ensure high 
availability and to simplify storage management.

Figure 2 shows the modules that make up Novell Cluster Services 1.6.

Figure 2: Architecture of Novell Cluster Services 1.6.

The following sections briefly explain what each module does.

Cluster Configuration Library (CLSTRLIB). This is the configuration libary 
module for Cluster Services.

Group Interprocess Communication (GIPC). The GPIC is responsible for group 
membership protocol, including the heartbeat protocol. The cluster nodes transmit 
and listen for heartbeat packets on the network at regular intervals. By doing this, 
nodes can detect possible failures when one or more nodes fail to transmit their 
heartbeat packets. The nodes also use the heartbeat protocol to write to a special 
partition on the SAN.
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Virtual Interface Provider Library Extensions (VIPX). VIPX is Novell's 
extension of the provider library for the Virtual Interface (VI) Architecture 
specification. The VI Architecture specification defines an industry standard 
architecture for communication between the clusters of servers and workstations.

Cluster System Services (CSS). The CSS module provides an API that any 
distributed cluster-aware application can use to enable distributed-shared memory 
and distributed locking. Distributed-shared memory allows cluster-aware 
applications running across multiple servers to share access to the same data as 
though the data were on the same physically-shared RAM chips. Distributed 
locking protects cluster resources by ensuring that if one thread on one node gets a 
lock then another thread on another node can’t get the same lock. 

Split Brain Detector (SBD). This module protects against unnecessary failovers 
when a node simply loses its network connection. If a node becomes unable to 
communicate with the network, it can no longer send or receive heartbeat packets. 
As a result, the other nodes in the cluster think that this node has failed and 
attempt to take over the presumably dead node’s resources. Meanwhile, since the 
node is not dead but has merely lost its network connection, it thinks it is the only 
node alive in the cluster and thus tries to restart the cluster’s resources by itself.

The SBD module detects this kind of problem and notifies the cluster, which 
immediately tries to deactivate one side of the “split brain.” The cluster will 
deactivate either the smaller half of the split brain or the half that is not running 
the master node.

Since the Cluster Services included with NetWare 6 provides only a two-node 
license, each half of the cluster “brain” consists of only one node. Thus neither 
half is smaller and each half would think it is the master if the network connection 
between the nodes is lost. Cluster Services 1.6 addresses this potential problem 
with technology to detect network failures and deactive the node that has the 
network failure.

Portal Cluster Agent (PCLUSTER). This module provides the ability to manage 
Clustering Services from NetWare Remote Manager. Now Clustering Services 
can be managed from any computer with a browser and Internet connection. The 
functionality in Remote Manager is practically identical to the functionality in 
ConsoleOne. Now you have two different ways to manage Cluster services.

Virtual Interface Architecture Link Layer (VLL). This is an interface layer for 
several other Clustering Services modules. The GIPC, SBD, and CRM modules 
interface in the VLL. If the GIPC module stops receiving information from one of 
the cluster nodes, it notifies the VLL module. The VLL module then contacts the 
SBD module, which determines if the node is really dead or not, and then informs 
the CRM of the decision.
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Cluster Resource Manager (CRM). This module keeps track of all the cluster's 
resources and where they are running. It also is responsible for restarting 
resources in the event of failure. The CRM executes the failover policies specified 
in the NDS configuration data that the CLSTRLIB module reads into local 
memory when you install Cluster Services.

Cluster Management Agent (CMA). This module interacts with the Clustering 
snap-ins to allow ConsoleOne to manage Novell Cluster Services. 

Cluster Volume Broker (CVB). This module keeps track of the NSS configuration 
for the cluster. If a change is made to NSS for one server, the CVB ensures that 
the change is replicated across all the nodes in the cluster.

Templates
Templates simplify the process of creating resource objects. Novell Cluster 
Services 1.6 includes new templates for the following resources:

• ZENworks

• Novell Internet Messaging System (NIMS)

• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

• Network File System (NFS)

After you have created the resources, Cluster Services 1.6 allows you to establish 
a priority in which they execute. In this way, you can ensure that a protocol, such 
as DHCP, loads before an application such as GroupWise.

In addition, the process of creating cluster resources has been simplified. Using 
Cluster Services 1.6, you simply check the Online Resource After Create option 
when you are creating a new resource. The cluster automatically brings the new 
resource online when it creates that resource.

Management Utilities
Novell Cluster Services 1.6 includes several new utilities to help you maintain a 
stable system. One such tool is a persistent cluster event log, which logs cluster 
events to a file. The log file is viewable from either ConsoleOne or NetWare 
Remote Manager.

A new heartbeat tool allows you to view and tune heartbeat settings on both the 
network and the SAN. For example, you can modify the default eight-second 
heartbeat threshold to suit the requirements of your network. The nodes in a 
cluster send out heartbeat packets every second. If a node doesn’t send out a 
packet after a default threshold of eight seconds, the other nodes suspect there is a 
problem and take appropriate action.
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SNMP and SMTP Support
Novell Cluster Services 1.6 supports Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) through Management Information Base (MIB) extensions developed by 
Compaq. 

Additionally, Cluster Services 1.6 supports Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(SMTP). This enables you to set up Cluster Services to send messages to up to 
eight e-mail addresses when monitored cluster events occur. These events might 
include a node failure, a node being taken down, or a new node joining the cluster. 
You can also be notified whenever the status of a cluster resource changes. This 
e-mail feature allows 24x7 notification of your network’s status.

The e-mails sent by Cluster Services can be either plain text or XML-formatted 
messages, depending on which you select. The XML format is planning for the 
future, since NSS provides an XML management interface. Theoretically, Cluster 
Services could send an XML-encoded e-mail describing a problem, which NSS 
could interpret and automatically adjust the file system to correct for the problems 
in the cluster.

NSS and Clustering

In NetWare 6, Novell has integrated NSS 3.0 and Cluster Services 1.6 to better 
support each other, compared to the same offerings in NetWare 5.x. Now NSS 
and Cluster Services work together to take advantage of shared storage devices. 
(Shared storage devices are those which every cluster node has access to, such as 
SANs, as opposed to the traditional per-server method for accessing storage in 
NetWare networks.)

NSS 3.0 provides a way to flag storage as sharable for clustering. With the initial 
release of NetWare 6, you need to set this flag via the ConsoleOne Clustering 
snap-ins. In the future, Novell plans to have the software automatically detect and 
flag shared storage devices.

Note: When NSS 3.0 detects a “sharable for clustering” flag, it will not activate 
the attached storage unless Cluster Services 1.6 is also running. 
Typically, NSS only activates storage that is local to the server on which 
it is running.

Pools
You might be wondering whether more than one node in a cluster can write to the 
same shared storage pool simultaneously. The answer is no; Novell Cluster 
Services 1.6 only allows one node to use a shared storage pool at a time. Data 
corruption would most likely occur if two or more nodes had access to the same 
shared storage pool simultaneously.
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Cluster Services uses the term pool to refer to an area of storage space that you 
create using the free space available on your storage devices. Storage pools are 
containers for logical volumes. The main advantage of logical volumes is that 
they can increase or decrease in size, using only as much space as the files and 
directories stored on them take up at the present time.

Cluster Services 1.6 also protects your data by failing-over pools, rather than 
volumes as Cluster Services for NetWare 5.x did. If a shared storage pool is active 
on a node when the node fails, the cluster automatically migrates the pool to 
another node. The clustering software reactivates the pool and remounts the 
cluster-enabled logical volumes within that pool.

Cluster Volumes
Whether you set up pools containing only one volume or lots of volumes, you will 
need to cluster-enable the volumes held by the storage pools. Cluster-enabling 
volumes ensure that users’ access to the volumes is uninterrupted during a 
failover. When you cluster-enable a volume, the clustering software creates a 
virtual server on which to mount the volume. The virtual server guarantees that 
the volume remains usable to clients regardless of the cluster node on which the 
volume is mounted. Novell Cluster Services 1.6 allows you to choose the names 
of the virtual servers, whereas NetWare 5’s Clustering Services chooses the 
names for you. 

The Complete High-Availability Storage Picture
From what we have discussed so far, you can see that the power of Novell Cluster 
Services 1.6 can be enhanced even further by using it in conjuction with NSS and 
SANs. Other features of NetWare 6 add even more value. 

For example, Novell’s Native File Access allows you to have Windows, 
Macintosh, and Unix workstations accessing NSS 3.0 directly using their native 
file access protocols (Common Internet File System, AppleTalk, and NFS, 
respectively). The benefit here is that no NetWare client software is needed on 
these workstations. Users of these systems access NSS 3.0 data using the native 
network access software they are accustomed to using. For example, Windows 
users can access a NetWare 6 server using TCP/IP. You can also have Windows, 
Macintosh, and Unix workstations running Novell Clients accessing the network 
the traditional way (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Typical network setup using clustering and SAN technology.

Because NetWare users are represented as eDirectory objects, it is very easy to 
manage access to stored data. Management is further simplified by letting your 
SAN be accessed solely by Novell Cluster Services. In this configuration, you do 
not have to guess how much storage to allot to each operating system—NetWare 
uses all of it, and the data is available to all of the desktops on the network. When 
you need more storage, you simply add it to the SAN, and NetWare automatically 
makes use of it.

Conclusion

Novell Cluster Services 1.6 attached to a dedicated SAN and utilizing NSS 3.0 
presents an attractive solution to organizations that need constant access to their 
network and data resources. Setting up volumes with NSS 3.0 is fast and simple, 
as is the setup of Cluster Services 1.6. Your data remains intact and always 
available in the shared storage pools you create, and backing up the data is greatly 
simplified. You can maintain and manage the cluster via NetWare Remote 
Manager—all you need is an Internet connection and a Web browser. What’s 
more, you can be notified by e-mail of any serious problems with the cluster.

Together, NetWare 6, NSS 3.0, and Novell Cluster Services 1.6 provide a proven 
high-availability storage solution you can count on.
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NetWare 6 is a reliable, highly-scalable version of NetWare which takes 
advantage of high-powered Multi-Processor (MP) server hardware by 
MP-enabling the complete packet transfer from the wire to the storage media. 
This AppNote provides background information about NetWare 6’s MP 
functionality and explains how MP-enabled programs run on NetWare 6. It details 
the MP-related improvements made in NetWare 6 and discusses development 
opportunities for the new OS.
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A Short History of NetWare MP

NetWare 6 is Novell’s second-generation MP network operating system. Actually 
it could be looked at as being a third generation, as you will see from this short 
history. Novell introduced MP functionality with NetWare 4.x. This first attempt 
was somewhat limited in functionality in that the core operating system (OS) was 
not MP-enabled. All of the core OS functionality had to be funneled to processor 
0, which is the default processor that threads are run on when the application is 
not MP-compliant. This version of NetWare allowed applications that were 
written to the MP standard to run on processors other than processor 0. But any 
time the application needed to use core OS functionality—disk access, transmit on 
the wire, and so on—the request had to be reverted back to processor 0. Hence, it 
was not a complete solution.

With the advent of NetWare 5, the MP functionality was completely rewritten and 
integrated into the NetWare OS Kernel. This made the vast majority of OS 
functionality MP-compliant. However, there were still some essential services 
that had to run on processor 0. Functionality such as LAN drivers and disk drivers 
still needed to be MP-enabled.

In NetWare 6, all components are MP-compliant. The whole chain of events, from 
the network wire to the hard disk storage devices, is MP-enabled. Thus with 
NetWare 6, Novell now provides a complete MP server solution.

NetWare 6 MP Functionality

NetWare 6 has been designed from the ground up to run on Symmetric 
Multiprocessing (SMP) hardware. Typically, a computer hardware manufacturer 
will refer to a SMP machine as a “high-end server.” Today, SMP machines are 
shipped with one to 32 processors. In most cases, the machines are processor 
upgradable, meaning you can add processors as your needs demand it. A benefit 
of upgrading to an SMP machine is that you can have a server with six processors 
doing the work that up to six separate servers used to do.

As shipped, NetWare 6 includes the following MP-enabled components:

Protocol Stacks

NetWare Core Protocols (NCP)
Service Location Protocols (SLP)
IP Stack
HTTP
Ethernet Connectivity
Token Ring Connectivity
Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV)
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
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Before we discuss MP and the way it is implemented in NetWare 6, a discussion 
of threads is in order. This is because to truly understand MP, you need to 
understand threads.

Threads in NetWare

Ever since NetWare was first released, it has used the concept of threads to allow 
the NetWare OS to work efficiently. A thread is simply a NetWare OS process, 
but in technical terms a process is slightly different from a thread. A process 
typically saves most of the processor’s state when it is swapped out, while a 
thread typically saves less of the processor’s state. What’s more, processes are 
usually preemptive (they take control of all resources, but can be interrupted) 
compared to threads, which are nonpreemptive (they run to completion). 

The NetWare OS schedules different threads to run in its Run queue. The threads 
are executed in a first-in first-out (FIFO) order. In addition, the NetWare OS 
allows NetWare Loadable Module (NLM) applications to establish multiple 
threads, each representing a distinct path of execution. An NLM has to contain 
one thread at the minimum, but typically will contain two or more threads. 

Only one thread can run at a time. While the thread is running, it has control of the 
system’s microprocessor (CPU). NetWare is a nonpreemptive OS, meaning it 
allows threads to run to completion once they start to execute. When a thread 
gains control of the CPU, the thread remains in control until it has run to the end 
of its execution, or until it relinquishes control and reschedules itself on the run 
queue. In an MP world, this refers to one processor in the server.

Storage Services

Novell Storage Services (NSS)
Distributed File Service (DSS)
Protocol Services Request Dispatcher
Transport Service Request Dispatcher
Fiber Channel Disk Support

Security Services

Novell International Cryptographic Infrastructure (NICI)
Authentication
Authentication ConsoleOne snap-ins

Miscellaneous Components and Services

eDirectory (NDS)
Novell Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
Web Engines
Additional Web Features
. . .
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Multiprocessing

Looking at classic NetWare 5.x on a one-processor box, it appears that NetWare is 
executing two or more applications or functions at the same time. This is referred 
to as multitasking. NetWare is a multitasking OS since it gives the illusion that a 
single CPU is executing two or more programs at once. However, in reality, it is 
executing the threads in these programs in a consecutive manner. 

Running on one processor, a multithreaded and multitasked OS such as NetWare 
can’t execute more than one thread at one time. Even if you have a multi-CPU 
computer, you will not be able to exploit the additional CPUs unless you have 
applications that are specifically written to be multi-processor compliant or 
MP-enabled. MP-enabled applications are programmed in such a way that their 
threads can safely execute simultaneously on multiple processors. With NetWare 
6 and properly programmed MP-enabled applications, multitasking becomes a 
reality. Your applications can execute multiple threads on multiple processors at 
the same time!

Server Hardware Specifications

To get the most out of what NetWare 6 has to offer, appropriate hardware is a 
must. NetWare 6 supports hardware that is designed around Intel’s Multi- 
Processor Specification (MPS) v1.4. This specification is used by PC 
manufacturers to design and build Intel-based systems that use two or more 
processors. The current version (1.4) includes support for multiple PCI buses, 
future expandability, and up to 32 processors (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: MPS hardware bus.
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As seen in Figure 1, MPS v1.4 defines a specification where all of the processors 
in the system work and function together similarly. All the processors in the 
system share a common I/O subsystem and also use the same memory pool. 
MPS-compatible operating systems are able to run without special customization 
on multiprocessor systems that comply with this specification. End-users who 
purchase a compliant multiprocessor system will be able to run their choice of 
operating systems.

Since NetWare 6 complies with Intel’s specification, it will automatically take 
advantage of all the processors in your MPS hardware—provided the MPS 
hardware supports the Intel specification. That really shouldn’t be a problem since 
the major computer manufacturers, such as Dell and Compaq, support the 
specification.

If you are interested in reading the complete Intel MPS v1.4 specification, it is 
available at Intel’s site: 
http://developer.intel.com/design/intarch/MANUALS/242016.htm.

While we are talking about MP hardware, we should clear up one common 
misunderstanding. Many people assume that if they buy a two- processor 
MPS-enabled machine, they will get the equivalent processing power of two 
separate and distinct servers. While this is the goal of MP hardware and software 
engineers, this is not the case in our imperfect world. The general rule is this: as 
the number of processors increases, the processing power increases, but to a 
somewhat lesser degree. So with a two- processor MPS system you get roughly 
1.8 times as much processing power as a server with one processor. A 
four-processor system offers about 3.5 times as much processing power, and a 
six-processor system offers about 5.2 times the processing power.

Running Programs on NetWare 6

After you have installed NetWare 6 on your MPS hardware and started it up, the 
NetWare 6 Kernel determines how many processors are in the system. Next, the 
Kernel’s Scheduler determines which processor to run the available threads on. 
This decision is based on information about the threads themselves and on the 
availability of processors.

Three types of programs can run on NetWare 6:

• MP Safe

• MP Compliant

• NetWare OS
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MP Safe programs are typically NLMs that are not MP-enabled, but which are 
safe to run in an MP environment. These programs run on Processor 0, which is 
home to all MP Safe programs. The NetWare 6 OS is very accommodating to 
programs that were written prior to the introduction of MP NetWare.These 
non-MP-aware applications are automatically scheduled to run on Processor 0 
upon execution. 

MP Complaint programs are specifically written to run in an MP environment. 
When one of these programs loads, the NetWare 6 Scheduler automatically 
assigns the different threads to available processors. The Intel MPS Specification 
allows programs to indicate if their specific threads want to run on a specific 
processor. In this case, the NetWare Scheduler will assign that thread to run on the 
requested processor. Although this functionality is available in NetWare 6 for 
those MP utilities and other programs that require the ability to run on a specific 
processor, Novell Engineering discourages developers from writing programs this 
way.

When an MP compliant program is loaded, the NetWare Scheduler checks for an 
available processor to run the thread on (provided its threads aren’t required to run 
on a requested processor). If the first available processor was processor 3, then the 
thread would be scheduled to run there. The next thread would go to processor 
four, and so on. This assumes that the processors make themselves available in 
consecutive order. If the system only has one processor, all the applications’ 
threads will be queued up to run on processor 0, which is always the first 
processor regardless of whether it is an MP or non-MP environment.

Lastly, the NetWare OS is completely MP compliant, allowing its multitude of 
threads to run on available processors as needed.

Thread Location

When an MP-enabled NLM is loaded on a NetWare 6 server, the NetWare 
Scheduler will place the application’s threads on available processors. Under most 
conditions, when a thread is assigned to a processor, it will live out its life on that 
same processor. Only in rare circumstances will the thread be moved to another 
processor. These circumstances include the following:

• The thread is from a program that is not MP-enabled. In this case the NetWare 
Scheduler will move the thread to processor 0. This process is called 
funneling.

• The NetWare Kernel determines that there is a lopsided balance of threads on 
all available processors. A thread or threads may be relocated to other 
processors to even out the load balancing.
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It should be noted that the NetWare Scheduler’s load balancing algorithm is 
non-intrusive. It only relocates threads when the thread load on a given processor 
is significantly higher than the aggregate average. If you are interested in seeing 
how many threads have been relocated on your server, you can use the NetWare 
Remote Manager utility to see how may threads have been moved within a given 
time frame. 

When a thread is scheduled to run on a specified processor and continues to do so 
for the life of the thread, this is called processor affinity. Keep in mind that it is 
rare for threads to be relocated to other processors.

Improving Efficiency

With the speed and efficiency of today’s microprocessors, the time it takes to 
retrieve data from RAM is much slower than the time it takes the CPU to retrieve 
data from its own cache. Things slow down when the CPU needs to access needed 
data from RAM. If a CPU can always keep the data it needs to execute in its 
cache, speeds will be maintained at a near maximum.

To maintain efficiency, the major CPU manufacturers include cache memory in 
their CPUs. However, cache memory is a lot more expensive to produce than 
RAM. As a result, each CPU has a limited amount of cache memory. Cache 
memory can be one of three types (see Figure 2):

• Level 1 (L1) cache, which is internal to the CPU and is built fast enough for 
even the most demanding needs of the CPU

• Level 2 (L2) cache, which is external to the CPU and is built almost fast 
enough for the CPU

• Level 3 (L3) cache, which is external to the CPU and not as fast as L2 cache

Figure 2: The three types of CPU cache.
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The more internal cache a CPU has, the more it costs but the more efficient it is. 
For example, an Intel 450 MHz Xeon processor-based machine with a 2MB L1 
cache will outperform an Intel 733 MHz Pentium processor-based machine with 
32KB of L1 and 256KB of L2 cache by about 40% when executing applications. 
But be prepared to pay about $1000 more for the performance boost, and even 
more for MP machines.

NetWare 6 has been tooled to minimize the direct accessing of RAM. This is done 
by intentionally assigning a thread to run on a given processor and letting it run its 
life on that processor. In this case, the data needed by that thread will always be 
available in the processor’s cache. The CPU will be able to process the thread as 
efficiently as possible. The term cache miss refers to times when the CPU is 
forced to access RAM directly because what it needs is not in cache. NetWare 6 
minimizes cache misses by allowing the threads to run their life on the same 
processor as often as is feasible.

Things can also slow down if cache flushes are necessary. A cache flush occurs 
when data is copied from the CPU’s cache back to RAM. This is a necessity when 
the Scheduler transfers a thread from one CPU to another. The new CPU needs 
access to the data that the thread was using on the previous CPU, but the previous 
CPU had the data “checked out.” So the old CPU is forced to return the data by 
doing a flush of its cache. In so doing, the new CPU has access to the data, and 
can load its cache and continue the execution of the thread. Having a lot of cache 
flushes will seriously hurt system performance. Hence, NetWare 6’s Scheduler 
tries to let threads execute on the same CPU for their entire life cycle.

MPK and System Memory

In previous version of NetWare that did not include MPK functionality, there 
were no worries about the NetWare OS’s interaction with system memory. Since 
there was only one processor, that processor was able to control all interaction 
with system memory. In the world of multiprocessing where you have multiple 
processors, each vying for use of system memory, what happens if multiple 
threads compete for other resources like the I/O channel? Without measures to 
control these types of things, memory corruption could occur. Even worse, the 
whole system could freeze due to I/O channel corruption. 

To control the movement of data in the MPK system, NetWare 6 incorporates 
what are called synchronization primitives. Synchronization primitives include 
the following:

• Mutually Exclusive Lock (mutex). This mechanism ensures that only one 
thread can access RAM memory or a protected resource, such as I/O access, 
at a time.

• Semaphores. These are somewhat similar to mutexes, but semaphores use 
counters to control access to RAM memory or other protected resources.
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• Read-Write Locks. Similar to mutexes, read-write locks work with mutexes to 
ensure that only one thread at a time has access to a protected resource.

• Condition Variables. These are based on an external station. In so doing, they 
can be used to synchronize threads. Since they are external to the thread 
synchronization code, they can be used to ensure that only one thread accesses 
a protected resource at a time.

There are two other synchronization primitives that NetWare 6 uses: Spin Locks 
and Barriers. However, these primitives are only available in the NetWare 
Operating System Kernel address space. They are not accessible in the protected 
user address space.

Thread Management and Queues

Considering how many threads are running on all of the processors in a MP 
system, how can the NetWare OS keep track of what is running where? This is 
accomplished by the Scheduler. As previously stated, the Scheduler is an integral 
part of the NetWare OS Kernel. The NetWare 6 Scheduler is MP-enabled, so it is 
able to run on all of the CPUs in the MP system. As a result, each individual CPU 
can maintain its own thread queue and scheduling for itself. 

Each CPU maintains three separate queues to aid in thread management. These 
three queues are the Run aueue, the Work To Do aueue, and the Miscellaneous 
aueue (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: NetWare thread queues.
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The threads in the Run queue have priority over threads in the other two queues. 
When a thread completes execution, the CPU checks for additional threads in the 
Run queue. If present, they will be run, sequentially, to completion. The threads in 
the Run queue are non-blocking, meaning they do not relinquish control of the 
CPU until they run to completion. Typically, only threads from system-critical 
functions such as protocols (TCP/IP, IPX/SPX, and so on) are scheduled to run in 
the Run queue. Many of the NetWare Kernel processes also run in this queue.

If the Scheduler finds no threads to run in the Run queue, the next thread in the 
Work To Do queue is run. Unlike the Run queue, these threads relinquish control 
of the processor. Often, programs whose threads are queued up in the Work To Do 
queu, call functions that relinquish control of the processor. This is called 
blocking. 

In many cases, if a thread doesn’t voluntarily give up the processor from time to 
time, the NetWare OS will handicap the thread so it doesn’t hog all of the CPU’s 
resources. This is due to NetWare’s “nice guy” non-preemptive environment. If a 
particular NLM does not yield often enough, the NetWare OS places a handicap 
in the offending thread, which prevents the thread from being rescheduled 
immediately. For example, if the NetWare OS places a handicap of 100 on a 
thread, 100 other threads must run and yield before the handicapped thread is 
rescheduled to run.

The CPU processes threads in the Miscellaneous queue in the order in which they 
are queued up. The order is first-in, first-out (FIFO). Most application threads will 
queue up in the Miscellaneous queue.

Race Conditions

A race condition occurs when a single application has two or more threads 
running on two or more CPUs simultaneously (see Figure 4). For example, say 
you load the Monitor utility and look at memory statistics. It could be possible for 
Monitor to have two threads scheduled on two separate CPUs that need to update 
the same spot in RAM. This is especially bad if the two threads are part of a 
request from the same connection. The location in RAM may end up being 
overwritten by bad data. 
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Figure 4: Race conditions.

To avoid race conditions, the NetWare OS needs to make sure that threads 
emanating from the same connection are run on the same processor. This way, the 
threads are queued up and run in sequential manner, thus preventing the 
possibility of memory corruption.

Improvements in NetWare 6 Multiprocessing

NetWare 6’s MPK Kernel is similar to that in NetWare 5, but with quite a few 
improvements. Besides adding bug fixes to the NetWare 6 MPK Kernel, the 
biggest difference is the supporting cast of NetWare 6 MP-enabled components. 
Some of the more significant components are the TCP/IP protocol stack, the NCP 
engine, eDirectory, NSS, and NICI. (A fairly complete list of these components is 
given in the “NetWare 6 MP Functionality” section above. ) 

Although all of these are important improvements, one that dramatically improves 
speed and performance is MP-enabling the TCP/IP protocol stack. With the 
popularity of the Internet, most companies are networking with TCP/IP only. As a 
result, all network traffic processed on a NetWare 6 server goes through the 
TCP/IP protocol stack. With the NetWare 5 TCP/IP protocol stack, every packet 
that enters and leaves the server has to be processed on processor 0, along with all 
the other non-MP-enabled threads. NetWare 6 alleviates this bottleneck by 
allowing many instances of the TCP/IP protocol stack to concurrently process 
packets. The only limitation would be the number of CPUs you have on your 
server.

RAM I won! RAMWatch
out!

Watch
out!

In some multi-processor
operating systems, 

data and processes compete 
for the same unallocated RAM 

on a first come, first serve basis.

Potential conflicts can arise
in this scenario when two processes

arrive almost simultaneously.
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Development Opportunities for NetWare 6 MP

The NetWare OS has always been one of the fastest network operating systems 
around. If you buy or upgrade to NetWare 6, you will immediately enjoy the 
increased performance coming from the MP-enabled LAN and disk channels. But 
your biggest performance increase will come from MP-enabled applications. If 
you don’t run MP-enabled applications, all the threads from non-MP-enabled 
applications will be funneled to processor 0, causing a thread “pileup” on 
processor 0.

With the introduction of NetWare 5, Novell released a new version of GroupWise 
that made partial use of the NetWare MPK environment. Shortly after the release 
of NetWare 6, Novell plans an update to GroupWise that will make full use of the 
NetWare 6 MPK environment.

To aid developers in creating new applications that fully exploit the features of 
NetWare 6 or to update current applications to use NetWare 6, Novell has 
provided a software developer kit referred to as the Novell Kernel Services (NKS) 
API set. NKS consists of a new set of NLMs and interfaces for implementing 
multithreaded, multiprocessor-aware applications, and other programs for 
NetWare. These libraries include NLM libraries for C/C++ and standard C library. 
To access these libraries, go to http://developer.novell.com/ndk/nks.htm.

You may be wondering what the big difference is between the new NKS API set 
and the classic CLIB API set. The biggest difference is that the CLIB API set 
routed all API calls through a requester that had to execute on processor 0, since 
the requester was not MP-enabled. Using the NKS API set, an API that is called 
can execute on any of the available system processors. If it blocks, it will sleep on 
the same processor’s queue, to be awakened and continue execution on the same 
processor. This eliminates the performance problems inherent with funneling 
applications to processor 0.

If you want to delve into the NKS API set, much information is available, 
complete with sample source code. The following articles published in Novell 
Developer Notes and Novell AppNotes discusses Novell Kernel Services 
Programming using the NKS API set:

• “Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for 
NLMs: Part One” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1999/septembe/05/index.htm)

• “Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for 
NLMs: Part Two” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1999/october/04/index.htm)

• “Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for 
NLMs: Part Three” (http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1999/ 
november/03/index.htm)
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• “Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for 
NLMs: Part Four” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1999/december/02/index.htm
)

• “KLib: A Kernel Runtime Library” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2000/october/05/a001005.ht
m)

• “New Features of the Novell Kernel Services Programming Environment for 
NetWare 6 Programming” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/2000/october/05/a001005.ht
m)

For those of you who would like to learn about the original NetWare 4.x SMP 
implementation, the following article is available:

• “Introduction to NetWare SMP Architecture and SMP NLM Development” 
(http://developer.novell.com/research/devnotes/1997/january/05/index.htm)

Conclusion

By now you could have your own copy of the NetWare 6 operating system. Visit 
Novell’s Developer Web site at http://www.developer.novell.com to learn more 
about NetWare 6 and NKS API library. I encourage you to download the library 
and experiment with it. NetWare 6 is the future. Hopefully this article has given 
you the desire to update an existing application or create a new one to take 
advantage of all that NetWare 6 has to offer.

Copyright © 2001 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.
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their respective companies or distributors.
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Beyond the Basics: What’s 
New in the NetWare 6 
Management Portal Utility

Edward Liebing
Senior Editor
Novell AppNotes

Since this month is our special NetWare 6 issue, I 
thought it would be worthwhile to take a break from 
the SET parameters and look at what’s been added to 
the NetWare Management Portal utility for NetWare 6.

For starters, it’s now called the NetWare Remote Man-
ager utility. The NetWare Loadable Module for the 
utility is named NRM.NLM (or Norm for short).

So What’s New in Norm? Initial Login
When you initially log in to the NetWare Remote Man-
ager utility, you see a Login window rather than the 
initial utility screen. What you see after that depends 
on your level of administration.

If you log in as Admin or an equivalent user, you’ll see 
a spiffy new interface with all of the management 
options available to you. But if you log in as Joe user 
without Admin equivalence, you will only see the 
server volumes/directories/files that you have access 
to. And that’s all you can see as a user (see Figure 1).

What Admins See: New Look, New Feel
The NetWare Remote Manager utility’s new look and 
feel makes it a lot easier to get around in. For instance, 
you can expand or shrink the different frames, bringing 
the Remote Manager in line with other Web-based 
management tools from Novell.

The options that appear along the left-hand side of the 
Remote Manager screen have been reassigned for eas-
ier sorting. The new options include the following:

   • Diagnose Server

 •    Health Monitor

 •    Profile / Debug

 •    Run Config Report

   • Manage Server

 •    Volumes

 •    Console Screens

 •    Connections

 •    Set Parameters

 •    Schedule Tasks

 •    Console Commands

 •    View Memory Config

 •    View Statistics

 •    Down / Restart

   • Manage Applications

 •    List Modules

 •    Protected Memory

 •    System Resources

 •    NetWare Registry

 •    Winsock 2.0

 •    Protocol Information

   • Manage Hardware

 •    Processors

 •    Disk / LAN Adapters

 •    PCI Devices

 •    Other Resources

   • Manage eDirectory

 •    Access Tree Walker

 •    View eDirectory

 •    Partitions

   • Use Server Groups

 •    Build Group

 •    Load Group File

   • Access Other Servers

 •    Managed Server List

 •    Basic File AccessFigure 1: What users can see if they are not Admin equivalent—just their 
directories and files.
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Accessing the Server 
Console Screen
Another cool feature is Norm’s 
ability to access the NetWare 6 
server console through an applet 
rather through static HTML pages 
(see Figure 2). This is a big advan-
tage when you need to perform 
server fixes remotely.

By clicking on the Greater Than 
(>>) and Less Than (<<) buttons, 
you can thumb through the differ-
ent server screens that are cur-
rently open. If you have a 
text-based utility such as MONI-
TOR, you can use the Up and 
Down arrows to get around in the 
utility just as you would in any 
other C-Worthy utility.

There is also a Screen List button that allows you to 
see a listing of all of the console screens that are pres-
ently open on the server. These can be displayed (tog-
gled) with the Title Bar showing or not. There is also 
an Emergency Console button that allows you to open 
an emergency console screen, just as if you pressed 
Ctrl+Alt+Escape at the server console. (I am told these 
particular enhancements will be available for NetWare 
5.1 servers in Support Pack 4.)

Scrolling Through the Logger Screen
Under the Console Screen option, you can view part of 
the actual logger screen, which shows you all of the 
server’s console activities since the server was last 
brought up. You can also select the View History 
Buffer to download an HTML version of the logger file 
for your perusal at a future time (see Figure 3).

Partition Management Capabilities
Under the Volume option appears Partition Manage-
ment at the bottom of the screen. This option gives you 
a boatload of information about the disk drive adapters 
in the server, as well as which devices are connected to 
which adapters (see Figure 4).

You can also see which partitions have been created 
and expanded on which devices, as well as if there is 
any extra disk space that is available to be used to 
expand volumes/partitions/pools. As you can see from 
Figure 4, the devices are laid out according to an 
adapter/device/partition/pool/volume hierarchy. You 
can click on each of these elements to see technical 
information about the physical and logical settings.

You can also use this information to expand pools, cre-
ate and add volumes, mount/dismount volumes, as well 
as view information about any DOS partitions. All in 
all, this is a very slick tool that we will have to examine 
more thoroughly in a future article!

Per-CPU Profiling
Since NetWare 6 is a multi-processor, multi-tasking 
operating system, it would be nice to see how the dif-
ferent NLMs are utilizing the server’s processors. With 
this version of the Remote Manager utility, you can.

The Profile CPU Execution by NLM option is found 
under the Profile/Debug main option, and allows you 
to see how each module is distributing its workload 
over the available CPUs. (This item was also added to 
the NetWare 5.1 version of the Remote Manager util-
ity.)

Figure 2: Through the console screen applet, you can thumb through server 
screens and perform server functions from the Web.

Figure 3: You can download the Logger file so you can 
peruse it at your leisure.

Under the Console
Screen option, you can
view part of the actual
logger screen, which
shows you all of the
server’s console activi-
ties since the server was
last brought up. 
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Server Configuration Report
With the NetWare 6 version of the NetWare 
Remote Manager utility, you can also get a listing 
of your server’s statistics. By selecting the Run 
Config Report under the Diagnose Server option, 
you can view pages of server information on all 
kinds of information, including the following:

   • Basic server information 

   • Listing of NLMs that are loaded

   • LAN driver configuration

   • Storage device configuration information

   • Volume statistics

   • ABEND.LOG information

   • Time synchronization information

   • Java classes

   • Information in the RESOLV.CFG, 
STARTUP.CFG, CONFIG.SYS, and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT files

   • SET parameter information

   • Directory information for SYS:SYSTEM and C:.

There is also an option to e-mail this file to whomever 
you would like.

Other Added Items You Might Find Useful
To make a long list a bit shorter, here are some other 
items that the NetWare 6 Remote Manager has in store 
for you:

   • More diagnostic and debugging tools for server 
profiling

   • E-mail notification and configurable thresholds 
for the Server Health Monitoring option

   • Added console commands and SET parameter 
listings with the Owner NLM and Help screens 
for each items. You can also see Hidden Console 
commands and SET parameters if these are 
enabled.

   • Sec 508 Compliance that enables Accessibility 
options, such as suppressing the Auto refresh 
feature on pages, and text information instead of 
icon information

   • Under the Manage eDirectory option, you can go 
directly from the NetWare Remote Manager 
utility to the NDS iMonitor utility or to the DS 
Trace utility

There is also added documentation with support links 
to take you to the Novell Documen-
tation, Error Codes, Novell Support 
Connection, and Developer Support 
online Web sites.

Conclusion
We’ve only had time in this brief 
overview to hit the major highlights 
of what’s new in the NetWare 
Remote Manager utility. Once you 
get NetWare 6 up and running, I 
encourage you to take some time to 
explore the new and improved utility. 
You’ll undoubtedly find a number of 
other changes that you might find 
useful. See if it doesn’t grow on you, 
too!

Next month, we’ll resume our foray 
into the SET parameters.

Figure 4: You can use the Server Disk Partition Operations 
screen to create traditional or NS volumes/partitions/pools.

Figure 5: From the Profile CPU Execution by NLM option you can view how 
each NLM is using the available processors that your server contains.

With the NetWare 6 ver-
sion of the NetWare
Remote Manager util-
ity, you can also get a
listing of your server’s
statistics.
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Network Novice: New Console 
Commands in NetWare 6

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes

This section has recently been describing each of the 
NetWare 5.1 console commands (both normal and 

hidden) in alphabetical order and explaining when, 
why, and how to use them properly. Since this issue is 
focussed on NetWare 6, we have decided to break with 
tradition and talk about the new console commands 
that are available in NetWare 6. Of the 166 console 
commands available in NetWare 6, 40 are new.

To see a list of the commands that you can perform at 
the server console, type HELP <Enter> at the server 
console prompt. To use the commands described here, 
simply type the command at the server console prompt, 
followed by the <Enter> key. To get help for a specific 
command, type HELP <command> <ENTER>. 

Additionally, these console commands may be viewed 
in the new NetWare Remote Manager, via your favor-
ite browser and an Internet connection.

Console Command Parameters Usage

ADD PROGRAM ADD PROGRAM <program name.ext> 
TO STAGE n {FLAGS yh}

Adds a specified program to the 
Stage n Loading Template. This 
command allows you to load an 
NLM at one of the loading stages of 
a NetWare 6 sever. Make sure that 
your NLM is compatible with the 
NLM type required at the specific 
stage, or it will not load.

CACHE DEBUG USE COUNT START None This brings up a separate window 
to debug the Use Count field in the 
file system cache. The information 
is presented in a character-based 
format. 

CACHE DEBUG USE COUNT STOP None This closes the windows used to 
debug the file system cache’s use 
count field.

CDBE INFO CDBE INFO Provides version number and other 
statistics for the NetWare 
Configuration Database Engine.

CDBE VALIDATE CDBE VALIDATE Runs a consistency check on the 
NetWare Database Engine located 
in SYS:\_NETWARE. This command 
will indicate if the consistency 
check completed successfully or 
not.

CM CONN CM CONN <connection number> Displays current information about 
the specified connection number. 
Information given includes node 
address and status.

CM KILL CM KILL <connection number> Kills the specified connection 
number.

DISPLAY SLP ADDRESSES DISPLAY SLP ADDRESSES Displays SLP Network Service 
Addresses. Prints “Known SLP 
Network Service Addresses 
(Network Order):” to the screen 
followed by the IP:PORT addresses.

These console com-
mands may be viewed in
the new NetWare
Remote Console, via
your favorite browser
and an Internet connec-
tion.
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EXTCHECK EXCHECK [-verbose] <jar file> This is the Java Extensions 
Directory Check utility.

HTTPOPENPORT HTTPOPENPORT <IP Port> [/SSL]

Example:
HTTPOPENPORT 631 /SSL

This will open a TCP port on all IP 
addresses bound to the protocol 
stack HTTPSTK. Parameters are: 
IP Port - the port you want to 

open.
/SSL - which will enable SSL on 

the port.

HTTPCLOSEPORT HTTPCLOSEPORT <IP Port> Will close specified port on all IP 
addresses bound to the protocol 
stack HTTPSTK.

IDCACHE CONN IDCACHE CONN Displays legacy fileserver ID cache 
information for the specified 
connection number.

IDCACHE STATS IDCACHE STATS Displays legacy fileserver ID cache 
statistical information.

JARSIGNER Several Parameters are included with 
this Java utility.

This utility is used to sign a Jar file 
with public/private key 
pair/keystore.

JAVAH Several Parameters are included with 
this Java utility.

This is the Java C Header and Stub 
File Generator utility.

KEYTOOL Several Parameters are included with 
this Java utility.

This is the Java Keytool utility, 
which provides a datastore for 
certificates used with SSL.

MAILTO MAILTO <to> <subject> message | 
@filename

Command to mail a message to a 
user on the network.

NRMDEBUG NRMDEBUG Used for temporary access to 
NetWare Remote Manager.

POLICYTOOL POLICYTOOL <options> This is the Java Security Policy 
Tool. It is a graphical tool that 
allows you to add, edit, or remove 
a policy from your keystore file.

RECORD RECORD Displays all command recording 
sessions.

RECORD KILL RECORD KILL <session name> Removes a specified command 
recording. The RECORD family of 
console commands allows you to 
record a series commands for 
execution in an NCF file.

RECORD SAVE RECORD SAVE <session name> Saves the contents of a command 
recording session to an .NCF file.

RECORD START RECORD START <session name> Starts a command recording 
session.

RECORD STOP RECORD STOP {NCF}
Use the NCF tag to save session to an 
NCF file.

Stops a command recording 
session.

RECORD TYPE RECORD TYPE <session name> Displays the contents of a 
command recording session.

Console Command Parameters Usage
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In addition to these listed console commands, there are the following commands that are listed in the NetWare 6 
console command list that are currently (as of NetWare 6 Beta 3, build 719) not implemented. By the time NetWare 
6 ships, these commands will probably either be implemented or deleted from the console command list:

Conclusion
NetWare 6 provides the console command functional-
ity that you have come to rely on in NetWare 5.x and 
builds upon this with a wealth of 40 new commands. 
Managing your NetWare 6 server is now easier than 
ever.

REMOVE PROGRAM REMOVE PROGRAM <program 
name.ext> FROM STAGE n

Removes a specified program from 
the Stage n Loading Template. See 
ADD PROGRAM for more 
information about this command.

REPLACE REPLACE <NLM Name> Unloads and then reloads the 
specified NLM module.

REPLAY REPLAY <session name> Replays a recorded command 
session.

RMID RMID [-port num] [-log dir] [-stop] 
[-Coption]

This is the Java Remote Method 
Invocation Daemon.

SAVE CMDS SAVE CMDS <filename> Saves the current registered 
commands to the specified 
filename.

SAVE ENVIRONMENT SAVE ENVIRONEMNT <filename> Saves the current system 
environment to the specified file. 

SAVE KEY SAVE KEY [key] <filename>
Example: 

SAVE KEY “HKDD\” filename.ext

Saves a configuration key and its 
tree to a specified filename.

VMINFO ON VMINFO ON Enables the VM information screen. 
This contains a wealth of 
information about NetWare’s 
Virtual Memory system.

VMINFO OFF VMINFO OFF Disables the Virtual Memory (VM) 
information screen.

Console Command Parameters Usage

Console Command Owner

CDBE EDIT CDBE.NLM

CDBE ERRLVL CDBE.NLM

DISPLAY MM.NLM

IDLJ JAVA.NLM

JRE JAVA.NLM

TNAMESERV JAVA.NLM

NetWare 6 provides the
console command func-
tionality that you have
come to rely on in Net-
Ware 5.x and builds
upon this with a wealth
of 40 new commands.
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SET Command Parameters for 
NetWare 6

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes

Since we are focusing on NetWare 6 for this issue, 
let’s take a look at the server SET parameter updates 
for NetWare 6. The SET parameters covered are the 
ones that are either new or significantly enhanced for 
NetWare 6. 

While this article gives you an idea as to what’s new in 
the SET parameters, Ed Liebing’s Beyond the Basics 
column gives significantly more detail on the actual 
parameters themselves as they appear through the Nov-
ell Remote Manager utility (formerly known as the 
Novell Management Portal utility).

Category Changes
NetWare 5.1 offers the following categories of SET 
parameters, which you can access by typing SET 
<Enter> at the server console prompt. This article uses 
these as a point of reference for discussing the changes 
made in NetWare 6.

 1. Communications

 2. Memory

 3. File caching

 4. Directory caching

 5. File System

 6. Locks

 7. Transition tracking

 8. Disk

 9. Time

10. NCP

11. Miscellaneous

12. Error Handling

13. Directory Services

14. Multiprocessor

15. Service Location Protocol

16. Licensing Services

Changes in the Communications Category
NetWare 6 adds functionality to the Communications 
category, leaving existing console commands intact. 
New SET parameters include:

BSD Socket Default Buffer Size in Bytes. This 
parameter is used to set the BSD Socket default send 
and receive buffer size. The constraint is given in 
bytes. The limits are 4096 to 1073741824. This com-
mand can be used in the STARTUP.NCF file.

Largest Ping Packet Size. This option sets the larg-
est ping packet size that can be received by the server. 
This parameter may be executed in the STAR-
TUP.NCF file. The range is 0 to 65535.

TOS for IP Packets. This SET option is used to set 
the Type of Service (TOS) in the IP header for all out-
going packets for all available interfaces. The limits 
are 0 to 127, with 0 being the default. This parameter 
can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

Arp Entry Update Time. This parameter is used to 
change the update time of Address Resolution Protocol 
(Arp) entries in seconds. The default is 300 seconds or 
five minutes. It is recommended that the Arp entry 
update time be greater than or equal to the Arp entry 
expiry time. Limits are 240 to 14400. This parameter 
can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

Arp Entry Expiry Time. This options is used to 
change the expiry time of Arp entries in seconds. The 
default is 300 seconds or five minutes. Its is recom-
mended that the Apr entry expiry time should be less 
than or equal to the Arp entry update time.

TCP Path MTU Black Hole Detection and Recov-
ery. This option is used to enable or disable Path Max-
imum Transmission Unit (MTU) Black Hole Detection 
and Recovery feature. This feature aids in resolving the 
problems of datagrams being sent out, but no replies 
come back.

TCP Sack Option. This SET option is used to enable 
or disable Selective Acknowledgement (Sack) support. 
Default value is ON. This set option will not change 
the behavior of existing connections.

TCP Large Window Option. Use this parameter to 
enable or disable Large Window support. Default 
value is ON. This set option will not change the behav-
ior of existing connections.

Maximum RIP SAP Events. The limits to this SET 
parameter are from 1 to 100000. The default is 100 and 
it is used to limit the SAP and RIP traffic on network.
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Additions to the Memory Category
NetWare 6 adds functionality to the Memory category, 
leaving existing console command intact. Here’s a 
quick rundown of the new SET parameters.

VM Garbage Collector Period. This parameter 
determines how often the Virtual Memory (VM) Gar-
bage Collector will run. The limits are 10 seconds to 23 
hours 59 minutes 29.2 seconds. This parameter can be 
set in the startup.ncf file. The VM Garbage collector 
analyzes VM memory, identifying memory contents 
that are no longer in use, cleaning them up.

VM Garbage Collector Looks. For each interaction 
of the VM Garbage collector this variable determines 
how many memory pages the garbage collector will 
examine. The limits are 1 to 1048576. This parameter 
can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

Interactive Screen Timeout. This is the time that 
the current interactive screen will be considered inter-
active without receiving some type of user input. The 
limits are 0 seconds to 2730 days 8 hours 39 minutes 
57 seconds. This parameter can be set in the START- 
UP.NCF file.

New File System Categories
The new Traditional File System category with Net-
Ware 6 is made up of parts of six NetWare 5.1 catego-
ries, including File Caching, Directory Caching, File 
System, Locks, Transaction Tracking, and Error Han-
dling. No new SET parameters have been added.

Another new category introduced with NetWare 6 is 
Common File System. This category is made up of 
parts of three NetWare 5.1 categories, including Direc-
tory Caching, File System, and Transaction Tracking. 
Again, there are no new parameters in this category for 
NetWare 6.

The Disk category for NetWare 6 includes all of the 
parameters available in NetWare 5.1 plus the following 
two new parameters:

Auto Scan For Devices. This parameter automati-
cally scans for new devices when the storage adapter 
loads. If turned off, the scan for devices must be done 
manually by using the Scan For New Devices com-
mand line parameter, or by the system or application 
call. This parameter can be set from the START- 
UP.NCF file.

Auto Load of CDM Modules. This parameter auto-
matically scans and loads defined generic Custom 
Device Module (CDM)s. If turned off, the desired 
CDMs must be loaded manually, or added to the 

STARTUP.NCF file. This parameter can be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

The Time category remains unchanged from NetWare 
5.1. All of your favorite time console commands are 
still available in NetWare 6.

The NCP category retains all commands from Net-
Ware 5.1, adding one new command for NetWare 6:

Enable Task Zero Checking=ON or OFF. This 
parameter can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

The NetWare 6 Miscellaneous category remains the 
same as in NetWare 5.1 with no new parameters added. 
All of the traditional parameters are still available.

The Error Handling category is still available in Net-
Ware 6, keeping all existing functionality, while add-
ing one new parameter:

Auto Restart Down Timeout. When the server tries 
to go down after an abend, it sets a timeout just in case 
there is a problem going down. This timeout is the time 
in seconds that the server will then wait before auto-
matically restarting. The limits are 0 to 600. This 
parameter can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

NetWare 6 offers one new parameter in the Directory 
Services category, while maintaining existing parame-
ters in NetWare 5.1:

Force Auto Grow Stacks. When the NetWare server 
creates a thread, it can have an auto-grow stack or a 
fixed stack. When this SET parameter is enabled, all 
thread stacks subsequently created will be of the 
auto-grow variety. If an attempt is made to start a 
thread with a fixed size stack, the stack will be 
replaced with an auto-grow stack. Auto-grow stacks 
provide greater system reliability and more efficient 
memory usage than fixed size stacks. This parameter 
can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

The Multiprocessor category has not changed with 
NetWare 6. The three parameters offered in NetWare 
5.1, System Threshold, Auto Clear Interrupt Statistics, 
and Auto Start Processors, remain.

The Service Location Protocol category for NetWare 6 
includes four new parameters, along with the original 
17 from NetWare 5.1:

SLP Exclude IP Addresses. This parameter allows 
you to specify IP addresses over which Service Loca-
tion Protocol (SLP) is disabled. All other IP addresses 
on this server will accept SLP traffic. If you specify 
None, it indicates that SLP is disabled on all IP 

Another new category
introduced with Net-
Ware 6 is Common File
System. 
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addresses. Specifying All enables SLP over all bound 
IP addresses on this server. The maximum number of 
addresses is 190. This parameter can be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

SLP Include IP Addresses. This parameter allows 
you to specify IP addresses over which SLP is dis-
abled. All other IP addresses on this server will ignore 
SLP traffic. If you specify None, it indicates that SLP 
is disabled on all IP addresses. Specifying All enables 
SLP over all bound IP addresses on this server. The 
maximum number of addresses is 190. This parameter 
can be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

SLP DA IP Address. This SET parameter specifies 
the IP address of the SLP Directory Agent (DA) on this 
server. You specify First to use the first bound 
non-excluded IP address. Follow may be specified to 
use the IP address of the received DA service request. 
The maximum length is 30. This parameter may be set 
in the STARTUP.NCF file.

SLP Nwserver NLM Names. This parameter enables 
or disables nwser.novell service to include NLM 
names as an attribute. This parameter can be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

Licensing Services has added one new parameter, for 
NetWare 6, while keeping the two available on Net-
Ware 5.1:

NLSDIAG. This parameter provides a snapshot of the 
licensing service setup on a single server. The maxi-
mum length is 18. This parameter can be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

New Category: NSS
A new category for NetWare 6 is Novell Storage Ser-
vices (NSS). This category introduces 23 new parame-
ters to allow customization of NSS:

NSS Auto Locks HFS CD-ROM Disc in device= 
ON/OFF

NSS Auto Update CDHFS Volume Objects To 
NDS =ON/OFF

NSS Auto Locks CD-ROM Disc in device=ON/OFF

NSS Auto Update CD9660 Volume Objects To 
NDS =ON/OFF

Emulate Classic NetWare Directory Quo-
tas=On/OFF. Turns emulation of classic NetWare 
quotas ON or OFF.

NSS Work To Do Count. This parameter determines 
the number of WorkToDo entries which may be con-
currently executing. Limits are 5 to 100. This parame-
ter can ONLY be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

NSS Maximum Cache Balance Buffers Per Ses-
sion. This parameter limits the number of cache buff-
ers used during a cache balance. The limits are 16 to 
1048576.

NSS Cache Balance Timer. This parameter sets the 
Cache Balance timer in seconds. Limits are 1 to 3600.

NSS Cache Balance Percent. This parameter sets 
what percentage of free memory NSS will use for its 
buffer cache. The limits are 1 to 99 percent.

NSS Cache Balance Enable. This parameter sets the 
dynamic balancing of free memory for the NSS buffer 
cache. This can be either ON or OFF.

NSS Buffer Flush Timer. This parameter will set the 
Flush Time for modified cache buffers in seconds. The 
limits are 1 to 3600.

NSS Minimum OS Cache Buffers. This parameter 
will set the minimum number of NetWare Buffer 
Cache entries. The limits are 256 to 1048576.

NSS Minimum Cache Buffers. This parameter sets 
the minimum number of NSS Buffer Cache entries. 
Limits are 256 to 1048576.

NSS File Flush Timer. This parameter sets the Flush 
Time for modified open files in seconds. This limits 
are 1 to 3600.

NSS Closed File Cache Size. This parameter sets 
the number of closed files that can be cached in mem-
ory. The limits are 0 to 1000000. This can be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

NSS Open File Hash Shift. This parameter sets the 
size of the Open File hash table in powers of 2. Limits 
are 8 to 25. This parameter can only be set in the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

NSS Auth Cache Size. This parameter sets the num-
ber of Authorization Cache entries. The limits are 16 to 
50000. This parameter can only be set in the STAR-
TUP.NCF file.

NSS ASCII Name Cache Enable. This parameter sets 
the ASCII name caching ON or OFF. This parameter 
can only be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.
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NSS Name Cache Enable. This parameter sets the 
name caching either ON of OFF. This parameter can 
only be set in the STARTUP.NCF file.

NSS Name Cache Size. This parameter sets the num-
ber of Name Cache entries. The limits are 3 to 65521. 
This parameter can only be set in the STARTUP.NCF 
file.

NSS Low Volume Space Alerts. This parameter 
allows the turning ON or OFF the sending of low stor-
age messages to all users.

NSS Low Volume Space Warning Reset Thresh-
old. This parameter allows the setting of a threshold, 
in megabytes, to reset a low storage space warning. 
The limits are 0 to 1000000.

NSS Low Volume Space Warning Theshold. This 
parameter lets you set the threshold, in megabytes, for 
a low storage space warning. The limits are 0 to 
1000000.

Conclusion
In summary, NetWare 6 adds new console commands 
in several categories. A few NetWare 5.1 categories 
have been removed, but their parameters are available 
in other categories. With NetWare 6, the following cat-
egories are available:

 1. Communications

 2. Memory

 3. Traditional File System

 4. Common File System

 5. Novell Storage Services

 6. Disk

 7. Time

 8. NCP

 9. Miscellaneous

10. Error Handling

11. Directory Services

12. Multiprocessor

13. Service Location Protocol

14. Licensing Services

Improvements, Updates, and 
Changes to eDirectory in 
NetWare 6

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell Appnotes

In the last few columns, we have been discovering how 
to use DSTRACE to help in setting up and debugging a 
DirXML driver. Because this is our special NetWare 6 
issues, I would like to focus on something relating to 
NetWare 6. What we will cover this month are the 
improvements, updates, and changes to eDirectory that 
occurred since the release of NetWare 5.1, all of which 
are included in NetWare 6. We’ll resume our discus-
sion of DSTRACE next month.

Name Change
The first and most obvious change is the name. What 
began as NetWare/Novell Directory Services (NDS), 
and then NDS eDirectory, is now just Novell eDirec-
tory (until the next time Novell Marketing changes 
their minds). 

FLAIM Database
The next biggest change is the database that eDirectory 
runs on top of. When NDS was introduced to the world 
back in the days of NetWare 4, it was built upon a pro-
prietary database which worked quite well. But as the 
need for better performance, expandability, and mas-
sively increased storage grew, there was a need for a 
more powerful NDS database.

Novell investigated several databases as potential can-
didates, but then realized that a high-performance, 
expandable, and quick database had already been 
developed in-house. FLAIM is not a household name, 
but it is the database that drives our GroupWise mes-
saging software. Originally developed for a genealogi-
cal program and acquired by WordPerfect Corporation 
for use in WordPerfect, FLAIM had developed into a 
first-class database.

With Novell’s merger with WordPerfect in 1994, 
FLAIM became the property of Novell. However, at 

NetWare 6 adds new
console commands in
several categories.
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this time, NDS was just being introduced to the world 
and already had its own database. To make a long story 
short, Novell eventually investigated FLAIM and 
decided to use it with eDirectory. The FLAIM devel-
opment team joined the NDS development team, and 
the result was a much more robust directory. 

As an impressive demonstration of the increased capa-
bilities of FLAIM, witness BrainShare 2000 when 
Novell showcased NDS running on a Sun Server with 
1 billion objects in the database! In the past, Novell has 
published guidelines for setting up an NDS tree, 
including suggested amounts of objects to place in con-
tainers, and so forth. Needless to say, FLAIM made 
most of these suggestions obsolete.

Free to Developers
eDirectory 8.x is a full-service, platform-independent 
directory that serves as the foundation for a myriad of 
directory-enabled services. With Novell’s recent 
announcement to give eDirectory away, free, to devel-
opers, the number of directory-based applications is 
rapidly increasing, many of which provide crucial 
e-business functionality such as automated business 
relationship management, inventory management and 
electronic store fronts. 

In addition, the promotion that Novell is running 
allows ISVs to download eDirectory and bundle it with 
their solution. Note, however, that the license requires 
the person buying the software application to only use 
eDirectory with that application. If the user wants to 
use eDirectory in any other way, they will need to pur-
chase eDirectory from Novell.

New and Improved Features
Other recent enhancements to eDirectory include the 
following.

Multi-platform Support
eDirectory 8 was released in May of 1999 and was 
only for the NetWare platform. This was widely dis-
tributed as a part of the service packs for NetWare 5.x. 
With the release of eDirectory in NetWare 6, eDirec-
tory has become a truly cross-platform directory, cur-
rently running on Windows NT, Windows 2000, 
Solaris, Linux, and Compaq’s Tru64. Novell’s eDirec-
tory does not cause any conflicts with your operating 
system of choice. It enhances your network environ-
ment by adding to your existing infrastructure. Put 
simply, eDirectory provides the best foundation for 
e-business.

Although eDirectory had its birth on the NetWare plat-
form, it now runs equally on all of these server operat-
ing systems. However, the strength of the operating 

system will impact performance, scalability, feature 
sets, integration points, and so on. Since Novell owns 
NetWare, it makes sure that NetWare is tuned to run 
eDirectory very efficiently, and vice-versa.

Exceptionally Strong LDAP Application Support
eDirectory has LDAP as a native interface. In previous 
versions of NDS, LDAP was an add-on. Developers 
had to use Novell’s proprietary Novell Directory 
Access Protocol (NDAP) interface because the LDAP 
interface was not rock solid. With the popularity of 
LDAP, eDirectory provides the interface allowing 
applications written to the LDAP specification to run 
on eDirectory.

LDAP 3 is the current version of the LDAP specifica-
tion. When Novell designed eDirectory, we wanted to 
make it LDAP compatible, but realized that LDAP 3 
has some shortcomings in the areas of replication, 
security, and access control. In order to make up for 
these deficiencies, Novell created a directory that com-
plies with LDAP 3, but also offers the features that 
LDAP 3 lacks. 

Filtered Replication 
eDirectory for NetWare 6 (and other OS platforms) 
allows you to replicate only specified objects. This fil-
tered replication functionality plays an important part 
in Novell’s DirXML connector technology.

Federation
eDirectory now gives you the ability to access informa-
tion from different directory trees by using federation 
to attach to them. In this way, a user in company A can 
be granted access to specific parts of company B’s eDi-
rectory tree.

Support for DirXML
eDirectory provides a foundation for Novell’s DirXML 
technology, which allows the sharing of data between 
eDirectory and other applications. This is accom-
plished by installing DirXML software to use eDirec-
tory, then using the correct DirXML driver for the 
application you want to share data with. DirXML driv-
ers that are currently available include Windows NT 
Domains, Lotus Notes, Netscape Directory, and JDBC 
Database connectivity. Other drivers may well be 
ready for release along with the release of NetWare 6.

Import/Convert/Export Utility (ICE)
The Novell ICE utility is a powerful new directory 
management and administration tool that originally 
shipped with eDirectory 8.5. This utility provides cus-
tomers with the ability to efficiently import large 
amounts of data in LDIF format into eDirectory (and 
other LDAP directories), export data from LDAP 
directories (including eDirectory) to LDIF format, and 
migrate data between LDAP directories.

eDirectory for NetWare
6 (and other OS plat-
forms) allows you to
replicate only specified
objects.
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In addition to its ability to import and export data, the 
Novell ICE utility can also utilize XML rules to pro-
cess data. The XML rules used by ICE are the same 
rules that DirXML uses. The utility supports schema, 
placement and creation rules. Examples of the tasks 
that can be done with these rules include mapping 
schema elements, changing the placement of objects, 
and providing default values for required attributes. 
This utility greatly simplifies data import/export to and 
from eDirectory.

iMonitor Utility
Are you tired of doing all your eDirectory interaction 
with ConsoleOne? Well, don’t give up on ConsoleOne 
just yet; Novell aims to make your life a little easier. 
With the introduction of iMonitor, a browser-based 
administration tool that gives efficient monitoring and 
diagnostic capabilities, you can now bring up your 
favorite Web browser and access your eDirectory tree. 
If you have system inefficiencies, problems, or down-
time of any kind, iMonitor can help you solve them 
without a trip to the server room.

eDirectory iMonitor enables you to find potential prob-
lem areas before your customers do and helps you trou-
bleshoot those problems in a quick and effective way. 
iMonitor provides effective “anytime, anyplace” Web- 
based monitoring and diagnostic capability to all the 
servers in your eDirectory tree.

No Partition Limitations
Past releases of NDS have had partition limitations and 
restrictions. With the release of NetWare 6, eDirectory 
no longer has partition size limitations. Additionally, 
Novell has proven that eDirectory can handle a billion 
objects (which for all practical purposes is unlimited).

PKI Support
Novell makes the Novell Certificate Server available 
as a free download. Certificate Server enables rapid 
expansion and growth of e-business by lowering the 
significant security hurdles of joining customers, sup-
pliers, and partners into a secure network. 

Unlike other vendors who charge for issuing the digital 
certificates used to ensure secure communications, 
Novell offers a digital certificate solution based on 
need instead of cost. Novell Certificate Server is inte-
grated with eDirectory to dramatically simplify man-
agement of digital certificates, including those issued 
by other vendors.

Domain Name Service (DNS) and Dynamic 
Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
eDirectory includes support for the following 
DNS/DHCP technologies:

DNS Federation. This technology, built into eDirec-
tory, allows the creation of DNS-rooted trees. A 
DNS-rooted tree can refer to objects in another tree. 
This technology will enable Business-to-Business 
applications and will allow NDS eDirectory to become 
an Internet directory.

DNS Server. Novell’s DNS Server implements 
Domain Name Service (DNS), an industry standard for 
a hierarchical namespace that associates names with IP 
addresses. Novell’s DNS server is cross-platform and 
is tightly integrated with eDirectory and with Novell’s 
DHCP Server.

DHCP Server. Novell’s DHCP Server implements the 
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) stan-
dard. This protocol enables hosts (computing devices) 
to obtain an IP address from a pool of available 
addresses. Novell’s DHCP Server is cross-platform 
and integrates tightly with eDirectory and with Nov-
ell’s DNS Server.

Single Login
eDirectory has powerful authentication services which 
allow users to log in to the network once to gain access 
to all the network resources they are authorized to use.

Support for Open Standards
Novell is committed to supporting the open standards 
movement, which seeks to achieve compatibility 
between vendor’s products through common, pub-
lic-domain standards. The opposite of this—propri-
etary standards—would limit companies to one 
vendor’s offerings, thus achieving compatibility within 
an organization’s network at the expense of compati-
bility with their customers, suppliers, and partners.

eDirectory 8.x is based on the X.500 international stan-
dard for directory hierarchy and supports more Internet 
protocols and standards than any other directory. Some 
of these are ActiveX, Bindery, DHCP/BOOTP, DNS, 
HTTP, IETF dial-in, Java, LDAPv3, NCP, NDAP, NT 
Domains, ODBC, PKI, PKCS10, RADIUS, SMB, 
SSLv3, X.509, XML and many others.

Summary
eDirectory has something for everyone. Whether you 
are a developer, IS technician, or end user, eDirectory 
provides a strong, robust directory to satisfy even the 
most demanding user. eDirectory is the best directory 
service available to lay the foundation for e-business in 
the 21st century. eDirectory helps companies take 
products and services to market faster than their com-
petitors, giving them a competitive advantage in the 
Internet economy.

Are you tired of doing
all your eDirectory
interaction with Con-
soleOne? Well, don’t
give up on ConsoleOne
just yet.
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TCP/IP SET Commands

Excerpted from Technical
Information Document #2928543

It’s not always easy to know where to begin trouble-
shooting TCP/IP problems. However, NetWare comes 
with a number of SET commands that can help you a 
long with troubleshooting TCP/IP. The information 
listed here was exerpted from Technical INformation 
Document (TID) # 2928543, entitled “TCPIP SET 
Commands.” 

According to the document, “the following SET com-
mands are only to be used at the request of Novell 
Technical Support engineers. Some of the SET com-
mands perform a large number of disk I/Os and will 
effect server performance when enabled.” 

However, it’s important to know what command 
options you have available and what they can do. With 
this in mind, here are the TCP/IP SET commands, 
along with a few examples on how to use them when 
troubleshooting network problems.

SET TCP IP Maximum Small ECBs = 512 - 
65534 (1024 default)
This parameter allows the setting of the small ECB 
(Event Control Block) pool. By default, 1024 buffers 
are preallocated for IP applications to take advantage 
of. These small ECBs are 256 bytes in size, as opposed 
to main ECBs which match the size of the maximum 
physical receive packet buffer of 4224 bytes by 
default. The most common use for small ECBs are 
when performing IP Fragmentation, when sending out 
an ICMP ECHO request, or when using the Border 
Manager/ICS DNS resolver code. 

The default should be enough for most networks, but if 
IP appears to hang on the system, try allocating more 
small ECBs through this SET command. At the same 
time, verify that the “receive discarded, no available 
buffers” count in MONITOR -> LAN/WAN Drivers is 
at, or very close to, 0. Non-zero values may point to the 
fact that: 

   • There are not enough preallocated packet receive 
buffers. Increase the minimum number of packet 
receive buffers by a factor of 2.

   • Or, there may be a problem with the LAN card or 
driver. Try exchanging this as a test.

SET TCP Mimimum Retransmission 
Timeout = 2 - 6 (2 default)
If, for performance reasons, you detect that there’s a 
large number of retransmissions being sent at the TCP 
level (check TCPCON -> Statistics -> TCP -> Retrans-
missions for these details), you may want to use this set 
command to change the retransmission timeout from 
the default of 2 TCP ticks (1 TCP Tick = 224ms) to 4. 

Under normal conditions on a LAN, there should be no 
reason to change the default value. On a slow WAN 
link where latency is an issue, there may be a need to 
increase this value (only be sure to reference the num-
ber of TCP retransmissions in TCPCON beforehand).

Note that unnecessarily setting this parameter (for 
example, when trying to work around network prob-
lems) may slow down network performance, depend-
ing on the type of application you are running. This is 
because TCP will now wait longer before retransmit-
ting lost packets.

SET TCP Maximum Packet Retransmission 
= 5-12 (default 12) 
In cases where TCP-based fault tolerant applications 
need to switchover when a problem occurs, it may be 
useful to reduce the number of retransmissions so that 
the connection times out earlier. Once the fault tolerant 
application detects that the initial connection has gone 
away through a reset, it may then try to contact to 
another host.

There is no specific SET command to reduce a TCP 
connection’s timeout, so you will need to do this by 
reducing the number of retransmissions. Currently the 
stack retransmits requests 12 times, at which point it 
resets the connection if no ACK arrives from the other 
side. This can often take up to 10 minutes, based on the 
following facts:

 1. Retransmissions take place exponentially (first 
retransmission may take place after 1 second, the 
second after 2, the third after 4 and so on).

 2. There’s a cap on the maximum timeout of 2 
minutes. Even if the exponential retransmission 
timeouts exceed 2 minutes, the stack will 
retransmit 2 minutes later.
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Note: Use this retransmission SET command with great 
care.Reducing the value too low could reset TCP con-
nections unnecessarily when routing or network prob-
lems occur.

SET TCP Maximum Initial Window = 2-4 
(default 4)
This is the maximum number of packets to use for the 
initial TCP window. Although this is normally set to 4 
(per RFC 2414), it can be reduced to 2 or 3 if needed 
for performance reasons. 

TCP Connection Establishment Timeout = 
0-335 Ticks (75 Seconds)
If you are experiencing problems trying to establish 
TCP connections to a NetWare server, it may be due to 
an application reaching the maximum number of con-
nections it can have in the half-open (or syn_received) 
state. You can check this by looking in the TCPCON 
-> Protocols -> TCP -> Connections field to verify if 
connections are stuck in this state.

Use this option to change the TCP connection estab-
lishment timeout in ticks. By default, Novell’s TCPIP 
stack can have five half-open TCP connections in the 
backlog queue. The backlog queue may be increased 
by the application when issuing a TCP listen request.

Note that the SET Maximum Pending TCP Connection 
Requests allows application developers to increase the 
backlog queue size beyond the default of 128 if you 
need it. The new TCP connections coming in at this 
point will get dropped until such time as one of the 
half-opened connections is serviced. TCP connections 
can stay in the half-open state for up to 75 seconds.

The above SET command allows users to drop the time 
the TCP connection stays in the half open state. This 
SET command is to be used only for troubleshooting 
possible connection errors, and should NOT be used in 
a production environment.

Note: The “SET TCP DEFEND SYN ATTACKS =” parame-
ter also effects the state of the half-open connections. 
When this parameter is enabled and you hit the maxi-
mum number of allowed connections in the half-open 
state, the stack will clean up those connections (delete 
them) and issue a warning to the server console 
explaining that you may be experiencing a denial of 
service attack.

Set Allow Non Local Broadcasts
This command will enable the stack to allow process-
ing of IP broadcast packets from host with non-local 
source IP address. When the stack processes an incom-
ing broadcast, it will first check to see if the source IP 

address associated with sender of the broadcast lies on 
the same IP subnet as our node. If it doesn’t, it will 
drop the packet by default. Setting this parameter 
forcees the stack to process the packet even though the 
subnet check condition fails.

SET Rip2 Route Aggregation = ON/OFF 
(default is ON)
This SET command allows RIP2 to handle discontigu-
ous subnet advertisements in a RIP2 packet. An exam-
ple of where this set command may be appropriate is in 
the following network design. 

Site A with a network address of 10.0.0.0/255.255.0.0 
is connected to network 10.1.0.0/255.255.00 via the 
137.65.0.0/255.255.0.0 network. With the default 
TCPIP stack configuration, RIP2 will not advertise the 
10.0.0.0/255.255.0.0 and 10.1.0/255.255.0.0 network 
addresses, but just the 10.0.0.0/255.0.0. Setting the 
above set command to ON will make sure both net-
works get advertised.

SET Allow IP Address Duplicates
TCPIP.NLM will not allow to bind IP Addresses that 
conflict with other nodes in the network. If you want to 
bind the IP Address even if it conflicts with another 
node on the network, set this variable to On. This SET 
command should never be used in a production envi-
ronment but may be useful in a test environment to 
help troubleshoot problems.

SET Maximum Pending TCP Connection 
Requests = 0-4096
Applications that currently increase the size of the 
backlog queue from the default 128 will need to also 
set the Maximum Number of Pending TCP Connec-
tions beyond 128. This parameter will rarely need to be 
changed, although heavy LDAP traffic has created the 
necessity for this in the past.

SET TCP Defend Syn Attacks = ON/OFF 
(default=OFF)
Enabling this parameter will clear all half-open con-
nections when the 32nd connection request is received 
(assuming the backlog queue set by the application is 
at 32). The 32nd request will be dropped, but the 33rd 
through whatever number you have set, will be pro-
cessed. 

When these half-open connections are cleared, a mes-
sage will be displayed at the server console explaining 
that you may be experiencing a denial of service 
attack. This message should be investigated to see if 
the system is actually being attacked, or whether the 

The SET Maximum
Pending TCP Connec-
tion Requests allows
application developers
to increase the backlog
queue size beyond the
default of 128 if you
need it.
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application (NetWare/IP, GroupWise) needs to 
increase the size of the backlog queue.

Disabling this parameter will not clear the half-opened 
connections. The 33rd connection request and beyond 
will be discarded until such time as one of the 32 con-
nection requests in the backlog queue moves to the 
fully open (established) state, thereby freeing a con-
nection slot in the backlog queue for processing.

Note: There is a timeout associated with connection 
requests. After 75 seconds (by default), half-open con-
nections with be cleared.This timeout can be changed 
using the SET TCP Connection Establishment timeout 
parameter, as explained above.

SET Always Allow IP Fragmentation = 
ON/OFF (default = OFF)
This command makes sure that the DF (Don’t Frag-
ment) bit is enabled/disabled in the Flag field of the IP 
header. This may be used in cases where large IP pack-
ets requiring fragmentation fail. Some intermediate 
routers may not support the Path MTU algorithm cor-
rectly and as a result ICMP destination unreachable 
packets may not contain correct information, or may 
not be generated at all. This only occurs with old style 
routers. When such problems occur, turn this SET 
command to ON.

SET TCP IP Ddebug = 0/1 (default = 0)
This parameter dumps all incoming and outgoing pack-
ets processed by the TCPIP.NLM. This can be very 
useful in debugging problems with packet translation, 
filtering or connection issues. The displayed informa-
tion scrolls down very quickly on the system console in 
this mode and administrators may not be able to get all 
the information they require. 

The best way to capture the information is to run the 
CONLOG.NLM, SET the debug parameter to 1, cap-
ture the IP information, and finally unload CON-
LOG.NLM. The CONSOLE.LOG file that is located in 
SYS:\ETC will contain all the information you see dis-
played on the system console.

SET TCP Socket Debug = 0-4 (default = 0)
This SET parameter dumps information regarding 
RAW sockets. Currently TCPIP.NLM does not support 
many raw sockets; hence this parameter cannot provide 
much useful information. The Modes that you can set 
are as follows (the default 0 is OFF):

   • Mode 1 shows basic information at the server 
console.

   • Mode 2 shows basic information at both server 
console and SYS:ETC\TCPIP.LOG. 

   • Mode 3 shows advanced information at the server 
console.

   • Mode 4 shows advanced information at both 
server console and SYS:ETC\TCPIP.LOG. 

SET TCP Trace = 0-4 (Default = 0)
The parameter dumps information about the current 
state of the TCP connection table.

   • Mode 0 turns the trace information OFF.

   • Mode 1 shows basic information at the server 
console.

   • Mode 2 shows basic information at both server 
console and SYS:ETC\TCPxxxx.LOG (where 
xxxx begins with 0000).

   • Mode 3 shows advanced information at the server 
console

   • Mode 4 shows advanced information at both 
server console and SYS:ETC\TCPxxxx.LOG

An example of using Mode 2 is given below. In this 
example, you type SET TCP TRACE = 2 <Enver> 
with the FTP client (193.97.18.1) making an FTP 
request to NW FTP server (193.97.18.100):

c:\win\home\admin>ftp 193.97.18.100

Connected to 193.97.18.100.

220 sjf-ts-paddy FTP server (NetWare v4.11) ready.

User (193.97.18.100:(none)):

331 Password required for (none).

Password: 500 "PASS ": command not understood.

Login failed.

ftp> quit

221 Goodbye.

The information sent to the TCP0000.LOG file with 
this scenerio is as follows:

Trace started: Wed Mar 19 17:22:50 1997

Tracing 193.97.18.100.21 <--> 
193.97.18.1.1129

R 0 ms ----S- SEQ 01A8D1D7 ACK 00000000 
LEN 0 WIN 8192 URG 0 

S 0 ms -A--S- SEQ 006E37A0 ACK 01A8D1D8 
LEN 0 WIN 32768 URG 0 

R 56 ms -A---- SEQ 01A8D1D8 ACK 
006E37A1 LEN 0 WIN 8760 URG 0 

S 0 ms -AP--- SEQ 006E37A1 ACK 01A8D1D8 
LEN 52 WIN 32768 URG 0 

R 112 ms -A---- SEQ 01A8D1D8 ACK 
006E37D5 LEN 0 WIN 8708 URG 0 

The 33rd connection 
request and beyond will 
be discarded until such 
time as one of the 32 
connection requests in 
the backlog queue 
moves to the fully open 
(established) state, 
thereby freeing a con-
nection slot in the back-
log queue for 
processing.
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R 1344 ms -AP--- SEQ 01A8D1D8 ACK 
006E37D5 LEN 13 WIN 8708 URG 0 

S 0 ms -AP--- SEQ 006E37D5 ACK 01A8D1E5 
LEN 35 WIN 32755 URG 0 

...

Here is an example of Mode 4 showing advanced 
information at both server console and in the 
SYS:ETC\TCPxxxx.LOG file. In this example, we use 
the SET TCP TRACE = 4 <Enter> command and the 
client (193.97.18.1) makes a FTP request to NW FTP 
server (193.97.18.100):

c:\winn\home\admin>ftp 193.97.18.100

Connected to 193.97.18.100.

220 sjf-ts-paddy FTP server (NetWare v4.11) ready.

User (193.97.18.100:(none)):

331 Password required for (none).

Password: 500 "PASS ": command not understood.

Login failed.

ftp> quit

221 Goodbye.

The information sent to the TCP0001.LOG file with 
this scenerio is as follows:

Trace started: Wed Mar 19 17:19:05 1997

Tracing 193.97.18.100.21 <--> 
193.97.18.1.1128

R 0 ms ----S- SEQ 01A565E4 ACK 00000000 
LEN 0 WIN 8192 URG 0 

cstate LISTEN snduna 00000000 rcvnxt 
00000000 rttavg 0 ms

ostate DEAD sndnxt 00000000 rcvadv 
00000000 rttdev 0 ms

flags 0 sndmax 00000000 rcvlim 00008000 
rto 0 ms

mss 0 sndurg 00000000 rcvurg 00000000 
keepalive 7199808 ms

css 0 wlack 00000000 wlseq 00000000 
oalarm 0 ms

cwnd 0 sndwnd 0 rcvwnd 0 dupacks 0

ssthresh 0 sndqlen 0 rcvmin 512 nrxmit 
0

S 0 ms -A--S- SEQ 006D3880 ACK 01A565E5 
LEN 0 WIN 32768 URG 0 

cstate SYN_RECEIVED snduna 006D3880 
rcvnxt 01A565E5 rttavg 0 ms

ostate TRANSMIT sndnxt 006D3881 rcvadv 
01A5E5E5 rttdev 3080 ms

flags 808 sndmax 006D3881 rcvlim 
01A5E5E5 rto 2912 ms

...

Novell Support Connection 
Forums

The Novell Support Connection System Operators 
(SysOps) get a chance to see every kind of problem 
that you can imagine (and some you can’t). Here they 
share some of their most pressing issues that users are 
currently facing, along with their solutions.

Issue #1:  I look into my Atlas and see a bunch of stuff 
that just isn’t right. (For example, it shows multiple 
networks as one network.)  What could the problem 
be?

Solution:  The Atlas gets the information from the dif-
ferent routers in your LAN/WAN setup. You need to 
make sure that you have the NetTraffic manager (the 
LANalyzer agent piece) running on at least one server 
per segment in your network. 

Also, the devices themselves give the information on 
how they are connected to the Atlas. If they don’t give 
the information correctly, then Atlas cannot display 
them correctly. There is no way to manually force this. 
Nortel switches apparently are one of the culprits.

Issue #2: We are migrating our GroupWise system to 
GroupWise 6.  We have a post office that refuses to 
convert to a GroupWise 6 post office, and our users 
who have the GroupWise 6 client installed cannot con-
nect to the post office. What can we do?

Solution:  There are two possibilities as to what is 
going on here:

 1. The .DC files did not get moved to the post office 
directory properly. Check the dates and sizes of 
your .DC files in the post office directory against 
the GroupWise 6 CD.  If the files in the post 
office directory are older than those on the CD, 
copy the newer files into the post office directory, 
unload the Post Office Agent (POA) and reload 
the POA.

 2. If the .DC files are the correct versions, the post 
office has not received the word that its owning 
domain is now GroupWise 6. The post office 
cannot convert until the domain is at GroupWise 
6, even if the newer .DC files are present.
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Unload the POA. In ConsoleOne, select the Post Office 
object and under the Tools | GroupWise Utilities | Sys-
tem Maintenance menu and choose Rebuild Post 
Office Database. This will rebuild the database with 
information that is contained in the domain database. 
Since the domain is version 6, the new post office data-
base will know that the domain has been converted. 
Then when you reload the POA, it will start the data-
base recover process and convert the post office data-
base to version 6.

Issue #3: I’m not ready to apply NetWare 5.1 Support 
Pack 3. What patches should I apply to a NetWare 
server running Support Pack 2a to make it current?

Solution:  The current released Support Pack (SP) for 
NetWare 5.1 is Support Pack 3 (NW51SP3.EXE). If 
you don’t wish to be an early adopter of SP3, then go 
with Support Pack 2a (NW51SP2a.exe) along with the 
following additions. These are the additional changes 
that you need to deploy after installing these Support 
Packs:

   • For NetWare 5.0 and 5.1, load the 
OS5PT2A.EXE file.

   • For Small Business Suite (SBS) 5.0 and 5.1, load 
the SBS5PT2A.EXE file

   • For either version, add the parameter Set Client 
File Caching Enabled=OFF to the 
STARTUP.NCF file.

   • Set the parameter Dirty Disk Cache Delay Time 
to 0.1 seconds.

   • Load the NICID157.EXE file.

   • Load DS7E.exe/DS8f.exe (use the one 
appropriate for your version of Directory 
Services/eDirectory).

   • Load the NDP2XP7.exe file if you use Novell 
Distributed Print Services.

   • Load the SLP107C.EXE file.

There are two additional field test patches that you may 
also want to install:

   • WSock4d.exe or greater—this file is highly 
recommended.

   • FLSYSFT3.EXE — this file is optional and in 
some circumstances has been reported to 
introduce problems.

All of these files are available from 
http://support.novell.com/filefinder. 

Issue #4: After upgrading my server to NetWare 5.x, I 
used the AuditCon utility to enable Auditing on some 
containers. It crashed and now no-one can log in. Any 
clue as to what I can do?

Solution:  Having the AuditCon utility crash has left 
auditing in a limbo. In order to disable auditing, try 
running AuditCon with a primary connection to a 4.x 
server in the same tree that has a replica of that Organi-
zational Unit (OU). If that does not help, then you 
might have to call Novell Technical Support, or try the 
SetAud utility that can be found at the http://www.
caledonia.net/catalog.html URL, which usually is able 
to clear up issues like this.

Issue #5: How can I upgrade a NetWare 5.0 server to 
NetWare 5.1 on different hardware?

Solution:  This functionality is now provided by the 
NetWare Migration Wizard 6. This version of the 
Migration Wizard can be downloaded from 
http://www.novell.com/download. It is also included 
with NetWare 6.

Issue #6: I have heard recently about a potentially seri-
ous security compromise in GroupWise 5.5 Enhance-
ment Pack and GroupWise 6? Can you tell me more?

Solution:  Go to http://support.novell.com/padlock and 
install this patch. There are instructions on this site to 
help you with this.

Issue #7: During the Padlock patching of our Group-
Wise 5.5 Enhancement Pack site, we opted to roll out 
the GWEPSP3a Support Pack to our users.  Now our 
users are having trouble with the frequent contacts 
books duplicating entries over and over, and many 
entries are corrupted, resulting in “undeliverable” mes-
sages.  What should we do?

Solution:  It is best to either roll your client back to 
GWEPSP2 or to use the new GWEPSP4 beta. You 
will, however, need to clean out the frequent contacts 
books once you have reinstalled the client. A number 
of third-party tools are available to help you. For more 
information and resources, see http://www.caledonia. 
net/padlock or http://www.nexic.com.

I’m not ready to apply
NetWare 5.1 Support
Pack 3. What patches
should I apply to a Net-
Ware server running
Support Pack 2a to
make it current?
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Issue #8: After applying NW51SP3 (or WSOCK4b or 
higher or the one on NW51SP2a), I now have irregular 
login problems from my clients, from “Tree Or Server 
Not Found” error messages to drive mapping errors in 
the login script. I’m running NDS8 in a pure IP envi-
ronment. What’s up?

Solution:  Apply FDS877g.exe or higher and see if 
that helps.

Issue #9: When I browse to http://myserver
ame/lcgi/ndsobj.nlm, I find that I can see the whole 
tree. Is there any way to turn this off?

Solution:  The agent that provides this is the 
NDSOBJ.NLM. It will not be present on a freshly 
installed 5.1 server, but will be present on servers 
where the old Netscape FastTrack server or NetWare 
Web Server has been installed.

What you are seeing is what [Public] can see, which is 
not normally a concern. But if you want to turn this off, 
you can remove the ...suitespot/docs/lcgi/ndsobj.nlm 
file. Another option is to put a “DenyTree my_tree” in 
the NDSOBJ.CFG file and unload NDSOBJ.NLM.

The Novell Support Connection Forums SysOps asked 
me to be sure to include the following as the most fre-
quent issue they receive:

Issue #10: My server does not work. What should I 
do?

Solution:  Please provide more details on your prob-
lem. :-}

TIDs of the Month

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from seven catego-
ries, giving you a brief summary of the issue the TID 
addresses, along with its TID number and correspond-
ing URL for your quick perusal. The categories for this 
month include Novell Directory Services (NDS), Net-
Ware 4, NetWare 5, ZENworks, Novell Client for 
Windows NT/2000, GroupWise, and ManageWise.

Novell Directory Services (NDS) 
Have you tried to disable Containter Auditing and 
receive a rash of error messages, such as:

   • Receiving -682 Errors After Disabling Container 
Auditing 

   • Error: :FD56 when attempting to re-enable 
auditing on a container" 

   • Receive -682 (Auditing_Failed) in DSREPAIR | 
Report Synchronization Status for a server in the 
Replica ring. 

   • DSREPAIR report synchronization status shows 
partition not in sync 

   • Receiving -682 when modifying any object in the 
container that auditing was disabled on. 

These kinds of error messages can happen if the Con-
tainer Audit has not fully synchronized. To alleviate 
the problem, TID #10015318 explains what you need 
to do. This fix applies to the following NetWare serv-
ers and services:

   • NetWare 4.11

   • NetWare 5

   • NetWare 5.1

   • Novell Clients

   • NDS 8

   • eDirectory 8.5

My server does not
work. What should I do?
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NetWare 4

Did you know that damaged or incorrect information in 
DSS databases can lead to NWIP communication fail-
ures? Neither did I, until I read TID #10011094.

Entitled “Correcting Damaged/Incorrect DSS Data-
bases,” this TID applies to NetWare 4.x, NetWare 5.x , 
Novell NWIP, Novell NetWare IP 1.1, Novell Net-
Ware IP 2.0, and Novell NetWare IP 2.2. You’ll know 
if you have this particular problem if you start experi-
encing one of the following symptoms:

   • Directory Services synchronization errors with 
NWIP 

   • Loss of Time Synchronization with NWIP 

   • NWIP Server has abended 

   • NWIP can’t see all the servers in the NWIP 
network 

NetWare 5

If you have a NetWare 5.1 server or NetWare Cluster 
Services v1.01, and you are running the NDPS broker 
object in NWAdmin, you may not be able to see and 
print drivers that are located in the NDPS/RESDIR 
directory. Just some of the symptoms that you can 
experience are as follows:

   • RESDIR file not compressing when loading the 
broker for the first time.

   • Printer drivers are not being compressed as they 
are on traditional or non-clustered NSS volumes. 

   • Printer drivers on non-cluster volumes are not 
being compressed either. 

   • The \RESDIR directory and/or subdirectories are 
set to Read-Only instead of Read-Write. 

These particular problems are most likely to happen 
when you upgrade from NetWare 5.1 Support Pack 2A 
to Support Pack 3. Fortunately, this problem has been 
resolved with a new RMANSRVR.NLM dated 
09AUG2001 and should be available from sup-
port.novell.com/filefinder. The name of the patch file 
is RMSSP3.EXE, and the TID that can fill you in on all 
the the nitty-gritty details is TID #10063957. 

ZENworks
If you are having problems troubleshooting ZENworks 
remote control, TID #10052473 could help you. Some 
of the problems include errors or error messages such 
as the following:

   • Error: “Insufficient access rights. Check if the 
remote management policy exists for the 
workstation/user on target workstation and remote 
control is enabled.” 

   • Error: “Cannot find workstation object in NDS”

   • Error occurs in NWADMN32 when trying to 
remote control a workstation. 

The fix applies to Novell ZENworks for Desktops 2, 
Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3, and ZENworks 
Remote Management services. 

Novell Client CD
Do you know how to run a clean uninstall / reinstall of 
the NetWare client on a Windows 95/98 workstation? 
If you don’t, TID #10024640 has been written specifi-
cally for you. (There is also information on how to 
uninstall/reinstall the Windows NT/2000 client.)

GroupWise
For those of you running GroupWise 6, there is new 
Support Pack called GWIA 6 SP1 rev 4 for you to 
download. This support pack file is called fqwia6d.exe 
and is attached to TID #2959928.

This support pack is not to be used with with a GW5.x 
system, but is GWIA 6.0 gateway code for NLM and 
NT Support Pack 1 revision 4. This update contains the 
Padlock security fix for GroupWise 6, as well as a list 
of fixes for other problems with GroupWise version 6.

ManageWise
For those of you who are running Novell ManageWise 
2.7 and ZENworks Remote Management, you may 
have experienced such problems as you cannot remote 
control over IP with Managewise 2.7, or that the mag-
nifying glass doesn’t show up on the workstation you 
designate in Desktop Manager. 

These symptoms are can be caused when the 
AGENT9x needs to be loaded on the target worksta-
tion (the one that you are trying to magnify). It could 
also mean that the workstation object in Desktop Man-
ager needs to be deleted from the Database and then 
re-inventoried.

Did you know that dam-
aged or incorrect infor-
mation in DSS
databases can lead to
NWIP communication
failures? Neither did I,
until I read TID
#10011094.
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You Want More?

If you want to find more TIDs in these seven categories 
or on any other Novell product, perform the following 
steps from your browser:

 1. Go to http://support.novell.com.

2. In the list of Support Links along the left-hand side 
of the screen, click on the “Product-Specific 
Support” link. 

3. From the resulting list of Novell products, select 
the product of your choice.

4. Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 
7 days” to see the technical documents that were 
created or have been updated in the last 7 days for 
the product you selected. You can also look at 
documents that have been created in the last 14 or 
30 days.

5. Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.

Answers to Your Technical 
Questions

SYS Volume on Storage Area Network
Dear Ab-end: Is it possible to have a NetWare v5.1 
SYS volume on a Storage Area Network (SAN)? It 
would be really slick if you can do this, since if the 
NetWare v5.1 server crashes, you can just connect 
another box to the SAN and run the NetWare v5.1 
server from that box. Note there is no Novell Cluster-
ing Services considered in this configuration.

—Sanning in San Francisco

Dear Sanning: This should work for you, but keep the 
following in mind—you will need the exact same hard-
ware (so the disk/LAN drivers still match). This is the 
biggest hurdle. It might be wise to buy your servers in 
twos, in preparation for future clustering, SFTIII, etc. 

There are several SAN vendors out there, including 
Xiotech, for example. The Ab-ender has a couple of 
Dell 2450’s set up to boot off the SAN. Basically all 
you have to do is set up some fiber channel cards to 
load their BIOS during post. We’ve gone so far as to 
completely disable the local disk subsystem on the 
servers in our rack.

On the Xiotech, you can set up a partition that is pri-
vate to a particular server adapter. Set it up as LUN #0, 
and the server should have no problems booting off of 
it, just like any SCSI device.

Using this technique, we have bootable configs on our 
SAN of 3 NW6 boxes clustered, or I can reconfigure to 
2 NW6 boxes and a Win2k box (completely different 
installs, so no NDS complaints) just by making a quick 
configuration change on the Xiotech. We can change 
which servers in the rack boot off which partitions just 
by using the management utilities that Xiotech has on 
their box to “bind” a partition to a particular hardware 
device.

This technique is a great way to go in a SAN/Cluster 
environment from a fault tolerance perspective. Now 
your local disk and your SYS volume are striped across 
the entire SAN, and a catastrophic server hardware 
failure can be fixed by simply plugging in a new box.

Is it possible to have a
NetWare v5.1 SYS vol-
ume on a Storage Area
Network (SAN)?
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Xiotech isn’t the only company offering a SAN solu-
tion: EMC, IBM, Compaq and Qlogic are a few others, 
although this is not a complete list. Once you decide 
which route to go, make sure that you have the most 
current drivers and matching hardware, or you may be 
in for a lot of initial work.

Portal Problems
Dear Ab-end: I am involved in a portal pilot and the 
only object that makes it into the tree during the install 
is the Portal Public User. I get a JAVA error that I 
listed below, and it indicates the Portal Object does not 
exist. Upon viewing the tree, I noticed that the Portal 
Object and Gadgets do not show up in tree. They are 
running this on a NetWare v5.1 server with Service 
Pack 2A (SP2A w/ Tomcat and Apache) applied.

ERROR:

 javax.servlet.ServletException: The portal is unable to login: authenticate: 
[cn=PCO,ou=Portal,o=stjohn] :: javax.naming.AuthenticationException::[LDAP: No 
Such Object]
at com.novell.nps.configManager.ConfigManager.init(ConfigManager.java:216)
at com.novell.nps.PortalServlet.init(PortalServlet.java:174)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.ServletWrapper.doInit(ServletWrapper.java:317)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.Handler.init(Handler.java:215)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.ServletWrapper.init(ServletWrapper.java:296)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.Handler.service(Handler.java:254)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.ServletWrapper.service(ServletWrapper.java:372)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.ContextManager.internalService(ContextManager.java:797)
at org.apache.tomcat.core.ContextManager.service(ContextManager.java:743)
at org.apache.tomcat.service.connector.Ajp12ConnectionHandler.processConnec-
tion(Ajp12ConnectionHandler.java:166)
at org.apache.tomcat.service.TcpWorkerThread.runIt(PoolTcpEndpoint.java:416)
at org.apache.tomcat.util.ThreadPool$ControlRunnable.run(ThreadPool.java:498)
at java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:479)

Any help would be appreciated.

—Portaled in Pietermaritzburg

Dear Portaled: I would make sure you can browse 
your eDirectory tree with an LDAP browser. Make 
sure you can delete all objects in your eDirectory tree 
that reference Portal. Also, delete the NPS directory 
under Tomcat/webapps. 

Then reinstall Portal, making sure you use an admin 
level account for the creation. Also, while early Portal 
beta’s worked, I have installed the shipping version 1.0 
and applied Support Pack 1 and it is a lot cleaner and 
refined.

If you are apprehensive about reinstalling Portal, be 
sure that the LDAP configuration of your Portal server 
is healthy. Check via the server console that 
NLDAP.NLM is loaded (MODULES NLDAP.NLM 
<Enter>). Check in LDAP Group object that you allow 
clear text passwords to be used.

I hope this helps, as the Ab-ender is running the same 
configuration, in my lab, without any problems.

Converting Volumes to NSS
Dear Ab-end: What is the best way to convert legacy 
NetWare volumes to NSS short of backup and restore?

I’ve got a customer that is moving a lot of data onto a 
Storage Area Network (SAN). They have decided they 
want to mirror the volumes to get the data onto the 
SAN. Once the data’s there, they’re going to want me 
to convert this all to NSS so I can install clustering and 
cluster-enable the volumes on four servers. Is there any 
way to make this conversion easier?

—Needing to NSS in Nice

Dear Needing: I would not recommend mirroring 
them to the SAN. There is currently no convert utility 
for NetWare 5.1. Instead, why not create NSS volumes 
on the SAN with the exact sizing you want in the clus-
ter?
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Don’t forget to leave at least a 50 MB free partition for 
Cluster Split Brain Detector (SBD). Back up trustees 
of legacy volumes, then copy data from the legacy vol-
umes to the NSS volumes. You can use any copy util-
ity such as ArcServe’s copy. 

Next, apply (restore) trustees to the NSS volumes. 
There is a utility in the Novell SE community called 
TRUSTBAR.NLM that makes backing up and restor-
ing trustees quite easy. Try this scenario on a test 
machine, loading CONLOG.NLM before loading 
TRUSTBAR.NLM so you can log any error messages.

Using Certificates with iChain
Dear Ab-end: I have a customer who would like to do 
the following: user opens a Web browser, goes to a 
web site being “front-ended” by iChain. The user 
inserts their smartcard (including an X.509 certificate) 
into the reader and uses this to authenticate to iChain. 
iChain then controls user access, based on the user’s 
certification. Can iCHain do this, and if it can, how?

In addition, how does iChain determine who the user is 
in eDirectory? (How does it match the certificate to the 
User object in eDirectory?) The user only presents an 
X.509 certificate, with pin. I realize that iChain can 
create a SSL connection, but it also has to authenticate 
the user to the directory based on the x.509 certificate, 
not the name and password.

What needs to be done to set this up? Do I have to have 
NMAS also? Do I have to use ActivCard? Thanks in 
advance for your help!

—Stuck in a Security Slump in Somalia

Dear Stuck: In order for basic security to work, there 
must be an identity on the smartcard. With Activcard, 
you can store an NDS ID associated with the certificate 
stored in eDirectory. The private key is linked to the 
public key in eDirectory. 

Addtionally, according to Novell iChain Product Man-
agement, you can certainly do this with NMAS, but the 
links you would need haven’t been built into iChain as 
yet. iChain 1.5 has the following requirements for 
X.509 certificate authentication:

   • The Certificate authority of the user certificate 
must match the server side certificate (removed in 
iChain 2.0).

   • The user certificate must contain the 
distinguished name of the user on its subject line. 
This is how iChain matches the userID (this is 

still a requirement in 2.0, and they are looking at 
providing mapping capabilities is 2.x).

Considering these two requirements, you will need to 
have some sort of ID on your smartcard, so eDirectory 
has a reference in which to deal with the corresponding 
public and private keys. (The PIN number could be the 
password.)

Upgrading Clustering from NetWare v5.1 
to NetWare 6
Dear Ab-end: Here’s a simple question with probable 
complex implications. How do you upgrade clustered 
NetWare v5.1 to clustered NetWare v6?

—Clustered out in Charlottenburg

Dear Clustered: Upgrade them all at once. The two 
versions will not be able to run together. But I think 
that you really want to know the process of doing the 
actual upgrade. The following steps will take you 
through the required procedure:

 1. Run Deployment Manager.

 2. Select Cluster Container object in eDirectory.

 3. Deployment Manager verifies software versions. 
You will need to have NetWare v5.1 with SP2a 
applied utilizing eDirectory 8.x.

 4. Deployment Manager will then back up and 
remove trustee assignments from cluster enabled 
volumes.

 5. Deployment Manager will then clean up each 
server in the cluster. To do this it will perform the 
following steps:

 • Comments out LDNCS.NCF in the AUTO- 
EXEC.NCF file on each server in the cluster.

 • Detects and marks all shared disks.

 • Changes the NSS partition ID of all shared 
disks to the legacy ID.

 • Sets a flag on Split Brain Detector (SBD) 
partition indicating pre-upgrade tasks 
succeeded.

 6. Down all servers in the Cluster. This will force a 
cluster shutdown and assumes all shared volumes 
are dismounted.

 7. The following events occurs during the NetWare 
5.1 to NetWare 6 upgrade:

 • Checks to see if a server is part of a cluster.

 • Verifies that Deployment Manager ran 
successfully.

There is a utility in the
Novell SE community
called TRUSTBAR.NLM
that makes backing up
and restoring trustees
quite easy.
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 • Performs a regular NetWare 5.1 to 6 upgrade.

 • Novell Cluster Services code is copied to all 
servers in the cluster.

 8. The following events occur during the Novell 
Cluster Services upgrade:

 • Runs Deployment Manager.

 • Selects cluster container object in eDirectory.

 • Checks software versions on all servers.

 • Updates Split Brain Detector (SBD) partition, 
if needed.

 • Assigns cluster IP address (this in a new feature 
in NCS 1.6).

 • Saves HTML report of cluster configuration 
prior to upgrade (recommended to do this!).

 • Cluster eDirectory objects are updated.

 • Restore trustees command appended to cluster 
enabled volume’s load script.

 • SAS:Security object created to allow for trustee 
retore.

 • Updates cluster container version number, 
disabling the old version number.

 • Adds new ConsoleOne snapins, disabling the 
older snapins.

 • LDNCS.NCF is uncommented in server’s 
AUTOEXEC.NCF.

 9. Reboot servers.

10. After servers are rebooted, the following occurs:

 • Shared disk pools are activated for the first 
time.

 • Shared disk pool data structure updated by 
Novell Storage Services (NSS).

 • Trustee assignments are restored.

11. Upgrade is complete!

Inaccurate Dates in DSRepair
Dear Ab-end: There is a “cosmetic feature” (I call it 
nasty) in the DSREPAIR utility, where dates show up 
as 1st of January 1970. This only occurs with the 
DSREPEAIR used in Windows NT/2000 environ-
ments. 

This can cause some real difficulties; imagine you have 
an Windows NT/2000-only environment and need to 
get the sync-status of replicas! I’ve dealt with this too 
long and have now installed a NetWare v5.1 server just 
for troubleshooting purposes! What can be done about 
this? 

—DSRepair Despair in Dover

Dear Despair: You need to get a hold of the latest 
DSREPAIR.DLM and DSTRACE.DLM. In fact, 
updating all of your eDirectory utilites may be in order. 
See http://download.novell.com/sdMain.jsp for file 
location. Novell Technical Support can also help you 
get the latest files.
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Novell Delivers Comprehensive Network 
Management with Integrated Desktop/ 
Thin-Client Solution 
Novell has announced a new Net services solution that 
gives customers unified network management to sim-
plify the costly task of provisioning and managing 
users’ content and applications across the enterprise, 
whether they are using desktops, laptops or thin-client 
servers. Aimed at organizations with a mixture of Win-
dows workstations and thin-client servers, the solution 
combines ZENworks for Desktops and Novell OnDe-
mand Services to provide centralized management of 
Web, client/server and thin-client applications over 
Novell NetWare, Windows NT/2000, UNIX and Linux 
networks. With this solution, companies can leverage 
their existing technology investments more effectively 
and provide better services to remote employees while 
lowering ongoing network management costs. 

Novell OnDemand Services 1.5 provides content and 
thin-client application provisioning services. Together 
with ZENworks for Desktops, OnDemand Services 
can provision applications to traditional Windows 
workstations via a Web browser. Novell OnDemand 
Services leverages thin-client computing (both Win-
dows Terminal Server and Citrix MetaFrame) for pro-
visioning Windows applications like Microsoft Office 
to end-users. 

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 offers complete lifecycle 
management of Windows workstations from the time a 
machine arrives on the dock until its retirement, mak-
ing it easier than ever to remotely image workstations, 
deploy and heal applications to traditional and mobile 
users, and manage workstation profiles throughout the 
organization. These powerful technologies incorporate 
Novell eDirectory to deliver policy-based content and 
application provisioning for “hands off” management 
of these services. 

The combination of ZENworks for Desktops and Nov-
ell OnDemand Services is the only solution on the mar-
ket that delivers a single, consistent interface both for 
administration of desktops, laptops and thin-client 
servers and for user access of applications on those 
devices. 

For more information about ZENworks and Novell 
OnDemand Services, visit http://www.novell.com/.

Novell Delivers Comprehensive Solution 
for Managing Employee Identities 
Novell has announced the delivery of Novell 
Employee Provisioning, a new one Net solutions offer-
ing designed to automate the process of creating, mod-
ifying and maintaining user identity profiles and access 
privileges between PeopleSoft and other business 
applications. 

Novell Employee Provisioning is the first of a set of 
new “Jump Start” solution offerings that combine Nov-
ell software and services to simplify the creation of a 
one Net environment. Based on Novell’s market-lead-
ing identity management software, the employee pro-
visioning solution enables customers to dramatically 
reduce administration costs and increase competitive-
ness by automating the process of securely granting, 
maintaining and revoking access rights to network 
resources. 

By linking independent systems such as e-mail, HR 
applications, facilities access or specialized depart-
mental data, Novell Employee Provisioning allows a 
company to create a consistent identity for each 
employee across all critical business applications. Con-
necting these disparate business applications elimi-
nates the costly and time-consuming task of updating 
each one individually; customers are able to update a 
single authoritative data store and have those changes 
replicated to all other critical systems based on their 
unique business rules. 

For example, a new employee created in a company’s 
PeopleSoft system would automatically trigger the 
creation of a new user in eDirectory, a Lotus Notes 
e-mail account, facilities access privileges and access 
to other internal applications the employee needs to be 
productive. 

With this integration, new employees gain immediate 
access to the applications and resources they need to be 
productive, instead of waiting days or weeks to obtain 
individual access to each system. When an employee 
leaves the company the procedure is reversed. Chang-
ing a user’s employment status in PeopleSoft or 
removing them from another database will simulta-
neously remove that employee’s access rights to appli-
cations throughout the enterprise, protecting corporate 

For more information, go to http://www.novell.com/ 
solutions/eprovisioning. Similar solutions are also 
available from Novell’s Consultant and System Inte-
grator partners. Small and medium-sized businesses 
can enjoy the benefits of Net services-based solutions 
by working with Novell’s channel partners. 

Novell Employee Provi-
sioning is the first of a
set of new “Jump Start”
solution offerings that
combine Novell soft-
ware and services to
simplify the creation of
a one Net environment.
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Novell Garners Praise of Solution 
Providers with VARBusiness Award
Novell has been named the overall winner in the 
“Enterprise Operating Platform” category of the 2001 
VARBusiness Annual Report Card (ARC) Awards. 
Selected by a survey of more than 5,000 systems inte-
grators, IT consulting organizations, value-added 
resellers (VARs), solution providers, and software 
developers/ISVs, Novell won top honors on the 
strength of NetWare, Novell’s leading Net services 
platform, and Novell’s channel strategy and partner-
ship programs. Novell was top vote-getter in the fol-
lowing subcategories: best products/pricing, product 
quality, product availability, pre-sales support, best 
partnership, administration of solution provider pro-
gram, channel strategy, eBusiness program and ease of 
doing business. 

Key to Novell’s top channel partner ranking was the 
quality of channel programs and activities as ranked by 
solution providers. Novell recognizes the important 
role that solution providers play in delivering on the 
one Net vision. The rapid growth of solution provider 
co-engagements with Novell Consulting is delivering 
on the one Net vision and has helped channel partners 
amplify their expertise in solving complex eBusiness 
challenges for customers and increased their service 
revenue opportunities. 

Greater emphasis on and availability of channel train-
ing and education, as well as simplified course regis-
tration, have received high marks from more than 
16,000 registrants this year alone. Novell’s QuickTrain 
DVD has been well received as a valuable self-study 
tool. In addition, solution providers highly rate Nov-
ell’s increased focus on motivation. The NetWare 
Upgrade Protection Bundle Promotion has created 
opportunities for partners to offer significant savings to 
customers, resulting in increased service revenue for 
the integrator. 

Details of Novell’s ARC Award were published in the 
Oct. 1 issue of VARBusiness and can be found at 
http://www.varbusiness.com/arc.

Novell Supports Wireless Solution for 
Fast-Growing Natural Gas Utility
Novell has announced that Southwest Gas Corpora-
tion, the fastest-growing natural gas utility in the 
United States, has deployed an innovative wireless 
solution using Novell’s Net services software. The 
solution, which wirelessly distributes and updates 
maps detailing thousands of miles of natural gas lines, 
has allowed Southwest Gas to meet a rapidly increas-
ing demand for its services while keeping costs down 
and without adding substantial headcount. For the 

company’s pioneering solution, Southwest Gas was 
recently recognized as one of CIO Magazine’s “CIO 
100,” which honored the outstanding achievements of 
100 industry-leading organizations for innovative use 
of information technology. 

Key to success of Southwest Gas is the company’s ser-
vice and construction technicians who handle the 
day-to-day activities of gas line repairs, meter monitor-
ing, gas orders and service requests. For years these 
technicians have relied upon hard-copy maps and 
microfiche to identify and determine locations of trans-
mission and distribution pipes. Each crew truck would 
carry pounds of maps and manuals, some up to six 
months old. Updates were costly, time consuming and 
too infrequent. 

Today Southwest Gas uses a wireless LAN to keep gas 
line maps constantly up to date. Each day engineering 
updates to the maps are transferred from a database to 
Novell NetWare servers in 35 field offices. At night 
these updates are transferred wirelessly from the Net-
Ware servers to laptops mounted in each service vehi-
cle automated by Novell ZENworks for Desktops. The 
laptops receive their map and manual updates unat-
tended while parked in the company lot overnight and 
do not need to be removed from the vehicles. The fol-
lowing day, by authenticating via Novell eDirectory, 
the service technicians are granted access to updated 
mapping information. 

Novell Simplifies E-mail and Calendaring 
for Millions Via the Internet 
Novell has announced the availability of Novell Inter-
net Messaging System (NIMS) 3.0, a cross-platform 
Internet messaging system that provides e-mail and 
calendar capabilities while supporting more than 
100,000 users on a single server. 

One of the first e-mail systems to deliver calendaring 
and schedule sharing across the Internet, NIMS 3.0 
leverages the strength of Novell eDirectory to deliver a 
highly scalable messaging infrastructure at a very low 
cost. NIMS operates on multiple platforms, including 
Solaris, Linux and NetWare, and supports multiple cli-
ents such as Outlook, Eudora, GroupWise, and 
Netscape Mail. 

One of the first messaging platforms around the newly 
adopted iCal standard, NIMS 3.0 has been tested at 
more than 1.1 million messages a day on low-end hard-
ware with no delivery failures or errors. NIMS has 
made the iCal standard a native part of its messaging 
infrastructure, ensuring the compatibility of NIMS 3.0 
Internet Calendaring across the Internet and across 
other iCal-compliant calendaring systems without the 

Novell has announced
that Southwest Gas Cor-
poration, the fast-
est-growing natural gas
utility in the United
States, has deployed an
innovative wireless
solution using Novell’s
Net services software.
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need of gateways or connectors. Because NIMS sup-
ports 26 languages, users are able to change between 
languages on the fly. 

For more information about NIMS, visit http://www.
novell.com/products/nims. To test the user features of 
NIMS 3.0, interested parties can sign up for a free 
e-mail account using NIMS at http://www.myreal
box.com. 

Novell’s ZENworks Receives Top Marks 
from Industry Analysts
Novell recently announced industry analyst findings 
that give top marks to Novell ZENworks, Novell’s 
industry-leading network management software. Giga 
Information Group’s recent report, “Desktop Manage-
ment Tools - Which One Is the Best?,” named ZEN-
works the top desktop management tool on the market. 

In addition, a recently released IDC white paper spon-
sored by Novell, “Quantifying the Business Benefits of 
Directory-Based Desktop Management,” found that 
ZENworks gave customers an average three-year 
return on investment (ROI) of 2,039 percent and a pay-
back time of less than three months. Average savings 
over a three-year period from deploying ZENworks 
have a net present value of $1.24 million per company. 

Novell’s ZENworks for Desktops and ZENworks for 
Servers give organizations a cost-effective end-to-end 
management system for their entire network, providing 
automated policy-based management of all an organi-
zation’s network computers, desktops and servers. 
ZENworks leverages the enterprise-wide power of 
Novell NDS eDirectory to create policies that can be 
tailored to individual and group needs while still 
enforcing organizational standards. This greatly sim-
plifies IT tasks, lowering the costs associated with 
desktop and server management while reducing the 
potential for errors and inconsistencies. ZENworks 
also provides a complete cross-platform, enter-
prise-wide software distribution system that is flexible, 
powerful and simple to use. For more information 
about ZENworks, visit http://www.novell.com/
products/zenworks. 

Novell ZENworks Desktop Management 
Solution Drives Management Costs Down, 
Productivity and Efficiency Up 
Novell has announced the availability of Novell ZEN-
works for Desktops 3.2, the latest version of the most 
widely deployed directory-enabled desktop manage-
ment solution on the market. The new ZENworks for 
Desktops features advanced enterprise workstation 
imaging, imaging compression and enhanced thin-

client session management, powerful new tools 
designed to address the challenges of limited band-
width in the face of increasingly mobile workforces 
and highly distributed desktop environments. 

Leveraging the power of Novell NDS eDirectory to 
simplify management, ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 
operates across network operating systems, including 
Novell NetWare and Windows NT/2000, managing 
Windows workstations on networks as one Net. 
According to a recent IDC white paper, ZENworks 
gave customers a payback time of less than three 
months and an average three-year return on investment 
(ROI) of 2,039 percent. 

Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 will also feature an 
add-on option supporting PXE (Preboot Execution 
Environment) functionality: ZENworks for Desktops 
3.2 Preboot Services. PXE is part of Intel’s Wired for 
Management specification and allows a workstation to 
be booted and managed before the workstation operat-
ing system starts. This will provide ZENworks for 
Desktops 3.2 customers completely hands-free, 
birth-to-death management of workstations. Techni-
cians no longer need to visit machines to deliver or 
build the desktop operating system, vastly simplifying 
the management of Net resources and reducing the cost 
of a customer’s rollout of Windows 2000 Professional 
or other desktop operating system.

Enhancements to ZENworks for Desktops 3.2 include:

   • ZENworks Imaging compression 

   • Enhanced thin-client session management

   • Policy Deployment wizard 

   • Updated inventory scanning to read Windows 
Management Interface (WMI) data 

   • ZENworks Imaging client/server multicast

   • Advanced imaging scripting 

   • Remote control enhancements 

   • Accessibility improvements

   • Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) 
enhancements 

When ZENworks for Desktops is combined with ZEN-
works for Servers, which automates server updates, 
businesses gain an extremely cost-effective end-to-end 
management solution for their entire network. 

For more information about ZENworks, visit 
http://www.novell.com/products/zenworks. 

Novell has announced
the availability of Novell
ZENworks for Desktops
3.2, the latest version of
the most widely deployed
directory-enabled desk-
top management solution
on the market.
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CodeWarriorU Offers Online 
Programmer Courses
MetroWerks is offering free online courses, including 
Palm OS, C, C++, Java, and XML. Courses include the 
following:

Palm OS Programming with CodeWarrior. Learn to 
write C/C++ programs for the Palm OS platform. 

The Hitchhikers Guide to Programming M Core Micro-
controllers. This course will teach you how to program 
an M Core MCU that provides the behind-the-scene 
smarts for many electronic devices. 

Introduction to PowerPlant. Learn how to create a 
complete Mac OS application with Metrowerks’ 
PowerPlant.

Lean Programming with C. This hands-on course 
explains the fundamentals and teaches you how to 
write your own programs. 

Introduction to CodeWarrior. Use the powerful 
CodeWarrior integrated development environment to 
build Macintosh or Windows applications.

Java Programming Certification with MetroWerks 
CodeWarrior. This course is a comprehensive review 
of Java 2, preparing you for the Sun’s Java 2 Program-
mer Certification Exam. 

Introduction to Java. Try some cool applications of 
the Web’s hottest programming language. 

Introduction to C++. This course is designed to teach 
you everything you need to know to start creating your 
own C++ programs today! 

Intermediate C++. This course provides you with the 
foundation knowledge you need to begin writing seri-
ous C++ applications. It is for people who have com-
pleted the introductory C++ course or who have basic 
knowledge of C++ programming. 

Introduction to XML. Find out what XML really is, the 
role it will play in the future of the Web, and how you 
can use it as part of your information storage and 
exchange system. 

CodeWarriorU’s free online courses are intended to 
help programmers learn or sharpen their skills. All 
courses offer multiple lessons and are available over 
the Internet. For more information or to enroll in a 
course, visit CodeWarriorU’s Web site at 
http://www.codewarrioru.com/CodeWarriorU.

Novell Worldwide Developer 
Support at Your Fingertips
Do you know all of the development support options 
available from Novell? We provide options ranging 
from free online support forums to on-site visits. What-
ever you need to get your project done is available 
from DeveloperNet.

New Access Options to Developer 
Support Forums
Novell Worldwide Developer Support is pleased to 
announce the availability new HTML access to our 
DeveloperNet electronic support forums. Try them out 
at http://developer-forums.novell.com/ today! These 
new interface options supplement the existing news-
group based forums, providing robust HTTP and 
NNTP access through your browser or news reader. 

Visit the site today and tell us what you think. Our goal 
is to make obtaining support for your development 
efforts as easy as possible.

Phone or E-mail Assistance
You can get priority phone or e-mail assistance when 
you open a support incident. To open a support inci-
dent call 1-800-REDWORD or email devsup@nov-
ell.com.

Those of you with a NetProfessional membership or 
higher receive two or more free support incidents.

State-of-the-Art Developer Labs
Novell now provides convenient lab facilities, engi-
neering assistance and related resources for developing 
and porting your strategic products to Novell Directory 
Services (NDS), NetWare 5 and other directory- 
enabled Novell platforms.

These hands-on facilities are available the US (Provo, 
UT and Boston, MA), Taiwan, Japan and Europe. For 
more information on the labs visit http://devel-
oper.novell.com/devlabs/

Training
DeveloperNet University is your training and educa-
tion source for sharpening your skills and accelerating 
your development of Net-based solutions. The Univer-
sity offers online access to in-depth training on the lat-
est Novell technologies, products, and technical 
publications. Visit the University today, http://devel-
oper.novell.com/servlet/devnet/education/index.html

CodeWarriorU’s free
online courses are
intended to help pro-
grammers learn or
sharpen their skills. 
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Developer Q & A

Q. I am attempting to write some code that will 
duplicate these series of steps in NWAdmin while in the 
GroupWise view.

While I have the properties open for a post office 
object, I go to the membership tab. Then I click 
“Remove Access Rights.” 

So far I’ve looked the object and admin API up and 
down and I can’t seem to find a way to reproduce the 
effects of removing the access rights. Any suggestions? 
Help? Sample code? Clues? Please?

A. Unfortunately, there is nothing in the GroupWise 
APIs that will work for you. You may want to leave a 
comment on the GroupWise Developer Support 
Newsgroup asking GroupWise development to include 
the functionality you need.

Q. I have a problem with authentication using the 
JNDI interface into eDirectory. I am using Novell’s 
service provider, njclc_all.exe, downloaded for 
http://developer.novell.com. I need to provide a pure 
JNDI focused solution. Our client will not permit the 
use C code from the Novell API.

We have made a lot of progress but cannot get around 
the issue of the following repeated error message:

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkEr-
ror: 
C:\Novell\Java\njclv2r\Bin\jncpv2r.dll: Can't find depen-
dent libraries 

at java.lang.ClassLoader$NativeLi-
brary.load(Native Method)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary0(Class-
Loader.java:1382)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary(Class-
Loader.java:1306)

at java.lang.Runtime.loadLibrary0(Runt-
ime.java:749)

at java.lang.System.loadLibrary(Sys-
tem.java:820)

at com.novell.service.ses-
sion.xplat.Natives.<clinit>(Natives.java:217)

at 
com.novell.service.session.xplat.XplatUtil$Requester-
ConnectionSearchEnumerator.doScanWork(Xplat-
Util.java:3568)

at
com.novell.service.session.xplat.XplatUtil$Requester-
ConnectionSearchEnumerator.nextElement(Xplat-
Util.java:3611)..

I have been trying to resolve this problem for a couple 
of days. All the suggested solutions appear to center on 
locating the jncpv2r.dll or netwin32.dll at one of 
several Path locations. We’ve tried them all!

Any help you can give us will be gratefully accepted.

A. If you use the Sun JNDI for LDAP provider, you 
can access eDirectory via LDAP without need for 
Novell client files. The core functionality comes from 
Sun. Novell provides additional functionality in LDAP 
Extensions and Controls for JNDI SDK. You don’t 
need any NetWare client files for this.

If you need more than directory functionality, you can 
use the NJCLC. Questions and problems about using 
NJCLC should be posted to the novell.devsup.njcl 
forum please. It sounds like you need to be using RMI 
if you want to run without client DDLs. If you are 
running in non-RMI mode you need the dlls and you 
may have a mismatch. This is discussed in the readme 
at: http://developer.novell.com/ndk/readme/njclc.txt

Q. I am trying to work with a few sample code items 
from the Novell Web site and am having difficulty in 
setting up my environment. I am new to Java so I am 
learning as I go. 

I have downloaded the LDAP Class Libraries for Java 
(NetWare and Windows). When trying to compile a 
program sample errors are generated stating that it 
can’t find the package to import, ie. com.novell.ldap.. 
After running the install, I do not see the directories 
required. I have been looking at the developer site for 
set up help but can’t seem to locate anything. Do you 
have any documentation on how to setup a 
environment to use the class libraries? 

A. Yes, we can provide you with information. 
Please see http://developer.novell.com/ndk/
readme/jldap.txt under the Installation section.

Are you building in a Win32 environment or on a 
NetWare server?
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After installing the LDAP Class Libraries for Java you 
should get a directory \novell\ndk\ndssdk\java\lib 
containing ldap.jar. On a server it is sys:\java\lib\ 
ldap.jar If you got that, you need to include 
drive:\novell\ndk\java\lib\ldap.jar in your CLASS- 
PATH. On NetWare if you are building there, use 
envset to set the classpath.

If the install did not do this for you, then please go to 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk/jldap.htm. Select the 
“download” button that is under “Software” to get the 
file jldap.exe. Use the “traditional download” option. 
Run this executable using the defaults. Good Luck!

Q. I’m trying to make a tool which can move users 
in bulk, but it seems that ldap_rename_s doesn’t work.

If I rename a user it works, but if I try to move a user to 
another container it returns 0x80. Here is a snippet of 
my code:

// CUT
DoBind on connection 0x8337698
DoBind: name = 'cn=admin,o=c-note', client version = 3, method = 0x80
send_ldap_result 0:"":"" to connection 0x8337698
DoModifyDN on connection 0x8337698
DoModifyDN: dn (cn=test,ou=test,o=c-note) newrdn (cn=test) deleteoldrdn (0)
Cannot resolve NDS name 'CN=test.OU=test.O=c-note' in ResolveAndAuthNDSName,
err = -626
dn_parent: Empty/NULL dn
Cannot parse NDS name 'CN=test.OU=test.O=c-note' in ResolveAndAuthNDSName,
err = 64
ResolveNDSNameWithCache failed, err = -626
send_ldap_result 80:"":"NDS error: all referrals failed (-626)" to
connection 0x8337698
DoUnbind on connection 0x8337698
// CUT

Is it my programming, or is there a problem with 
ldap_rename_s and NDS. I’m running 85.12 on a 
Linux box.

A. Your code looks good. You are using the 
ldap_rename_s correctly. Recheck your LDAP 
NDK setup and see if the problem goes away. I 
have tried it in my lab with no problems.

Q. In the NDPS NDK, is it possible to create a log 
of all I/O activity for a connection? I noticed that 
NWConsole has a nice display of open files, put 
requests, etc. I wondered if it is possible to setup a 
connection to log all I/O activity in a particular 
directory. I could write the “C” interface necessary if 
someone just shows me where the API’s and exit points 
are.

A. Answers to all your questions may be found in 
the documentation for NetWare utility 
AUDITCON.EXE.

Q. Are there any equivalent Java NWPKI API’s? It 
would be nice if you could provide me a link to this, if 
at all there are any.

A. As far as I know - no, there aren’t. Here is an 
excerpt from ncslib.txt:

The interfaces are provided entirely in C, and will gain 
the best cross-platform support for the platforms to 
which NDS is intended to be supported. A future 
version of this API will offer Java interfaces as well as 
support for NDS for Solaris and other popular varieties 
of Unix.

Q. In the NWDir ActiveX Control, the control thinks 
that a Generational Qualifier attribute can only have 7 
characters, but you can set a value up with 8 
characters using NWAdmin. Is this new? any way 
around it?

A. You are right about a Generational Qualifier 
having 8 characters. According to the schema 
definition, it is:

Constraints

    DS_NONREMOVABLE_ATTR

    DS_PUBLIC_READ

    DS_SINGLE_VALUED_ATTR

The interfaces are
provided entirely in
C, and will gain the
best cross-platform
support for the plat-
forms to which NDS
is intended to be sup-
ported.
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    DS_SIZED_ATTR (1..8)

    DS_STRING_ATTR

    DS_SYNC_IMMEDIATE

This has been verified as a bug in the NWDir control. 
Novell’s ActiveX Engineering group is working on 
fixing this.

Q. I’m just wondering if there’s an easy way to set 
up a single UDP or TCP socket to listen on more than 
one port (but not all ports which would naturally be 
indicated by a port value of 0). Thanks in advance.

A. No. The BSD has no way to express this, unless 
there’s a recent extension to the

Unix API that I’ve never seen. You may want to check 
out the various API suppliers, along with the Standards 
Web sites to see if something new is in the works.

Q. I would like to detect whether a specific volume 
is an NSS or a traditional one. Does anyone know how 
to do this?

A. You can use NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo to 
obtain this information, as illustrated in the following 
sample code. You will note that the mask 0x80000000 
checks for a NSS volume.

#include <nwdsapi.h>
#include <nwdsconn.h>
#include <nwvol.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

int main( int argc, char* argv[]) {
NWDSCCODE         dsccode;
NWDSContextHandle context;
NWCCODE           ccode;
NWCONN_HANDLE     conn_handle;
nuint16           volNum;
NWVolExtendedInfo volInfo;
if ( argc != 3) {

puts( "Usage: ExtVInfo <server name> <volume name>");
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSCreateContextHandle( &context);
if ( dsccode != 0) {

printf( "NWDSCreateContextHandle failed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
ccode = NWDSLoginAsServer( context);
if ( ccode != 0) {

printf( "NWDSLoginAsServer failed, ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSOpenConnToNDSServer( context, argv[ 1], &conn_handle);
if ( dsccode != 0) {

printf( "NWDSOpenConnToNDSServer failed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
dsccode = NWDSAuthenticateConn( context, conn_handle);
if ( dsccode != 0) {

printf( "NWDSAuthenticateConn failed, dsccode = %x", dsccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}

You can use NWGe-
tExtendedVolumeInfo
to detect whether a
specific volume is an
NSS or a traditional
one. 
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ccode = NWGetVolumeNumber( conn_handle, argv[ 2], &volNum);
if ( ccode != 0) {

printf( "NWGetVolumeNumber failed, ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
ccode = NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo( conn_handle, volNum, &volInfo);
if ( ccode != 0) {

printf( "NWGetExtendedVolumeInfo failed, ccode = %x", ccode);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
printf( "%s: %s", argv[ 2],

volInfo.statusFlag & NWCompressionEnabledBit ? "compression enabled" :
"compression NOT enabled");

printf( ", %s\n", volInfo.statusFlag & 0x80000000 ? "NSS" :
"traditional");

printf( "sectorSize              : %lu\n", volInfo.sectorSize);
printf( "freeableLimboSectors    : %lu\n", volInfo.freeableLimboSectors);
printf( "nonfreeableLimboSectors : %lu\n",

volInfo.nonfreeableLimboSectors);
NWDSFreeContext( context);
return EXIT_SUCCESS;

}

...or assemble and send an NCP packet:

#include <errno.h>
#include <nit/nwdir.h>
#include <nwconn.h>
#include <nwerrno.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

int main( int argc, char* argv[]) {
int volumeNumber;

#include <npackon.h> // don't move this directive to a different location
struct GetVolumeInformationLevel1RequestPacket {

unsigned short SubFuncStrucLen;
unsigned char  SubFuncCode;
unsigned long  VolumeNumber;
unsigned long  InfoLevelNumber;

} req;
struct GetVolumeInformationLevel1ReplyPacket {

unsigned long  CurrentServerTime;
unsigned char  VConsoleVersion;
unsigned char  VConsoleRevision;
unsigned short reserved;
unsigned long  InfoLevel;
// VolInfoDef:
unsigned long  VolumeType;
unsigned long  StatusFlagBits;
unsigned long  SectorSize;
unsigned long  SectorsPerCluster;
unsigned long  VolumeSizeInClusters;
unsigned long  FreedClusters;
unsigned long  SubAllocFreeableClusters;
unsigned long  FreeableLimboSectors;
unsigned long  NonFreeableLimboSectors;
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unsigned long  NonFreeableAvailableSubAllocSectors;
unsigned long  NonUsableSubAllocSectors;
unsigned long  SubAllocClusters;
unsigned long  DataStreamsCount;
unsigned long  LimboDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long  OldestDeletedFileAgeInTicks;
unsigned long  CompressedDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long  CompressedLimboDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long  UnCompressedDataStreamsCount;
unsigned long  PreCompressedSectors;
unsigned long  CompressedSectors;
unsigned long  MigratedFiles;
unsigned long  MigratedSectors;
unsigned long  ClustersUsedByFAT;
unsigned long  ClustersUsedByDirectories;
unsigned long  ClustersUsedByExtendedDirectories;
unsigned long  TotalDirectoryEntries;
unsigned long  UnusedDirectoryEntries;
unsigned long  TotalExtendedDirectoryExtants;
unsigned long  UnUsedExtendedDirectoryExtants;
unsigned long  ExtendedAttributesDefined;
unsigned long  ExtendedAttributeExtantsUsed;
unsigned long  DirectoryServicesObjectID;
unsigned long  VolumeLastModifiedDateAndTime;

} rep;
#include <npackoff.h> // don't move this directive to a different location

int ccode;
if ( argc != 2) {

printf( "Usage: %s <vol_name>\n", argv[ 0]);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
if ( GetVolumeNumber( argv[ 1], &volumeNumber) != 0) {

printf( "GetVolumeNumber failed, errno = %d (%s), NetWareErrno = %d\n",
errno, strerror( errno), NetWareErrno);

return EXIT_FAILURE;
}

printf( "volumeNumber = %d\n", volumeNumber);
req.SubFuncStrucLen = 0x900; // Hi-Lo
req.SubFuncCode     = 34;
req.VolumeNumber    = volumeNumber;
req.InfoLevelNumber = 1;
ccode = NWNCPSend( 123, &req, sizeof( req), &rep, sizeof( rep));
if ( ccode != ESUCCESS) {

printf( "NWNCPSend failed, ccode = %d\n", ccode);
return EXIT_FAILURE;

}
puts( rep.StatusFlagBits & 2          ? "compression enabled" :
"compression not enabled");
puts( rep.StatusFlagBits & 0x80000000 ? "NSS"                 :
"traditional");
return EXIT_SUCCESS;
}

<END>
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Why We Need Education Now 
More Than Ever

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell Appnotes

With the current downturn in the economy and the 
unsurety in the high tech industry, many people are 
wondering what to do to be prepared for the next 
growth phase. I think the answer is, “Learn more 
now!” That might not be the answer you expect or 
want to hear, but I believe it is the answer you need. 
Let me explain.

What Will It Take to Win?
Call me optimistic, but I’m convinced the high tech 
industry will be coming out of its slump in the near 
future. In the next phase of the Internet revolution, 
business basics will once again be considered, and new 
business models will be figured out and implemented. 
Just because the economy has been faltering doesn’t 
mean technology development has come to a standstill. 
In fact, more new technologies are emerging today 
than ever before, and they make more sense.

To profit from this revolution, it is vital to understand 
what technologies are available to take advantage of 
the new business models, and how to use those tech-
nologies to win. In the dot-com fiasco, many aban-
doned the “what you know” model and relied instead 
on “who you know.” The battle cry was, “We’re 
changing all the rules and it’s going to work.” The 
problem with that philosophy is there are some things 
you just can’t change, such as the basic principles of 
business economics (as I discussed last month). 

We all need to assess what we learned from the crash 
of the dot-coms and return to the “what you know” 
model. But learning from the past is only part of the 
solution. The other part is finding out what products, 
solutions, and tools are out there to help us implement 
what we have learned in a better way. This is where the 
education answer comes into play.

The New Value of Training and Education
It is important that you implement new solutions now 
to stay ahead of your competition. But while you may 
know what technologies are out there for you to use, 

it’s not enough to simply pay someone to set them up 
for you. You need to understand how to use them to 
maximize your business. You need to know how to 
take advantage of the many features offered by the 
products or solutions you are implementing. You need 
to know what pieces can be added to further enhance 
your solutions. You need to spend time, effort, and 
resources on training and education.

I can hear many of you say, “I’ve already got my CNE 
and MCSE certifications, so I’m all set!” That’s all 
well and good, but certifications are only valuable to 
the extent that thay are kept up-to-date. Too many of us 
don’t have the resources to continually update our cer-
tifications, and there are those who no longer see the 
value in that path. But the industry is still moving at 
“Internet speed,” and it is vital that we meet our train-
ing needs at that speed. As more and more companies 
realize this, I think we will find training more tailored 
to fit those needs. 

Here’s the direction in which I expect vendors will 
start moving as they re-evaluate their training and edu-
cation services for customers. Rather than offering 
monolithic 5-day courses on topics of the vendor’s 
choosing, they’ll provide a selection of 1-day courses 
that are more focused on specific tasks and solutions. 
That way, customers with limited training budgets can 
choose only the modules they really need to solve their 
particular business problems. At the same time, ven-
dors will begin taking advantage of new technologies 
for developing and delivering training to the masses.

The more you know, the better chance you have of suc-
ceeding. The choice is yours: watch others pass you by 
and make their fortunes, or take the time and spend the 
money today to prepare yourself for the next phase of 
the Internet economy. You have more opportunities 
now than ever before. If you want to play with the big 
boys and win, you’d better be prepared. Education and 
training is the way to go, and now is the time to do it!

Check Out Novell Education’s Offerings

Now that I’ve shared my feelings on the importance of 
education and training (shameless plug coming here), I 
urge you to take a look at what Novell Education has to 
offer. With all the new one Net solutions and technolo-
gies from Novell in the NetWare 6 and Net Services 
software arena, Novell Education can provide the 
training and knowledge you need to succeed.

While you are pondering these latest words of wisdom, 
I will wait patiently to hear your thoughts on this and 
other technology topics. Until then, I’ll just keep ram-
bling . . . .

It is vital to understand
what technologies are
available to take advan-
tage of the new business
models, and how to use
those technologies to
win.
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You Think You Have 
Computer Troubles?
The following is excerpted from a Wall Street Journal 
article detailing some of the exasperating experiences 
high tech companies have had in providing technical 
support to a certain class of users.

Compaq is considering changing the command “Press 
Any Key” to “Press Return Key” because of the flood 
of calls asking where the “Any” key is. 

AST technical support had a caller complaining that 
her mouse was hard to control with the dust cover on.  
The cover turned out to be the plastic bag the mouse 
was packaged in. 

Another AST customer was asked to send a copy of her 
defective diskettes. A few days later a letter arrived 
from the customer with photocopies of the floppies. 

A customer called Compaq tech support to say her 
brand-new computer wouldn’t work. She said she 
unpacked the unit, plugged it in, and sat there for 20 
minutes waiting for something to happen. When asked 
what happened when she pressed the power switch, she 
asked, “What power switch?” 

A Dell technician advised his customer to put his trou-
bled floppy back in the drive and close the door. The 
customer asked the tech to hold on and was heard put-
ting the phone down, getting up, and crossing the room 
to close the door to his room. 

Another Dell customer called to say he couldn’t get his 
computer to fax anything. After 40 minutes of trouble-
shooting, the technician discovered the man was trying 
to fax a piece of paper by holding it in front of the 
monitor screen and hitting the “Send” key. 

Yet another Dell customer called to complain that his 
keyboard no longer worked. He had cleaned it by fill-
ing up his tub with soap and water and soaking the 
keyboard for a day, then removing all the keys and 
washing them individually. 

A Dell technician received a call from a customer who 
was enraged because his computer had told him he was 
“bad and an invalid.” The tech explained that the com-
puter’s “bad command” and “invalid” responses 
shouldn’t be taken personally. 

An exasperated caller to Dell Tech Support couldn’t 
get her new Dell computer to turn on. After ensuring 
the computer was plugged in, the technician asked her 
what happened when she pushed the power button. Her 
response, “I pushed and pushed on this foot pedal and 
nothing happens.” The “foot pedal” turned out to be 
the computer’s mouse. 

A confused caller to IBM was having trouble printing 
documents. He told the technician that the computer 
had said it “couldn’t find printer.” The user had tried 
turning the computer screen to face the printer, but his 
computer still couldn’t “see” the printer. 

Another IBM customer had troubles installing software 
and rang for support. “I put in the first disk, and that 
was OK. It said to put in the second disk, and I had 
some problems with the disk. When it said to put in the 
third disk, I couldn’t even fit it in...” The user hadn’t 
realized that “Insert Disk 2” meant to remove Disk 1 
first.

In a similar incident, a customer had followed the 
instructions for installing software. The instructions 
said to remove the disk from its cover and insert into 
the drive. The user had physically removed the casing 
of the disk and wondered why there were problems.

True story from a Novell NetWire SysOp: 
Caller: “The cup holder on my PC is broken and I am 
within my warranty period. How do I get it fixed?”
Tech: “I’m sorry, but did you say a cup holder?”
Caller: “Yes, it’s attached to the front of my com-
puter.”
Tech: “Please excuse me if I seem a bit stumped. Did 
you receive this as part of a promotional at a trade 
show? How did you get this cup holder? Does it have 
any trademark on it?”
Caller: “It came with my computer. I don’t know any-
thing about a promotion. It just has ‘4X’ on it.”
At this point, the Tech Rep had to mute the caller 
because he was laughing too hard. The caller had been 
using the load drawer of the CD-ROM drive as a cup 
holder and snapped it off the drive. 

A woman called the Canon help desk with a problem 
with her printer. The tech asked her if she was running 
it under Windows. The woman responded, “No, my 
desk is next to the door. But that is a good point. The 
man sitting in the cubicle next to me is under a window 
and his printer is working fine.” 

Tech Support: “OK, Bob, press the control and escape 
keys at the same time. That brings up a task list in the 
middle of the screen. Now type the letter ‘P’ to bring 
up the Program Manager.” 
Customer: “I don't have a ‘P’.” 
Tech Support: “On your keyboard, Bob.” 
Customer: “What do you mean?” 
Tech Support: “‘P’ on your keyboard, Bob.” 
Customer: “I’m not going to do that!”

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humor-
ous observations and refreshing diversions to give 
you a break from the daily grind. Any opinions 
expressed here do not reflect Novell’s official 
position on anything.

The caller had been
using the load drawer of
the CD-ROM drive as a
cup holder and snapped
it off the drive.
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